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Editor’s Note 

Welcome to the Spring 2022 issue of The Mercurian! As Spring blossoms here in North Carolina and 
the global pandemic, barring any significant new variants, seems to be on the wane, I hope this new 
issue of The Mercurian brings joy and light as you explore the worlds these playwrights and translators 
have crafted. 

The issue begins with Atar J. Hadari’s translation of Marat Parkhomovsky’s Hebrew one-act play 1948 
that explores, both historically and currently, the effects of actions taken by both Palestinian and 
Jewish armed groups in 1948 that partitioned land, erased Palestinian villages, and led to the creation 
of the state of Israel.  Israel’s “War of Independence” is the Palestinian Nakba or “disaster” and never 
the twain shall meet. In his introduction Haradi discusses the issues involved in translating not only a 
politically charged text, but one that attempts to turn an historical analysis of 1948 into a theatrically 
viable text in English for an audience not necessarily well versed the historical and/or cultural events 
of 1948. 

1948 is followed by Biljana Ktanovska’s translation of Macedonian playwright Sasho Ognenovskii’s 
play Citadel. Ognenovskii’s play, with its absurd aspects, places a seemingly random group of people 
in a brand-new hotel at the top of a mountain during a heavy snowstorm. With lingering elements of 
a who-done-it, Citadel brings all the characters together at the end of the play for the classic revelation 
of the murderer, only to make clear that the question to be solved is not the homicide but the nature 
of existence itself. 

Next comes Marc Silberman’s translation of German playwright Thomas Köck’s play atlas. 
Commissioned for the thirtieth anniversary of the Leipzig protests of 1989 that anticipated the fall of 
the Wall, atlas delves into a multi-generational history of “socialist solidarity” in which thousands of 
Vietnamese, primarily women, were brought to East Germany to work in factories where they were 
kept isolated from the rest of the population and where pregnancy, amongst other offenses such as 
interaction with the locals, meant swift deportation back to Vietnam. Slilberman’s introduction 
discusses several translation issues that he encountered, including the lack of punctuation or 
capitalization in Köck’s text, its visual appearance on the page, and the incorporation of Vietnamese 
and English into the original play, along with his solutions for his American English translation. 

atlas is followed by Doug Zschiegner’s translation/adaptation of the nineteenth century French 
playwright Edmund Rostand’s Cyrano de Bergerac into CyranA. Zschiegner has both shortened the 
length of Rostand’s classic play and swapped the gender of the play’s main characters, as well as many 
others. CyranA (Cyrano) and Christiane (Christian) are now women and Robin (Roxanne) a man. 
While the adaptation is done with the laudable goal of increasing the number of robust classical roles 
for women, it also raises a number of questions regarding gender roles and identity when the 
characters’ behavior has not been altered from that of Rostand’s original. As Zschiegner puts it, “How 
would women behave in an entirely female power structure where there’s no culture of deferring to 
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men? And what would men be like in a world without inherent, systemic privilege? Our title character 
combines wit, aggression, self-less dedication, literary and military skills, and panache—but has one 
enormous self-esteem problem. How does this imagined past resonate today?” Readers can decide for 
themselves if the adapted text itself provides the answers, or if further directorial exploration of the 
gender dynamics inherent in the play would be necessary when producing this adaptation. 

This issue concludes, serendipitously, with another interpretation of Rostand’s Cyrano de Bergerac, 
LuisDa Molina Rueda’s translation of Argentine playwright Guillermo Baldo’s The Girl Who Was 
Cyrano. As Molina Rueda describes in his introduction to the translation, Baldo’s play for children and 
adults alike reworks Rostand’s Cyrano and Roxanne into two young girls, Valentina and Roxi, who 
become inseparable. When Roxi discovers Valentina one day exploring her gender identity by wearing 
her brother’s clothes, Roxi falls in love with the boy that she thinks Valentina is and, as in Rostand’s 
play, they exchange a series of letters exploring their new relationship. Baldo’s children’s play creates 
an LGTQIA+ love story that sweetly upends the heteronormative structure of Rostand’s original 
while simultaneously paying it homage. 

Back issues of The Mercurian can be found at under the “Archives” tab on our website: https://the-
mercurian.com/. As the theatre is nothing without its audience, The Mercurian welcomes your 
comments, questions, complaints, and critiques. Deadline for submissions for consideration for 
Volume 9, No. 2 Fall 2022 will be September 15, 2022. 

—Adam Versényi 
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1948 

By Mara Parkhomovsky 

Translated from Hebrew by Atar Hadari 

There were two problems in the translation of this play with regard to its language, and one problem 
with regard to its length, or perhaps I should say with regard to its transition from a text to be used in 
a theatre to a text to be used on the page. The latter was quite simply an opening voice over which the 
audience of the play would hear as they filtered into the theatre and sat down. All of it drawn from 
the historical monograph which the play adapts, this opening two pages allowed for a degree of 
exposition and the creation of a certain mood in the audience which the translator of a play (and its 
publisher) simply cannot afford to risk imposing on the patience of a reader in a magazine, let alone a 
book. So I solved that problem by radically cutting the opening section and getting as rapidly as 
possible to what I take as the actual opening of the play, the words “Enter Marat.” 

The two language problems were both ones of genre and both problems which arise from using a 
‘found text’ in a theatre text. The main body of the play is the dialogue between the character of the 
author, Marat, and the ostensible subject of the play, “Benny Morris,” a representation of the living 
historian whom Marat Parkhomovsky interviewed after reading his book and whose own internal 
political transformation Marat attempts to intimate by the way he stages a long monologue in which 
‘Morris’ recites the various stages of the war over Palestine which Israelis call “The War of 
Independence” and Palestinians call the Nakba or “disaster.” Parkhomovsky solves the problem of 
how to stage dense historical prose by having his lead actor go into seizures which lend an external 
tension to the long passages of prose. These are not included as stage directions in the script and are 
therefore invisible to the translator. The only option available to the translator is to render the dense 
historical prose in the most terse and easily apprehended language possible—to turn what was written 
to be a text book into some kind of speech. Parkhomovsky has done some of this work in cutting and 
selecting from Morris’s text, the translator has to do more by investing a second or third draft of the 
translation in pruning academic language—which is what may have been literally translated from the 
original—into shorter and quicker prose which can be spoken at speed and absorbed through the ear. 

The second kind of “found text” was the popular song about the Sabbath in an army camp which 
Parkhomovsky chose to end the play with. It is a song about peace and tranquillity and (I assume) 
meant to be more than ironic, perhaps deeply bitter and disturbing at the end of this history of violence 
and unresolved conscience. What I bore in mind while translating it was John Arden’s use of the ballad 
form in his play about soldiers and violence against civilians, “Sergeant Musgrave’s Dance.” So the 
problem was to translate the song as a song, with full rhymes at least as good as a contemporary pop 
song, and to bear in mind the irony it was seeking to convey. There were local references to an army 
camp and to the exit of an Israeli cinema which had to be conveyed, but those were local problems 
on a word by word basis, the much trickier thing was the irony, which could only be got across by 
making the song as lyrical and wistful as possible. Whether that works on the page is one question, 
whether the effect has been successful in total one could only judge in front of an audience who had 
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seen the play in English by listening to what they said when the music was over and the play continued 
to reverberate in their heads. 

 

Marat Parkhomovsky is a theater and film director, writer, and entrepreneur, specializing in projects 
of preserving cultural memory. 

Atar Hadari trained as an actor at University of East Anglia before studying playwrighting with Derek 
Walcott at Boston University. His plays have won awards from the BBC, Arts Council of England, 
National Foundation of Jewish Culture (New York), European Association of Jewish Culture 
(Brussels) and the RSC, where he was Young Writer in Residence. Plays have been staged at 
Finborough Theatre, Wimbledon Studio Theatre, Chichester Festival Theatre, Mark Taper Forum and 
West Yorkshire Playhouse. 
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1948 

By Marat Parkhomovsky 

Translated by Atar Hadari 

(Enter Marat.) 

MARAT: Good evening. Welcome to “1948.” I’d like to introduce you to the crew who will produce 
this show—the actor Gad Kinner, choreographer, composer and co-director Shimrit Malul and 
myself—director, author and actor: Marat Parkhomovsky. May we ask at this point that you turn off 
your mobile phones.  

The extract you heard as you came in was from “1948” by Professor Benny Morris—a book that lays 
out in forensic detail the story of the 1948 war, the War of Independence, perhaps the most decisive 
and complex event in the history of the State of Israel. The book is written in a very pragmatic, cold, 
objective style and when I first read it a few years ago it set before me for the first time the full picture 
of events, without sparing either side—Arabs or Jews. After reading the book, what had been a jumble 
of impressions based on half-truths I’d got from newspapers and the Israeli school system, became 
one conclusion: you can’t talk about anything before you talk about ‘48. You can’t create anything 
before you talk about ‘48. But nobody, or almost nobody, wants to talk about ‘48.  

1967—be my guest, there everything’s easy: we conquered, we stole, we built settlements—shocking. 
But the fact of the matter is when you get into ‘48 you realise, relatively speaking, ‘67 is a an 
afterthought. 

After agreeing with the theatre in broad terms about putting on the show, last June I made an 
appointment with Professor Benny Morris, the author. Dialogues interspersed through the show are 
based on a transcript of a meeting, which took place on July 17th, the day before the start of the ground 
offensive in Operation Protective Edge in Gaza. Gadi, if you’d be so kind. 

(Gad enters as ‘Benny Morris’ and sits across from Marat.) 

MARAT: So where did your interest in 1948 and the war stem from? 

“MORRIS”: Well it’s self-explanatory, I was born in that year. Ha ha… no, just kidding. It’s just 
interesting, an intriguing subject. I wanted to know what went on there. I wrote about different aspects 
pre-1948, especially the creation of the Palestinian refugee problem, and at some stage decided I 
wanted to look at the whole experience of ‘48, everything that occurred, so I wrote a book about it 
all. Ha ha. 

MARAT: Because it seems to me that this event… 

“MORRIS”: It was the most important event in the conflict, which started somewhere back in the 
nineteenth century and sadly goes on to this day. It was the central event of the conflict, both in terms 
of founding the Jewish state and in terms of the destruction… The shattering of Palestinian society, 
the central expression of which is the existence of a Palestinian refugee problem ever since. 
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MARAT: In conducting your research, what was the moment when what you believed before started 
to crack? 

“MORRIS”: The truth is I didn’t believe anything. In that I didn’t know the history. I didn’t study 
anything anywhere. I never dealt with Israeli or Middle Eastern history. My training was in European 
History, BA and PhD. This whole field was new to me. Maybe I knew something like any Israeli, but 
I knew nothing as a historian. I actually knew nothing. I knew what they said but didn’t know if it was 
true… 

MARAT: You were a clean slate? 

“MORRIS”: Yeah, pretty clean. So I wasn’t particularly surprised. Of course, I was happy to find 
things that contradicted the usual Arab narrative, by the way, as well as contradicting the usual Israeli 
narrative. 

MARAT: At what stage… let’s put it this way… say… being exposed to the materials in the book… 
actually this coolness and dryness, your sticking to the facts and lack of… emotion or sentimentality 
in your research… created this very powerful emotional experience for me that kept… My question 
is did you have a point at which all of a sudden…? 

“MORRIS”: No, I don’t talk about emotions. I’m a historian. I have feelings in terms of family 
relations and so forth. But in history I really do think fairly coldly and fairly scientifically… I’m 
sometimes horrified by what I read, but ok, that’s what happened, and that’s what I write about. And 
that is what I write. 

MARAT: But still—in an Israeli discourse where these things are highly charged, clearly even if you 
do very cold and practical research, it turns out political. 

“MORRIS”: People attribute all kinds of political objectives to me. I don’t think I had political 
objectives when I started the research, just like when dealing with the topic of the refugees. And I 
don’t think I had political objectives when I wrote “1948”. I wanted to verify what actually happened, 
and what motivated the people and resulted from the things that went on. 

MARAT: But I think you actually wrote more contemporary pieces… 

“MORRIS”: It’s true alongside my historiographic work I also, partly to make a living, write articles, 
I’ve been a journalist in my time, so I like to write op-ed pieces and occasional other things in 
newspapers. I like to write that sort of thing too and that’s where I express political opinions, but 
they’re not necessarily connected to the writing of history. Sometimes people even make comments—
what you write politically is the opposite of what comes across from your historical description. That 
may be the case. 

MARAT: How do you account for that? 

“MORRIS”: I draw a complete demarcation. I write historiography based on documents I find, and 
if that reflects well on Israel or Israel doesn’t come out that well—that’s what comes out, that’s what’s 
written, what I bring the reader. On the other hand, I have certain political opinions, like anyone, of 
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what goes on and I express those opinions. So I’d say sometimes they seem to be a little bit in conflict, 
just seem to be, with my historic writing, but that’s not how I see it. 

MARAT (addresses audience): The meeting with Professor Morris wouldn’t give me any peace. Was it 
possible he really drew a total demarcation between his research and his feelings and even his political 
beliefs? In the aftermath of that meeting, even as Hamas rockets were flying through Israeli sky and 
the IDF air force was pounding Gaza, I started reading Benny Morris’s op-ed pieces, then the famous 
interview he gave to Uri Shavit in Haaretz. I became aware of the apparent road to Damascus 
conversion Professor Morris apparently underwent somewhere around the turn of the century, with 
the outbreak of the second Intifada. Somebody who was considered a major left winger and even 
served time for refusing to serve in the army during the first Intifada, started talking about “justifiable 
ethnic cleansing” and “barbarians threatening our lives”. My confusion at the apparent transformation 
in Professor Morris quickly became an emotional insight—the case of a researcher who, in his quest 
for truth, is so seared by the sheer agony of the material that he’s forced to divide his own experience: 
a contemporary, post-modern tragedy.  

Through the personality of Benny Morris we can turn the material of his book into an affecting, 
painful, touching performance. And so—“1948”, act one. Gadi, if you’d be so kind. 

(Gad moves to centre stage.) 

“MORRIS”: The first stage of the civil war was an Arab initiative and the Haganah1 adopted a strategic 
defence. This stage was characterised by continual skirmishes intensifying over a period of months. 
Terror attacks and counterattacks carried out in the cities, ambushes carried out on the roads. But on 
December 9th the Haganah decided to move from defence to “active defence and retaliatory 
response”. A consideration behind the shift to limited retaliation was potential Arab interpretation of 
lack of response as a sign of weakness. Two days later on December 11th the troops of Alexandroni 
division ambushed Arab lorries on the Kalkilia—Raas-al-Ayin road. Ariel Sharon, a young officer 
commanding the squadron, reported: “We jumped on it and set it alight with Molotov cocktails. Three 
wounded Arabs went up in flames inside.” 

The morning of December 30th an IDF squad threw grenades into a car moving toward a group of 
Arab factory workers waiting at a bus stop at oil refineries in the Haifa bay. Eleven factory workers 
were killed and dozens injured. Arab workers in the refineries responded by setting upon the Jewish 
workers in the factory with “sticks, steel bars, stones”. In the riot, which lasted about an hour, they 
cut down thirty-nine men and injured fifty. Haganah headquarters decided not to let the massacre go 
and decided to punish the large Arab village Balad al-Sheich east of Haifa, and neighbouring village of 
Hawasa, where many of the refinery workers lived. The raiding unit orders were to ‘kill as many adult 
males as possible’, but avoid killing women and children. Raiders went from house to house, pulled 
out adult males, and executed them. Several dozen villagers were killed, including two women and five 

1 There were three Jewish underground groups in Mandate Palestine. The Haganah was largest and absorbed the smaller 
Irgun and Lehi (or Stern Gang) to become the Israel Defence Force in the course of 1948. Morris sometimes uses 
Hagganah and IDF interchangeably. Each was associated with a different political faction and conflict between them 
nearly sparked internal Jewish fighting in June 1948. (Translator’s note.) 
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children. Leaders of the United Workers Party condemned the excessive retaliation. Ben Gurion 
responded: “There is some injustice to it, but we will not survive otherwise.” 

February 22nd Abd al-Quadir al-Husayni managed to inveigle three lorries and an armored car into the 
Jewish quarter of Jerusalem. The convoy stopped by the Atlantic and Amdursky hotels on Ben Yehuda 
Street, where the Haganah fighting force were billeted. Lorries exploded at 6.30am, destroying four 
buildings. Fifty eight fatalities, mostly civilians, and thirty-two injured. 

In early April a dramatic philosophic turning point manifested itself. The Jewish settlement went on 
the offensive and its war became a war of conquest. The morning of April 9th 1948 Irgun and Stern 
Gang troops—approximately a hundred and twenty men—entered the village of Deir Yassin, west of 
Jerusalem in two columns. Entering the village they encountered unexpectedly ferocious gun-fire from 
the stone houses, which pinned them down. Haganah snipers provided intermittent cover from the 
nearby hills. Irgun and Stern Gang troops went from house to house, threw grenades in and fired 
rounds from side arms. They blew up houses and occasionally killed villagers fleeing their houses into 
the village streets, among them a family or two. 

On April 12th Yitzhak Levi, Haganah intelligence commander in Jerusalem, reported: “conquest of the 
village was accomplished with considerable viciousness. Entire families of women, the elderly and 
children were executed… some prisoners taken and moved to holding places, among them women 
and children, were viciously murdered by their guards.” In a supplementary report Yitzhak Levi wrote 
Stern Gang troops later claimed Irgun troops had “raped several girls and murdered them afterward 
(we don’t know if this is a fact)”. A total one hundred to one hundred and twenty Deir Yassin residents 
were killed that day. 

For weeks afterward Arab media in Palestine and elsewhere continuously reported and broadcast 
descriptions of the atrocities—often with hair raising exaggeration—to provoke Arab public opinion 
and bestir Arab governments to action against the Jewish settlement. The broadcasts fanned outrage 
and firmed the resolve of Arab governments to invade Palestine five weeks after. The immediate and 
most decisive result of this Arab media campaign however was to sow fear among and cause the 
panicked flight of the Arab inhabitants of villages and towns. 

By the close of March 1948 most of the rich and middle class families fled Jaffa, Haifa and Jerusalem, 
most rural Arab communities left the coastal plain areas settled by Jews. In the first stage of the civil 
war 75,000 to 100,000 Arabs fled their homes. In this period Jewish troops expelled the residents from 
just one village—Quisarya on the coastal plain. That policy altered at the start of April 1948. 
Discussions among consultants on Arab affairs in the Sharon region concluded: “Generally speaking 
the idea is to remove Arabs from the Jewish area in the division’s territory.” 

[Shimrit’s voice starts gradually to speak in unison with Gadi’s] 

Tiberias—April 17th… the business was done in twenty four hours… Arab leaders decided to evacuate 
the population… Tiberias Arab residents were removed by trucks in several convoys Eastward to 
Jordan and West to Nazareth. 
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Haifa—April 22nd… Three inch shells and mortars began raining down on the lower city… By 13.00 
approximately 6000 had already gone, boarding boats which sailed for Acre… In the subsequent ten 
days nearly all Haifa’s remaining Arabs abandoned the city. 

Jaffa—From April 25th to 27th Jaffa was showered with a total 20 tonnes of shells… 23,000 Arabs 
killed… Refugees left Jaffa headed South for Gaza. Only 4000 residents remained. 

Safed—May 9th… Haganah mortar shells went off with terrific noise and enormous sparks causing 
widespread panic… a stampeded flight ensued…In the course of the coming weeks any remaining 
Arab residents left in the city were driven out. 

Beth Shean—May 13th… Partial flight occurred in the wake of events in Tiberias and Haifa… brief 
negotiations concluded with surrender… Residents were informed if they were amenable to peace 
they would be permitted to remain… 1000 to 1200 people were driven out over a couple of days. 

MARAT (cuts him off at crescendo): Thank you Gadi, that was very nice. 

(Gad returns to his seat.) 

MARAT: A remark attributed to you is actually the… you actually chose to say… you understand or 
to some extent justify the policy or decisions of the Zionist leadership in ‘48… 

“MORRIS”: If you mean that one way or another they didn’t let the Arabs stay behind after the 
fighting, sometimes drove them out but usually people just fled and afterward they didn’t let them 
come back, which is what usually happened… 

MARAT: But they did it by a step, I want to talk to you about that too, a step that’s…harsh. 

“MORRIS”: In that sense I do justify and understand, both understand and justify, the leadership’s 
actions. They accepted the UN compromise proposal to divide the country. The Arabs rejected it and 
started the war, but to win there was no alternative but to eradicate the militias and really the 
community the militias lived within. The villages, towns etc. The side that won the civil war was the 
side that at the end of the day managed to drive out, not quite expel exactly, but drive out the other. 
If the Arabs had done it to us, they would have won, but they didn’t manage because they weren’t 
efficient enough, if you can put it that way, or powerful. And all this happened before May 15th when 
everybody around here knew there was an invasion by all the Arab regular armies coming. They had 
no alternative but to deal with the Palestinian population that way in April and early May. I would say 
effectively they did what they had to out of a need to survive, and if you don’t understand that you 
don’t understand the war of ‘48. 

MARAT: The question is whether you think a humanitarian sin was committed here, which has to be 
acknowledged, especially in the Jewish context, the context of the Jewish refugee, of Jewish 
persecution. The link between that and what was done in ‘48 is suddenly… I mean, I wonder if as a 
Jew I can ignore the… 

“MORRIS”: I’d be the first to say, regarding the Palestinians, a great wrong was done here. At the 
end of the day what was the local population for centuries were driven out of their homes, mostly. 
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700,000 out of a total one and a quarter million. Driven from their homes to the West Bank, Gaza, 
out of Palestine. In that sense they suffered a wrong. Jews came here, they had legitimate needs and a 
claim to found a state here. But founding a state almost necessarily brought about, had to bring about 
displacement of the locals, one way or another, either way, that’s what happened. I would go so far as 
to say Palestinian resistance from some point to the arrival of Zionist immigrants was understandable 
and would have arisen among any people given the immigrants’ wish to found a state here. That was 
the Zionist aim. In that respect a great injustice was done them. They were made an offer that would 
have reduced the injustice or minimized it, in that a territorial compromise would have let them have 
their own state, as well as the large Arab minority that would have lived within the Jewish state. Not 
the end of the world.  

MARAT: The process, or let’s put it this way, what shook me or had the deepest emotional impact 
on me in what you report is, sort of, less the specific acts of murder, massacre, rape or… but instead 
the process of deliberate erasure of the Arab history in Israel, a systematic destruction of villages, 
buildings… 

“MORRIS”: Ok, it’s not… it’s part of preventing a return. I don’t think it’s such a conscious 
enterprise. Erasure of that kind they didn’t attempt, but they did after the Arab departure try to prevent 
their return. And you do that mostly by erasing villages, so they have nowhere to come back to, and 
reassigning their land to Jewish settlements so they have nothing to till if they do return. 

MARAT: But what you get, even if unintentionally… 

“MORRIS”: What you get in the end is erasure. 

MARAT: You walk around Israel today and you realise that under the surface… 

“MORRIS”: Something’s there. 

MARAT: There’s an Arab Palestine. 

“MORRIS”: Ah… but beneath the Arab Palestine there’s a Jewish Palestine from before that. Or 
the Crusades, or the Romans. You get what I’m saying? 

MARAT: Clearly. But it’s the freshest, just 60 years back… 

“MORRIS”: It’s freshest, yes. It’s the freshest. 

MARAT: At the end of the day, even that picture, I mean what we see… let’s say before I read your 
research, I said, ok, a handful of Arab villages destroyed, but look there are still villages. But when I 
read… 

“MORRIS”: Well, they didn’t destroy just a handful. They destroyed them all. Actually 400 villages 
were evacuated or cleared and at the end of the day 400 villages were razed to the ground. 

MARAT: But you interpret from the data there was no desire to erase the trace, just something 
practical… 
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“MORRIS”: It could be one goes hand in hand with the other, unconscious or unintentional, some 
kind of erasure that’s, as it were, ideological… 

MARAT: Ok, “1948,” Act two. 

(Gad goes to centre stage.) 

“MORRIS”: In the spring of 1948 the Jewish settlement took steps to ensure the refugees would not 
return. The most vital was systematic destruction of nearly all Arab villages after they had been 
conquered and evacuated. This had a marked impact on political considerations, immediate and long-
term: villages had to be destroyed to prevent return, thwart growth of a fifth column, minimize the 
Arab minority and ensure areas about to be annexed by Israel were clear of Arabs.  

On April 9th a Haganah battalion destroyed the village of Abiha al-Fuqua, next day Haganah units 
seized control of Al-Kafrin and destroyed thirty houses, also destroying houses in Abu Zarik and Abu 
Shusha. On April 10th to 11th the Haganah took the village of Kalonia, West of Jerusalem and destroyed 
it utterly. Har’el division blew up all houses in Sarris on April 16th. Next day Project Nachshon 
command ordered divisions to take “temporary possession for purposes of obliteration, destruction 
and burning” of Bayt Sorich], Sajad and Beyt Jiz as well as to “raze” part of Al Kubab. 

In spring of 1948 the Jewish settlements began harvesting crops in abandoned Arab fields across the 
country, thereby preventing Arab farmers from harvesting their crops. From mid-April 1948 national 
authorities began founding new settlements on Arab owned land, beyond the partition plan border. 

These actions implemented a revolution in the human, physical landscape of Palestine, which kept 
being implemented in the coming years. 

(“Tranquillity” starts playing.) 

“MORRIS” (sings) 

Above the camp a harvest moon is burning, 

Above the tents a star slowly dawns 

And time’s like a rubber band turning 

Friday night without any sense or sound. 

But the stillness breaks your heart down. 

 

Such tranquillity, nobody doing a thing, 

Such tranquillity, another week gone. 

(“Morris” returns to his seat.) 
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MARAT: If there ever is peace or a settlement of any kind … Do you believe a settlement of that 
sort could happen without some reference to what happened in ‘48? 

“MORRIS”: From the Arab perspective the right of return is a fundamental and sacred principle, it’s 
the ethos of the Palestinian national movement. That’s why I don’t believe they’ll ever give up on it. 
That’s why there’ll be no two-state solution here for two nations. 

MARAT: The question is, if you don’t believe the recognition… simple acceptance of the justice… 

“MORRIS”: You can’t accept as international law a principle like the right of return, then say “I 
never really meant for them to return”. If you accept the principle, you won’t be able to bar the gate. 
That’s why if we accept the principle of the right of return—the state will collapse in the end. 

MARAT: You don’t believe in a possible settlement… 

“MORRIS”: I can’t see it, not in my life time, not going to happen. The gap is so wide there’s no way 
to bridge it. 

MARAT: You’re saying our future is dire? That we’ll live by the sword? 

“MORRIS”: Well we’ve lived by the sword for nearly a hundred years… 

MARAT (to audience): My last exchange with Professor Benny Morris was not easy, but work on the 
show over the last weeks getting ready to produce it put it out of my mind. Getting to grips with 
“1948” let me see myself in the mirror, breathing got easier, my mood lightened. I think my 
collaborators felt the same. I’ve no doubt this show could give some relief to a lot of people, in Israel 
and around the world.  

(Starts to sing, Gad and Shimrit join him) 

Not a word from you ever has reached me. 

Pretty soon the commander will come round. 

To make sure there’s nobody gone missing 

Soon I’ll be at the matinee, laughing loud. 

Buy two seats in the stalls near the stand. 

Such tranquillity, nobody doing a thing. 

Such tranquillity, another week gone. 

(Blackout) 
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Citadel 

By Sasho Ognenovski 

Translated by Biljana Kitanovska 

In the play Citadel, the actor Sasho Ognenovski deals with the universal theme of human identity, with 
its annulment and extermination whose warnings are more and more often knocked on the door of 
humanity. The long-glorified ideas of a new human race, killing in the name of peace, and 
exterminating people for some new affiliation or feature are a great stain on human history. 
Unfortunately, there are still people who think that way, again in the name of “peace and tranquility” 
on the planet. Fear and panic are gaining momentum, and the space we live in, whether we like it or 
not, makes us more claustrophobic. Reading this play reminds us of a diachronism that leads us to a 
universality that engages and does not give us pleasure. This play carries a bitter taste in every line 
(although the lines are very lively and eloquent), and situations escalate to disaster. Although the 
characters bear the names that belong to this region, the situations, as the author himself points out, 
happen anywhere, somewhere, or everywhere and… it is better not to happen. 

The conglomeration of characters gathering in a newly built hotel high in a mountain in the biggest 
winter they have ever remembered, is enough to tell a story of a desperate and panicked search for the 
last atom of existence, of self-preservation. Every civilization that intends in the name of human 
prosperity to deal with the transformation of human identity and entity, first gives man new buildings, 
new places for a better life. But these are not places for those old “human specimens,” they are places 
for those who will deserve another life, constructed by “thinkers” who have allowed themselves to 
appropriate the fate of the whole human species. 

This story is futuristic. But should we have the comfort of readers and viewers who after reading will 
think that it is very far from us and that it will almost never happen? This is the crucial question of the 
play Citadel. The utopian surrealism of the play whose situations range from lively and occasionally 
witty to absurd and tense breathes behind our necks. The new century, unfortunately, offers us a subtle 
but very painful authoritarianism that is high above us, but with a power that can wipe us out in a split 
second. 

This play has a very solid dramaturgy and quite fast dynamics. Sasho Ognenovski, as an experienced 
actor, knows how to feel the characters and outline them to the end with all their characteristics that 
in the situations that become more frequent from the first to the third act are presented to the end, to 
the last letter of their biography. Therefore, in case of eventual staging, this play could especially 
impress with well-built characters. 

Citadel is a play that has hardly been encountered in Macedonian dramaturgy. Moreover, this work can 
draw the attention of theater artists, especially directors. Although seemingly realistic, this play lives 
an absurd tension, throwing out a tragic gamma in which the dead end is an intonation that the 
characters carry in the textual matter almost from beginning to end. The virtuality in the dramaturgy 
of Citadel is in the very escalation of situations that are complex, but quite skillfully managed. They 
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range from a bit witty to extremely tense and surreal and end up with a catastrophe that, in my opinion, 
has a uniqueness worthy of respect. 

The great playwright Miroslav Krleжаa once said that a successful playwright is the one who will write 
the third act. Sasho Ognenovski gave us a play of three excellently guided and artistically brilliantly 
determined acts. When you close the pages of this play you will not be able to forget it so easily. Some 
of the lines will make you think about what, I’m sure you do not want to think about, but it seems 
that sooner or later we will all have to think—human identity. 

Sasho Ognenovskii, Ph.D (1964) is Macedonian writer and communicologist. His creative list 
includes five books of poetry (Avalanche, 1995; The Fruits of Hell, 2014; Desert Flower, 2015, Forrest, 2018, 
Changing of the Past, 2019), two books of children’s plays (A Simple Tale, 2001; The Magic Compass, 2011), 
two plays for adults (Grief, 2012; Citadel, 2016), two novels (The Grey Squarem 2019; The Tour, 2020), 
and papers in the fields of Communications, Semiotics, Multiculturalism, and Theater published in 
various journals and presented in conferences around the world (Gothenburg, Oslo, Milan, London, 
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Sofia). His latest play Citadel was published in English by Lulu Publishing House 
in Northern Carolina, USA, and his children’s play The Magic Compass has been published in Serbian 
by Alma Publishing house in Belgrade. He also writes theater and literary reviews, essays and columns 
for Macedonian, Serbian, and European magazines and websites. For his work he received the award 
IWA BOGDANI from Kosovo, the annual award from the Montenegro translation association, and 
the award “Literary Feather” from the Croatian Literary Association. His works have been translated 
into Albanian, English, Indian, Slovenian, Serbian, Croatian, Bulgarian, and Arabic. He is editor in 
chief of the literary magazine Literary Elements and of the web magazine Elements. 

Biljana kitanovska (1969), is an English philologist and translator. She studied English philology at 
the Faculty of Philology “Blaze Koneski” at the University Ss. Cyril and Methodius in Skopje. Her list 
of translations includes authors like: Oscar Wilde (Lady Windermere’s Fan; Vera, or the Nihilists), Richard 
Sheridan (School for Scandal), James Joyce (Exiles), Ransom Riggs’ trilogy about the peculiar children, 
two novels by Stephanie Perkins, and Lucy Robinson novel The Day We Disappeared. She has also 
translated a number of texts for literary magazines in North Macedonia. Citadel and other plays by 
Sasho Ognenovski are her first translations from Macedonian to English language.  
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CITADEL 

(a play in 3 acts) 

Sasho Ognenovski 

Translated by Biljana Kitanovska 

CHARACTERS 

IGOR, 27, journalist 

VICTOR, 35, owner of the hotel CITADEL 

SIMON, 35, owner of the hotel CITADEL 

ANDREW, 30, painter 

JOSEPH, 70, retired colonel 

WILMA, 42, manager 

KALINA, 55, a lady 

MAXIM, 45, gentleman who passes through 

MILA, 20, student 

CONSTANTINE, 50, from the real CITADEL 

 

TIME: It happens on…may it never happen 

 

ACT ONE 

(Lobby in the hotel CITADEL. VICTOR and SIMON expect the first guests. Late afternoon hours. VICTOR is 
looking through the window. SIMON is writing something on the reception desk.Some documents.) 

VICTOR: Still shines red. Never goes out. For days. (Pause) It scares me. 

SIMON: I am scared about possible omission in these papers. You know the fines. 

VICTOR: Everything is OK. It’s been checked out over and over again. Don’t be paranoid. Where 
is your smile? The guests have almost arrived. 

SIMON: Frankly, I expected around ten families with naughty children, ambitious mothers and 
henpecked fathers. This combination is somehow weird to me. Everyone is for separate rooms. 

VICTOR: You know them? 
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SIMON: (Thoughtful. Pause) Excuse me? 

VICTOR: Do you know them? 

SIMON: (With a sour smile) Keep your fingers crossed for a happy beginning.  

VICTOR: That’s how I like you! Put those papers in the drawer and keep practicing smiles for profit. 

SIMON: And you stop watching the light and check out the rooms once again. 

VICTOR: I will. (They are watching one another) Don’t we need another maid? 

SIMON: Can we afford one? (VICTOR exits. SIMON takes out a list and looks at it) Again…again… 
(Sighs. ANDREW enters) 

ANDREW: It’s been a long time since it’s snowed this much. I will take this snow for export. 
Mmmmm it smells brand new. Superb. Andrew Yablonski. Single room. With a view opposite of the 
Citadel. 

SIMON: Of course. Welcome. You are the first. 

ANDREW: Yeah? Magnificent! Ribbon-cutting ceremony or something, candies, homemade wine, 
two girls in traditional costumes, a sound of bagpipe…Nothing of that? 

SIMON: We are not that traditional. You will have a welcome lunch tomorrow. On the house. 
Specialty, house plate and homemade wine as you said. 

ANDREW: I am an urban painter. I draw the disintegration. Landfills, beggars on the streets, 
abandoned houses, empty schools, ghostly factories from the cruel transitional period. No conflict, 
no art. 

SIMON: If you decide to paint here, you should turn to landscapes. (He laughs) You will have good 
rest here and save up on paint. Everything is white around you. 

ANDREW: Witty, witty. Resting is boring here and I’ll let the curiosity to cheer me up, to excite me 
and to surprise me. 

SIMON: (Tiny smile) We’ll be glad if you find it tempting. 

ANDREW: We will be all tempted. (Pause. LKooking at each other.) May I have the key? 

SIMON: Oh, yes, of course. (Giving him the key) I wish you a pleasant stay. 

(ANDREW waves a hand and leaves. VICTOR enters at that moment. Meets ANDREW. They exchange greetings 
by nodding their heads. While walking out, ANDREW turns back to see VICTOR better and continues.) 

VICTOR: The first one? 

SIMON: Aha. Somewhat weird. Painter. 

VICTOR: They are all like that…Everything is all right upstairs. (Looks through the window again) 
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SIMON: This red light never goes out. 

VICTOR: It doesn’t worry you? 

SIMON: Who’s paranoid? (Pause. Looking at each other) It’s starting to snow heavily. And only one 
guest until now. 

(Colonel JOSEPH enters. Shakes Cuts the snow from his coat) 

JOSEPH: The same weather back in sixty-eight. Our bedrooms were the only snowless spots. Good 
afternoon. The very beginning, ah? 

VICTOR: Yes, welcome. 

JOSEPH: Good thing I didn’t come by car. But I knew. My instinct never lies to me. So, may I be 
welcome to this house. And, may we have good luck. 

VICTOR: Thank you very much. Your luggage? 

JOSEPH: Everything is here. (Points to his head.) Small travel bag and a lot of memories. That’s our 
life. Joseph Greenhill. Colonel on retirement. I didn’t become general because of a lot of calculations 
and dirty games. But this pumpkin remembers everything. Everything. Who, and what, and how, and 
why. I wanted to bring my grandchildren with me but you know, who would chase them in this snow 
cover, and make hot tea afterwards. May they be alive and well! 

VICTOR: Who is paying for you? 

JOSEPH: Nobody. I don’t want anybody to pay for me. Leave those foolish things out. I do not owe 
anyone, and I will not owe anything to anyone.  

VICTOR: But here we have… 

JOSEPH: Doesn’t matter what you have…So, OK, we will figure it out in the end. There are lots 
more things here, but…Oh, I do not want to make it long. (He turns to go) 

SIMON: Your key. (He hands him the key. Looking at each other) 

JOSEPH: (Tiny coughs) Yes. Yes. Come on. (Exits) 

VICTOR: Why did he look at you like that? You know each other? 

SIMON: No…I don’t know why…Maybe he has mistaken me for somebody…He is old…Senile… 

VICTOR: He seems very active. 

SIMON: No, no, I’m meeting him for the first time. (Now he is looking through the window) It’s snowing 
more and more. 

(The door opens. WILMA enters loudly with two huge suitcases and sunglasses. She is speaking on her cell phone while 
VICTOR and SIMON are helping her to bring the suitcases up. She doesn’t notice them.) 
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WILMA: Yeah, Kiki, I am telling you for the third time: for the snake in the morning, for the kitty 
around noon, and for the dog you could put it in its bowl, it will eat it by itself. No needs for the 
iguana and for the parrot, I have already fed them. What? You are afraid of them? Oh, they will not 
do anything bad to you! Don’t worry. Here, I arrived. Ughhh, what bad weather, horrible! I barely 
reached here. Yes, yes. All orders in the bank tomorrow. I canceled the meetings, and if there are still 
jerks who do not want to leave, you could tell Zhare, he will handle it. He will be very nice, he will 
behave, yes, no violence. Ha ha, Kiki, that’s it, that’s my life, it is so hard, you have to think of 
everything. (She approaches the reception, takes out her ID and continues talking. VICTOR tries to say something, 
but she waves with her hand.) Nothing with that, no more discussion. Executer, and that’s it. No, no, no. 
Excuse me, but I have to make my living out of something, too. (She moves aside. VICTOR and SIMON 
look at each other) The two three-bedroom apartments on the top floor are not for sale. Don’t even try 
to offer them. I’ll do what I’ll do when I get back. I won’t be here for a century, for God’s sake. 
(Louder.) So, Kiki, you know that, you will figure it out. (VICTOR shows her where to sign. WILMA looks 
at what she signs without turning off her phone. SIMON gives her the key. She takes it. Waves with her hand and 
sets off) Please, check her out. Check bags, pockets, socks, pants. No excuse. She promised she is clean, 
but something’s telling me that she will not keep her promise. It is for her own good. You have to, 
Kiki, please. Don’t make me cry here, please. (PAUSE) Yes, yes. Oh, I took it. You know what I 
like—Danielle Steel. It is a real life, baby, I can’t stand that Hesse, Jack London, descriptions, 
landscapes, my ass. You know I love reading books, but only the real ones. So, I am going to take a 
bath and pull myself together. Hear from you soon. Bye baby. (She leaves) 

VICTOR: What was it? 

SIMON: Given the weather, an avalanche. 

VICTOR: See if she forgot something. 

SIMON: I wouldn’t say so. She never forgets. 

VICTOR: How do you know? 

SIMON: She sounds like that. 

VICTOR: (Looking at him) The rest of them are from the agency, right? 

SIMON: She was also. 

VICTOR: Oh, yes. And two more. The rest will be whoever comes by. 

SIMON: If it stops snowing. 

VICTOR: Yes. If it doesn’t, this very beginning, as the colonel says, will not be very glorious. 

SIMON: It will be ok. 

VICTOR: You sound convinced! 

SIMON: You’re immediately disappointed.  
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VICTOR: Who is saying that? You were afraid that … 

SIMON: That? (He laughs. Looks at VICTOR) You’re shivering? 

VICTOR: No, you see things! These guests… some weird people.  

SIMON: They paid. That’s what matters. The rest… 

VICTOR: Yeah, you’re right …yet… 

SIMON: Go to the kitchen and check if everything is ok with the dinner. It’s getting dark outside. 

VICTOR: I’m going. (Looks again through the window) Still red. 

SIMON: Victor, what difference does it make to you? 

VICTOR: A lot. We have just begun. It’s not in our favor. 

SIMON: It’s just the same for everyone. 

VICTOR: I doubt that. 

SIMON: Let it go for now. 

VICTOR: Ok. (Heads to the kitchen. SIMON looks to the red light which is a little bit stronger.) It will be good. 

(The main door opens and the wind mixed with the snowflakes enters. In a couple of seconds KALINA and MAXIM 
enter. MAXIM carries KALINA’s heavy suitcase. They struggle with the door. In the end MAXIM manages to 
close it.) 

MAXIM: It is a storm. Definitely. (He puts the suitcase down. It falls with a thud. KALINA shakes the snow 
from her coat. She stops for a moment. Anxiously.) 

KALINA: Don’t bump it like that. I could have done that myself. 

MAXIM: I’m sorry. 

KALINA: Oh my God, oh my God. 

MAXIM: I didn’t do it on purpose. And it is heavy. 

KALINA: Nobody asked you for help. (She takes her suitcase and carries it with difficulty to the reception) 
Good evening. 

MAXIM: (He overtakes her) Good evening. (Submits his ID) 

SIMON: Together? 

KALINA: Never. God forbid. 

MAXIM: No, I only helped her. 
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KALINA: Ha, ha... What a help! Only a few steps and he let it fall. And moreover, he is bad-mannered. 
Running through the queue. What a… 

MAXIM: I didn’t want to… I am sorry. I… 

KALINA: Go ahead, since you already went ahead. I will wait. Ughhhh. (She sits on one chair) 

SIMON: It’s all right. Here is your key. 

MAXIM: (Rises his shoulders) I didn’t want to… 

SIMON: It’s OK, sir. We will help the lady. 

MAXIM: All right. (He starts walking but then walks back ) Actually…good…later. (He leaves) 

SIMON: Madam? 

KALINA: He left? Oh, thank God. I barely reached this place. 

SIMON: (Takes her documents. Looks at them for a long time) You… 

KALINA: Something’s wrong? 

SIMON: (Startles) No, no, it is ok. (He is watching her hand. KALINA takes it back. Looks in his eyes. Then 
looks away from him) 

KALINA: May I have the key? 

SIMON: Yes, yes. 

KALINA: (She takes it) It is… 

SIMON: On the top. 

KALINA: Does it have to be like that? 

SIMON: Best for you. 

KALINA: (Calmly. Even humbly.) Anyway. (Goes to the suitcase) 

SIMON: We will bring it up. 

KALINA: I can carry it on my own. (Turning her back to him, she drags her suitcase with difficulty and leaves. 
SIMON is deep in thought. Looks at the guestbook. VICTOR enters.) 

VICTOR: It’s OK. Everything by the menu. We have everything we need. This is how my stage fright 
fades away. Everything for the business to prosper. Ah? What do you think? (Pause) What’s the matter 
with you? Has anyone else arrived? 

SIMON: Huh? Oh, yes, two more. Man and woman. 

VICTOR: That’s all for the beginning? 
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SIMON: No more reservations. If somebody arrives… 

VICTOR: In this storm? We could only expect a penguin to come by chance. 

SIMON: Yes. (He takes a look on the guestbook again) Stormy company. 

VICTOR: It’s not our business. It’s important for us to show our hospitality, the summer is coming 
and…There will be more... 

SIMON: If that light either changes? 

VICTOR: Yes. (He is thoughtful too. Looking through the window.) Now it’s more intense. If something 
interrupts us in this very first beginning, we are dead. 

SIMON: Did I get you down? Hopefully not. 

VICTOR: Hopefully not. 

SIMON: Let’s go change before those weird guys gather for coffee and chat. 

VICTOR: Come on. 

(They leave. For a moment, the stage remains empty. From the side where VICTOR and SIMON left, MILA enters. 
She is already here. She did not come from outside. She wears a backpack. Sits at the reception. Takes notebook from 
the backpack and making a list) 

MILA: Not much left. I was on edge, and a little bit lucky. I’ll be the first. The history is moving only 
through the impasses. And the target is the Citadel. (She looks through the window) Kingdom of heaven. 
(Pause) Idiots. My imagination will become reality. Finally, I will leave this den of sick minds all by 
order. (She is making a list again) No obstacle at all. I checked it out a thousand times. He’s not coming. 
I am quite sure. His biorhythm is like a faulty metronome. He is having fun. Seriously. In a while, a 
new era will begin. A new time. I’ll pack the fear with which he pulled the people’s nose in his own 
coffin, so he could be with it as much as he wishes. There…there where none of us feels like going 
for the time being. We have just a bit more work here and we will take care of you, patron, the mentor 
of my soul, angel of my long-lasted useless pathetic, my dictator of the detained family...(The main door 
bangs open. Strong wind. Snowflakes. MILA watches it. Looks around. ) You are right. All in a due time. 

(She leaves. Empty stage again. WILMA enters.) 

WILMA: Who left the door open? It’s freezing. Oh my God. (Goes to close the door. Closes it and comes 
back. Sits in the chair. Lights up a cigarette. JOSEPH enters.) 

JOSEPH: No smoking here. 

WILMA: Said the stork to the frog and ate it! 

JOSEPH: What a noble Lady! 

WILMA: You just take my word. 
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JOSEPH: You had a lot of opportunities to talk, but you were silent. Now it’s useless. 

WILMA: If I only knew I would have reserved in another hotel. 

JOSEPH: Not easy to find one. Hard times. 

WILMA: I could find one. 

JOSEPH: Why didn’t you? 

WILMA: Wanted to see you. 

JOSEPH: Good answer. 

WILMA: You could start behaving for a change? 

JOSEPH: Auuugh, you scared me to death. You have not lived as long as I have had moments of 
dignity. 

WILMA: I am impressed! 

JOSEPH: You were on the edge. But you were lucky. 

WILMA: Everybody is lucky in their own way. 

JOSEPH: I know how you earned it. 

WILMA: (Shows her temple) Here, here colonel. God gave you this to use it. 

JOSEPH: He gave us this, too. (Shows his cheek) You lost yours somewhere. 

WILMA: There is nothing for free.  

JOSEPH: Oh, you paid much more than it costs. 

WILMA: So, go on barking and I will… 

(KALINA enters. They shut up. WILMA extinguishes the cigarette and takes a book from her bag. JOSEPH nods 
“hi” to KALINA. She sits on the sofa. JOSEPH is obviously upset.) 

KALINA: Somebody smoked. I have asthma. Hope it will not happen again. 

WILMA: Can we open the window? 

KALINA: You smoked? 

WILMA: Will you not have asthma if I tell you? (Goes to the window) 

KALINA: No need. I am talking about the future. (JOSEPH starts coughing.) You mind it too? 

JOSEPH: Yes, dirty air is very dangerous. It is like dirty people. It strangles you. 
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KALINA: You are right. I used to live with a man who was strangling me. Now he is gone. I still feel 
strangled. 

JOSEPH: Yes. Life leaves indelible traces. 

KALINA: There is always time for revenge. 

JOSEPH: That’s right. You only have to figure it out well. 

KALINA: My life taught me to be careful in everything. But you can’t change people. 

WILMA: As they can’t change you. 

KALINA: Something’s not letting me tell you are right. (Takes out playing cards and arranges them on the 
sofa. WILMA continues reading. JOSEPH checks out his cell phone. Puts his glasses on because he can’t see well. 
ANDREW enters dressed in bright colors.) 

ANDREW: Good evening. Where will the dinner be? I am as hungry as a wolf. Who said that the 
most famous artists created their best pieces when they were starving? (MAXIM appears suddenly. He is 
hurrying towards KALINA. Looks at the cards.) 

MAXIM: The rooms are not too warm, are they? Solitaire? 

KALINA: You are so persistent, and I am becoming nervous. And when I am nervous… 

ANDREW: You bite. (Looks at her ironically. KALINA ignores him) My inspiration is wide-ranging, but 
everything has its limit. 

WILMA: So I say. (Turns the page of the book and puts the book in her bag. Takes out a small mirror and looks 
at herself it.) 

MAXIM: I think that the restaurant is that way. 

ANDREW: (Still watches KALINA.) Where are the managers? (Sighs) We could do it by ourselves, 
couldn’t we? 

WILMA: (Rises) Why not? Shall we go? (Gives hand to ANDREW) 

ANDREW: Sure. We met before, didn’t we? 

WILMA: We all met before. (Tiny smile. They leave.) 

JOSEPH: (To KALINA) May I? (He submits his hand) 

KALINA: No. (She leaves alone. ЈOSEPH is amazed and very angry. MAXIM shrugs his shoulders.) 

MAXIM: No comment. 

JOSEPH: Nobody needs your comment. (He leaves. MAXIM hurrying after him. VICTOR and SIMON 
enter.) 

VICTOR: They haven’t come down yet? 
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SIMON: I doubt that. They went to dinner. 

VICTOR: Tough nuts. 

SIMON: We’ll survive. 

VICTOR: (Sees KALINA’s cards) Somebody tells fortunes. 

SIMON: Let’s go. I can feel their anxiety here. 

VICTOR: She separated the king of spades. 

SIMON: We called him the black king, remember? 

VICTOR: Yes. (Looks at the red light coming through the window) Yes. 

SIMON: Come on, Victor. They are already hissing there. (They leave. The stage sinks into darkness. Only 
the red light remains. The main door opens very slowly. The shadow of a tall man appears. He wears a black coat. Steps 
inside. It’s CONSTANTINE. Comes mid-stage.) 

CONSTANTINE: You’re not right. You’re not right my little beautiful girl. I am not missing any 
night. 

(Sound of blizzard) 

END OF ACT ONE 

 

ACT TWO 

(The same lobby. Next day afternoon. After the welcome lunch, ANDREW, JOSEPH, WILMA and KALINA 
are in the lobby. ANDREW looks around and makes some sketches on his drawing paper. WILMA checks her cell 
phone and writes messages, JOSEPH reads a book and writes something in its margins, KALINA arranges the cards 
on the sofa again. They’re in a good mood. Small pause.) 

ANDREW: Inspiration on a full stomach. This will turn into a very nice exhibition. 

JOSEPH: If you are drawing us, let me know to leave on time. 

KALINA: (Turns to him) Don’t you dare. 

WILMA: You may draw me. (Takes a position) My place is in history. (She laughs. JOSEPH coughs) I’m 
afraid you’d choke. Shall we order a glass of water? 

JOSEPH: I am not surprised. Our history is full of weird persons. Various no-name figures have been 
unearthed lately, so…Ha, ha…You are the only one missing, madam. You will not be uncomfortable. 

ANDREW: Easy, easy. In my imagination, all of you will take on a different form. 

WILMA: How do you mean: Will I not be myself? 
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KALINA: Oh, my God. 

ANDREW: I’m not drawing portraits, madam. I am an impressionist in the depressive constellation. 
The feelings and the circumstances are important for me. All this here will get a different dimension. 
You are reflections of your conditions from which dark colors burst out. All I have to do is to 
incorporate them in the cycle. 

JOSEPH: How will you entitle your cycle, young man? 

KALINA: Misunderstanding. (She collects her cards. It is not working for her.) Group portrait with a sad 
end. 

ANDREW: Nice title. Thank you. 

JOSEPH: Cards don’t work? Any help? 

KALINA: No, thank you. 

WILMA: Be more social, please. Let’s play something together. I was champion in Macao a long time 
ago. 

ANDREW: I used to play that when I was kid. 

JOSEPH: He, he. We played cards every night after a well-developed strategic plan. Bridge. 

WILMA: Bridge is for women. Come on madam. Don’t look at me so sadly. Everything has its 
beginning and its end. When all ends, you will regret failing to have some fun for a while. You 
understand me, don’t you? 

KALINA: Yes, but… 

ANDREW: But your state of mood does not let you do that. I’ll draw you like a vase from the ancient 
period of our country cracked from being frequently moved around on the shelves.  

JOSEPH: And the dust…we can imagine. For tons… 

WILMA: You go ahead - draw her completely broken, into pieces. (Everybody laughs except KALINA) 

KALINA: Shame on you. (She opens the cards again. Counts them down. And again. Nervous, she leaves them 
on the sofa.) 

ANDREW: Is this what you are looking for? (Shows her a card.) 

KALINA: Why do you have it? 

ANDREW: It fell down last time. 

JOSEPH: King of spades again? 

WILMA: She can’t keep hearts. 

KALINA: Your insolence is limitless. 
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JOSEPH: Somebody here crossed boundaries a long time ago…for a lot of things. (He and KALINA 
are looking at each other.) Am I right? 

KALINA: I don’t understand you, and I am not trying to. 

WILMA: He was thinking of me, don’t be upset madam, please.  

ANDREW: Here you go. And don’t get mad. (He returns the card) 

KALINA: You will pay for this. 

ANDREW: I don’t believe it is anything of relevance. I apologize. 

WILMA: Madam is very sensitive. Gosh…She even threatens. They took a card from you, madam. 
They did not kidnap your child. (Pause. Everybody looks at each other.) You can’t die from that. 

ANDREW: Are you OK? 

KALINA: (Turns pale) I am speechless. (Rises and leaves.) 

JOSEPH: You don’t need them. (MAXIM enters. Carries coffee for KALINA) 

MAXIM: Madam is not here? 

WILMA: She just left. Run after her. 

MAXIM: She asked for coffee. It will get cold. 

WILMA: Don’t worry about it. Here we have waiters, maids. Everything. 

ANDREW: Only guests are missing. He, he. 

MAXIM: Well, we’re the only ones left. 

JOSEPH: Unfortunately, you are right. Come, take a seat. 

MAXIM: Me? 

JOSEPH: Yes. Sit. 

MAXIM: I’m in a hurry. I just wanted to… (He takes the seat) 

WILMA: Are you close with this lady? 

MAXIM: Yes, in a way. 

JOSEPH: In what way? 

MAXIM: I helped her carry the suitcases here…And so… 

JOSEPH: That close? 

MAXIM: Not so much, I told you. 
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WILMA: Very unpleasant woman. 

ANDREW: (Draws) It will pass. Everything passes. 

MAXIM: What happened? 

JOSEPH: Nothing special. Not a big deal. 

MAXIM: Excuse me, I have to… 

JOSEPH: It’s ok, just go. 

MAXIM: See ya. (He leaves) 

WILMA: Take the coffee to her room. 

MAXIM: (Stops) I don’t know if… 

ANDREW: If you can’t, I could take it to her. He, he. 

WILMA: Don’t worry. Somebody will. 

MAXIM: Yes, yes. 

(MAXIM leaves. Тense silence. Even ANDREW stops drawing.) 

JOSEPH: I am leaving, too. I’ve been waiting enough. (Rises) 

ANDREW: (Watches WILMA) It’s getting dark. I should go, too. 

JOSEPH: (To JOSEPH) Are you sure? (JOSEPH nods and leaves) 

ANDREW: She didn’t take her card. 

WILMA: She’ll be back for it. 

ANDREW: I understand. 

WILMA: (Her cell phone rings. She takes the call) I can’t talk right now. I will call you tonight. What?! 
(Exchanges glances with ANDREW. He leaves quickly. WILMA stays thoughtful. Puts her cell phone in her bag 
and starts leaving. At the door she encounters JOSEPH. They stare at each other. WILMA gets back.) Couldn’t 
be better. 

JOSEPH: The things are becoming misty. 

WILMA: Unfortunately, everything is already clear. 

JOSEPH: It is not clear to me. 

WILMA: You’ll be told. 

JOSEPH: I’ll hear your voice or… 
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WILMA: Or what?! No more magic around, “general.” It’s over. Somebody yanked her. I am already 
informed. Hiding her proved useless. The last sample. 

JOSEPH: Who? How… 

WILMA: I don’t know how, but they did it. (She starts crying) Wasteland. Nobody there. Only elderly 
and unfortunate people. We’re pretending everything is OK. Smiling by force. Here too. Playing 
games. Fake outwitting. I am acting like a prosperous lady, but only I know who I am. I lost my child. 

JOSEPH: Where could she be? 

WILMA: You tell me. Ask the gentlemen from The Global Prosperity. They know. Golden cage and 
death penalty with lullaby for us and new life for them given by our children. They don’t even name 
them people, but samples. They succeeded transferring their chaos into our souls. We don’t have 
strength even for crying. Watching each other like zombies. 

JOSEPH: Look at me. 

WILMA: What use do I have of you? You were not here when I needed you. 

JOSEPH: What are you looking for here? 

WILMA: To see you. 

JOSEPH: Don’t be ironic, that’s true. You knew I was going to be here. 

WILMA: I knew. 

JOSEPH: And? 

WILMA: I found you here. (Pause. Looking at each other.) You could do much more. Actually, you didn’t 
do anything. 

JOSEPH: Your little smiling friend with funny portraits stopped me. He thought I was not going to 
recognize him. 

WILMA: He knows you very well. Don’t worry. 

JOSEPH: I left Mila at yours because I thought nobody would search for her there. You know that 
we passed through a golgotha after our divorce. Court, interrogations, searches. It was over at your 
place. Nobody was supposed to search for anything. I wanted everything to be finished quietly. To be 
forgotten. 

WILMA: It is not forgotten. Kiki said that she was not there that morning. There’s no way there to 
get out without being noticed.  

JOSEPH: Ask the little painter. He is always on the hot spot. Dirty car accidents, homicides, rapes, 
frauds. The tiny guy knows everything. 

WILMA: You think so? 
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JOSEPH: He knows you, too. He knows you very well. 

WILMA: What do you mean by that? 

JOSEPH: Or is this your little game to find my weak spot. Be careful, be careful. 

(He leaves. WILMA remains thoughtful. She leaves, too. The lobby is empty for a while. The light slowly goes down. 
The red light still comes from the window. MAXIM enters. Looks around. Takes a small flat bottle fro his inner 
pocket. Drinks a sip. Once again. Once again. Puts it back in his pocket. Wipes his mouth with his hand.) 

MAXIM: Doors bang constantly. It seems there are ghosts in this hotel. From time to time laughter, 
cackling. She is resting. She probably sleeps. And they’re taking the girl from one room to another. 
They think nobody is watching. Or maybe they’re doing that just to be noticed. She is scared. I know 
she is scared. I know both of them. I will tell her tonight. I have to tell her. May she not lose everything 
in vain. They’re only making promises to her. And even those times when people in black were visiting 
her, I shouldn’t have remained with my hands folded. Stupid! Stupid! It’s our child. She has to know. 
She has to know. They filled her head with nonsense, and what now? We have to leave tonight. Me, 
my beauty and the girl. I have to gather courage. Finally together. Yes. I have to…I have to… 

(He leaves. VICTOR and SIMON enter.) 

VICTOR: It’s not fair. 

SIMON: I had to! 

VICTOR: Look at my eyes! 

SIMON: Here! (Stares at him) 

VICTOR: Simon, do you know what are you doing? 

SIMON: And you? Our whole business is on the edge. 

VICTOR: It could be solved. And this? 

SIMON: It can be solved, too. 

VICTOR: You don’t know what you are talking about, man! 

SIMON: I know very well what I’m talking about, only you don’t want to understand me. 

VICTOR: You are playing games with somebody’s life. 

SIMON: I am a human being. You too. Didn’t they play games with us? 

VICTOR: We made a promise we’ll be out of this. 

SIMON: And we didn’t keep it. Either of us. 

VICTOR: Mine will pass quietly. Nobody will notice. 

SIMON: You think so. 
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VICTOR: You’re scaring me. You’ll set me up, won’t you? 

SIMON: What do you think? Would I set you up? (VICTOR doesn’t speak) You could expect 
everything from me, couldn’t you? 

VICTOR: I didn’t say that. 

SIMON: But you meant it. We’ve known each other for a very long time. Since when we were kids. 
(VICTOR returns from where they came from.) Don’t go there. Don’t touch it! You’ll screw yourself up! 

VICTOR: Come with me. (They look at each other) Please. (Pause) Please. 

SIMON: Be clever. (Goes with him. Both leave. ANDREW enters looking around. Looks at the red light. 
WILMA enters and comes near him. They’re whispering.) 

ANDREW: You’re late. 

WILMA: He knows…Or surmises. That’s why he came here. 

ANDREW: And what will we do now? 

WILMA: I don’t know. I loved her like my own daughter. Doesn’t matter she wasn’t mine. He’s very 
upset. 

ANDREW: I am asking you what we will do? 

WILMA: I didn’t believe they would find her so easily. 

ANDREW: I believed. 

WILMA: I don’t understand. 

ANDREW: She’s taken a long time ago. 

WILMA: She was at home before I left to come here. 

ANDREW: Did you see her? 

WILMA: I don’t understand you at all. 

ANDREW: Did you see her face? 

WILMA: She was locked in her room for a couple of days. 

ANDREW: Did she show you to the door when you were leaving? 

WILMA: You… 

ANDREW: Me…And that woman you left home to look after her. 

WILMA: (She slaps him in his face) You little shit. 

ANDREW: Moving on. (He leaves). 
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(The light fades out. It’s almost dark. Only the red light remains. KALINA enters and goes to the sofa. Sits on it. 
Looks at the card.) 

KALINA: Joker. Maybe we could find our way out. May God help us. (Drinks a sip from the coffee left by 
MAXIM.) Cold. (Looks at the red light. Spreads the cards. As she spreads them she gets in a better mood.) If it is 
as you say, there is hope. (Somebody whose face can not be seen comes from her right side. Comes near to KALINA 
who’s lost in the cards. In his hand, the silhouette carries something like scarf. He strangles her with the scarf. KALINA 
struggles for a while. Doesn’t make it. The silhouette strangles her. At one point the outer door opens by itself and 
snowflakes and wind enter. The frightened silhouette goes to close it. Closing it he drops the scarf. Then he exits on the 
opposite side. VICTOR enters.) 

VICTOR: Sorry Madam, I didn’t turn on the lights. Everybody went back to their rooms and Simon 
and I were busy with some stuff here around. I will right now. (He turns the lights on. He is curious. Goes 
to KALINA) Excuse me, Madam. Madam, please. Madam. (He shakes her. Moves away from her. Realizes 
she’s dead.) Oh, my God. What is this? (He dials on his cell phone.) Simon come quickly! Come here! It’s 
horrible! Simon come, now!!! This is “just what we needed.” What should I do now? Somebody could 
come. Should I call the po… Our business may be ruined completely. But, I must. (Very scared, he takes 
her from the sofa and lays her on the floor. Notices the scarf. SIMON enters with white sheet and covers KALINA 
over her head.) 

SIMON: Why are you staring at me? I told you, no way back. 

VICTOR: How did you know why I called you? 

SIMON: Calm down and help me take her out of here. 

VICTOR: (Helps him take her out) Shouldn’t we call . . .? 

SIMON: Are you nuts? Who will find out? I’ll hide her luggage. She left and that’s it. She is alone. 
Nobody in her life. 

VICTOR: Who did this? 

SIMON: Let’s go downstairs. It’s safe there. Nobody enters there. 

VICTOR: You know. 

SIMON: Oh, don’t pretend you’re naïve. (They drag KALINA’s body away. The stage is empty again. 
MAXIM passes and stops at the sofa. Takes KALINA’s scarf. Smells it.) 

MAXIM: It was a long time ago. You’ll never come back again. (He puts the scarf in his pocket, looks 
around and passes to the other side) 

VICTOR: (Enters, still upset) It’s hard for me to pretend nothing has happened. (Absentmindedly he puts 
the sofa where KALINA was strangled. Stops.) The scarf. Where’s the scarf? Who took it? Simon…Where 
is it… (Knocking on the main door.) Who is it now? Who locked the door? Coming! (Scared he goes to open 
the door. He opens it. IGOR enters.) Why don’t you come in? The door is not locked. 
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IGOR: I always knock. 

VICTOR: Welcome. (Goes to the reception.) Do you have a reservation? 

IGOR: Are you ok? 

VICTOR: Excuse me? Yes, yes. Sure. (Tiny smile.) 

IGOR: You’re looking a little bit absentminded and nervous. 

VICTOR: Оh, no. So it seems. We opened this hotel recently and you know… 

IGOR: I don’t know. 

VICTOR: Excuse me? 

IGOR: I said I don’t know. I’ve never opened a hotel in my life. (Pause. Looking ateach other.) Јоke. Feel 
better? 

VICTOR: Oh, yes, yes. Of course. (He laughs sourly.) You didn’t make a reservation. But, no problem, 
we have rooms available. 

IGOR: (Gives him a piece of paper) Here.  

VICTOR: (Reads) Yes, yes, of course. Here’s your key. 

IGOR: Thank you. See you later. (He leaves.) 

VICTOR: This is the last thing we needed! 

SIMON: (Enters.) Your face betrays that you are frightened. Pull yourself together. 

VICTOR: (Thoughtfully, staring) How much time do we need for our blood to boil? 

SIMON: Not much in these places. Why? What is it? (Pause) Victor! (Pause) Don’t screw everything 
up. We’ll be pulled out to nowhere. (VICTOR stares at him.) Who scares you so much? I know, this 
one down stairs… 

VICTOR: On the contrary, I am no longer afraid. Why should I be? Everything is all right, isn’t it? 

SIMON: Yes, perfectly OK. 

VICTOR: That’s right. 

SIMON: I love you for that. (They look at each other. Both smile. VICTOR suddenly runs to the rooms.) Where 
are you going, Victor? Victor! I am coming with you. (Runs after him. Stage is empty again. IGOR enters 
dragging MILA out by her hair. Throws her on the floor.) 

IGOR: There is no place on Earth where you could hide from me. 

MILA: Love at first sight. 

IGOR: Why? 
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MILA: For your curiosity only. Because you are a miscreant conformist. 

IGOR: Oh, no, please. You’ll make me cry right now. 

MILA: You’ll not cry for much longer. You’ll be OK soon. 

IGOR: You’re coming with me. 

MILA: You read this in the papers. 

IGOR: If it’s necessary everybody will. 

MILA: If you are ordered to, you will not hesitate to do it. 

IGOR: You don’t want to, do you? 

MILA: (Rises. Wants to leave. IGOR catches her by her chin. She tears out of his grasp.) Without her I would 
have been dead. Accidently, like last spring. Run over, car accident, somebody else would be charged. 
Who wanted to set that up? Leave me alone. 

IGOR: It’s over. It’s passed. 

MILA: You gave them your asshole, that’s why. 

IGOR: That’s my sacrifice for you, and you pay me back like this. 

MILA: I don’t need you like that. With a torn soul. 

IGOR: I love you. So much. (Tries to kiss her. She steps aside.) 

MILA: Too late. You broke the vows. And the global changes are not in our favor. We’ll be further 
apart. It’s better like this. For both of us. 

IGOR: You don’t have time to think it over. (He tries to kiss her again. She steps aside again.) It should 
only be days. If you enter the list. 

MILA: (Slaps him) I will not. I will not be there and I will not enter. 

IGOR: You will. You will be there. With me together.  

MILA: Jealous? Who knows who will go wild around me up there in the heaven, huh? 

IGOR: Everything is ready. 

MILA: Yes, you are right. No worries. She helped me. I’ll be with her. 

IGOR: Who her? 

MILA: With her. 

IGOR: (Laughs) Where? 
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MILA: Anywhere. Where we, human beings can look at each other eyes to eyes, and where we can 
live our lives worth for real people. Human beings who have their feelings and needs, not subjects 
with numbers and reports. I’ll not be Orwell’s product only because on that pile of stones some 
creatures similar to us decided so. I have where and with whom. Maybe in the pure nature. From the 
very beginning again. With water, grass, produce and animals around. Think about what you will do? 
He can’t stand it any longer. His people will smelt him down sooner or later, and there are no others 
on the other side. The result will be: big nothing. The big project will be destroyed, and everything 
will really get back on it’s very beginning. I will leave on time. 

IGOR: I asked you: who? 

MILA: I told you. Now, leave me alone. 

IGOR: (He leaves her) You screwed yourself up. Here, you fucked up. You’re alone. 

MILA: Are you sure? 

IGOR: I’m sure. 

MILA: We will see. 

IGOR: We’ll see. Everybody’s looking for you. 

MILA: And you will tell them nothing. 

IGOR: I won’t. (MILA leaves. The main door opens. CONSTANTINE enters. Comes close to IGOR.) 

CONSTANTINE: We don’t have a lot of time. We’ve done a lot for you. I will not remind you 
anymore. These are redundant situations. All sections are almost ready and clearly consolidated. Here 
is the biggest problem. We built this hotel to kill two birds with one stone. Remember? This project 
cannot be ruined by a couple of clumsy individuals. They have no right to do that. Is it clear? 

IGOR: Yes, completely clear.  

CONSTANTINE: What are you waiting for, then? You were supposed to come earlier. 

IGOR: Someone committed imprudent homicide.  

CONSTANTINE: I don’t care. 

IGOR: Additional headache for me. 

CONSTANTINE: (Grabs him by his neck.) Have you ever heard about collateral damage? Typical for 
these places. While I am up there, I will not let this tradition to be continued. Who was what - I don’t 
give a shit about it. I want them, all. If only one sample remains, everything goes to hell. So, move 
your little journalist’s ass with the same speed like when you were running through hills and streets 
before. Move it, because we’ll activate a bomb together. We’ll hug it and boom!!! No more heroes, 
and even better, nobody to make monuments for them. And this retards’ company here would like to 
make it. Instant anarchy with far-reaching casualties.  
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IGOR: Unfortunately, you are right. 

CONSTANTINE: I don’t want to choose anymore between two evils. From now on, I want to 
choose between two possibilities. Remember? These are your words.  

IGOR: That’s the only thing I can think of. 

CONSTANTINE: I’ll not give you a deadline. You’ll set it by yourself. (He leaves. IGOR stands 
thoughtful. Blackout.) 

 

ACT THREE 

(Same lobby. Morning. Red light coming through the window starts flashing which means the situation is alarming. 
MAXIM, WILMA and JOSEPH enter. JOSEPH throws ANDREW down on the floor.) 

JOSEPH: We used to shoot shits like you in a second.  

WILMA: Something told me I should not believe you. 

MAXIM: Why? Why? 

ANDREW: You went crazy, all of you. 

JOSEPH: I could smash you. 

MAXIM: How could you? 

WILMA: Speak up, I know it was you. 

ANDREW: Your imagination got corrupted. You’re delirious. I have nothing to do with it. 

WILMA: You were seen. 

ANDREW: Who saw me? (MAXIM points at him all the time. He is furious and teary. ) Him? 

JOSEPH: (Grabs him by his collar) The killers are lying in chatterboxes like these, like you are. That’s 
unwritten rule.  

ANDREW: And, true people are never born. Grumpy old apes share justice as they wish. In short, 
we will be all gone.  

WILMA: We hoped…You destroyed everything… 

ANDREW: You lost your compass. 

JOSEPH: I’ll take your tongue out. 

MAXIM: Youuuuuu…youuuuu…. (Grimaces) 

WILMA: Let’s lock him up at least. He could reveal all kinds of rubbish. 
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JOSEPH: Yes. We’ll judge him later. 

ANDREW: Leave me alone, you crazy idiots. I didn’t do anything. 

MAXIM: In my room. Let him draw his own death. I’ll move into her room. 

WILMA: Good. It is a mess here anyway. 

ANDREW: And then you’ll cut me into pieces and scatter me around wetlands. Like the one a few 
years ago. Isn’t it true “general”? 

JOSEPH: Stand up! (Hits him) 

(They raise him up. ANDREW is despaired and resists, all bloody. JOSEPH hits him again, ANDREW hits him 
back. MAXIM kicks him with the leg, WILMA tries to do the same, but ANDREW rises and runs to the main 
door. The door opens and he encounters IGOR who enters. All are taken aback. Pause. Watching each other for a long 
time. MAXIM, JOSEPH and WILMA slowly withdraw back. They vanish.) 

IGOR: (Points to the chair. ANDREW slowly sits on it.) I’d like to tell you I’m glad to see you, but 
unfortunately the situation is different. 

ANDREW: (Wipes the blood with the handkerchief) And you are…? 

IGOR: Worn out answer, but very true: I am asking questions here. 

ANDREW: I paid to have a rest, not for… 

IGOR: …homicides and to be beaten for that. 

ANDREW: That’s right. It has nothing to do with me. I’m shocked and I’d like to see the owners. 

IGOR: They’re also shocked and you cannot see them soon. 

ANDREW: Where are they? 

IGOR: Would you like to refresh yourself with a glass of water and continue our work, or you prefer 
interrogation in a different ambiance ?  

ANDREW: Sir, I am an artist and by doing this, you are making unbelievable precedent.  

IGOR: Ok, you chose the playing ground by yourself. (Starts a call on his cell phone) 

ANDREW: Ok, ok…I am mute. Go… ask. (Tears in his eyes) 

IGOR: Finally. How long have you known the victim? 

ANDREW: Only two days. 

IGOR: Are you sure? (Pause) Are you sure? 

ANDREW: She was a friend to a lady who leased me her apartment. I have seen her a couple of 
times. But never talked to her.  
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IGOR: So, you know who she is. 

ANDREW: Mrs. Kalina. 

IGOR: So called acquaintance by sight. No conflict with her before the homicide? 

ANDREW: Yesterday as a joke I stole, pardon, I borrowed a card from her. She always arranges 
Solitaire. She got angry. Nothing serious. 

IGOR: When did you hear about the murder? 

ANDREW: When the others did. 

IGOR: Everybody heard at a different time. As I could notice, they are angry at you. 

ANDREW: It’s their own business. Last night, I heard last night about it…why is it so important. 

IGOR: Everything is important and nothing is important. In your opinion, who could do it? 

ANDREW: One of them, that middle aged guy who’s around her all the time. She was in the room 
next to mine. I listened them arguing. I don’t know what he wanted from her, but from the moment 
they arrived, he was bothering her. How should I say…I don’t want to be sinful in these moments… 

IGOR: Maxim? 

ANDREW: Yes, yes. He is passing through, here and there, almost all day. He is not speaking too 
much. Strange guy. 

IGOR: That’s your assumption. 

ANDREW: Not necessarily. Ughhh…why I am speaking at all. 

IGOR: Not a big deal. Worse if you are silent. (Pause. He watches ANDREW. ANDREW becomes 
uncomfortable.) You are free. (ANDREW takes his drawing papers and his colors and quickly leaves. IGOR 
thinks for a while. Writes something on his notebook. MAXIM passes.) 

MAXIM: Excuse me. I would like to go to the restaurant. 

IGOR: You’ll stop here and sit down. 

MAXIM: I know, but… 

IGOR: You will SIT. (They look at each other.) 

MAXIM: Yes, yes, of course. (Sits on the chair.) 

IGOR: You were with the victim all the time? 

MAXIM: (Starts crying) She didn’t like me, but I, I couldn’t. 

IGOR: Take it easy. What couldn’t you do? 

MAXIM: I couldn’t leave her. 
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IGOR: Explain it better. 

MAXIM: Youth love. I never stopped thinking about her. She couldn’t remember it. She couldn’t or 
she didn’t want to. She acted as if she has met me for the first time here, at the door. I returned to 
town only because of her.  

IGOR: How did that youth love end? 

MAXIM: With abortion. Spontaneous. Car accident actually. Afterwards, love ended also. She left 
without a clue. Concussion, I was told so. She can’t remember anything. Until her last day. She 
perceived me like an unknown person who was trying to come near her.  

IGOR: How did you feel when you lost her? 

MAXIM: I lost her a long time ago. 

IGOR: Who do you suspect of killing your love 

MAXIM: Me. 

IGOR: What? 

MAXIM: Me and my youthful naivety. I couldn’t keep her. 

IGOR: Who could kill her? 

MAXIM: Any of us. 

IGOR: You too? 

MAXIM: I’ve told you about myself. (Pause) Now, when everything is over, may I leave? 

IGOR: No. Why did you beat the young painter? (Maxim is silent) You said everybody could kill her 
but you pointed at him before. 

MAXIM: Him…I don’t know. The others told me so. They convinced me. Аaaaagh...it looks like it. 
Now, I’m not sure. May I leave? 

IGOR: Yes. 

MAXIM: Thank you. (Starts leaving and goes back again) You know… 

IGOR: Yes? Tell me. 

MAXIM: She’ll never leave us. (Points at his temple) She’ll be here, Forever. Everybody knows that. 
(Leaves.) 

IGOR: Why all this. Duty culprit when everything is over. (Pause. Thoughtful.) Who, whom, what and 
how. All directed to the essential one. Up there. (JOSEPH enters. Sits on the chair. They look at each other 
for a minute.) 
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JOSEPH: I knew the lady for a very long time. Maybe she didn’t remember me, but I know her very 
well. They set up a huge game for her. They took away her child. She lived alone. She searched for her 
child for some time, but in vain. She was invited up there a couple of times. She would return like 
zombie. Never found her son. I visited her once a month. The last time, she made a scandal. Called 
the police and I didn’t come there anymore. Climax. She was full of all. Cards were a sort of relief for 
her. 

IGOR: I didn’t have a chance to ask you anything. 

JOSEPH: And what else would you ask me? My child, my life is over. I passed through a lot around. 
Saw many clowns passing by us and behind us. Now it’s all the same to me. What you’re doing is so-
called “the end of the world.” But, every end is a new beginning. There is always hope here. 

IGOR: Did anyone ever find her son? 

JOSEPH: Nobody found anybody here. They recruited a small number of people, washed up their 
brains, now those people are level zero. What a powerful leadership, you could bet. Where could the 
child be? 

IGOR: Who could kill her? 

JOSEPH: Your closest people are usually your biggest enemies. If she stayed alive she could probably 
reveal somebody, or unearth something. That’s what I think. 

IGOR: Reveal what? 

JOSEPH: There’s always something else, or somebody else. 

IGOR: You’re not together here by accident. 

JOSEPH: No. Not at all. And you? 

IGOR: Excuse me? 

JOSEPH: Where are you coming from? 

IGOR: Newspapers. 

JOSEPH: Tell me lies and I’ll believe. 

IGOR: Aren’t you exaggerating here?  

JOSEPH: It only looks like that to you. And that little guy with the wooden colors. (Shows his fist) 

IGOR: Something else. (JOSEPH stands up and starts walking away) Sir, we didn’t finish yet. (JOSEPH 
doesn’t hear him. Leaves.) You’re running your head against a brick wall. (WILMA enters. Goes to IGOR 
and stops abruptly.)  

WILMA: He’s lying. 

IGOR: Take it easy. Have a seat. 
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WILMA: (Sits down.) I swallowed a bunch of pills. All this upsets me so much. In principal, I am a 
positive person. We had some relations with this aged person when he was much younger. But he is 
lying like a punk. Bloody soldier. Fucked me up to the bone. He left me a sort of legacy. Never 
confesses anything. I meet him from time to time. It’s like he is following me. 

IGOR: I have feeling that you’re all here for somebody. 

WILMA: So…it’s such a small world. This world here is even smaller. 

IGOR: What was your relationship with the lady? 

WILMA: Only a good friend. But she had a problem . Amnesia. She couldn’t remember anything. 

IGOR: You have a kind of mission here? 

WILMA: She needed protection. 

IGOR: From what? That mister was around her all the time. 

WILMA: What do you think—why? 

IGOR: Unfortunate love. 

WILMA: Ha- ha. (Shows the sign for money with her fingers) Rustling love. 

IGOR: And you? 

WILMA: Me—what? 

IGOR: Why you? 

WILMA: All I wanted was a short vacation and the chance to help her. There were a times when she 
was with me. 

IGOR: Really? 

WILMA: She was taking care of my girl. Legacy from the old man. 

IGOR: You all set up this meeting here. 

WILMA: It looks like it’s accidental. 

IGOR: Nothing’s accidental. You were keeping children for each other, having them one from each 
other.  

WILMA: Sodom and Gomorrah, ah? Though, children are our biggest treasure. That’s why they are 
taking them from our arms. For higher goals.  

IGOR: Who do you think took her life?  

WILMA: They still didn’t take her whole life. They searched for something else. 

IGOR: What is it? 
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WILMA: Her daughter. Nobody could find her. 

IGOR: And now? Is she found? 

WILMA: Ugh, I really don’t know. Everything became very messy. 

IGOR: How close were you with the young painter? 

WILMA: (Spreads her arms) This close.  

IGOR: Honesty. Excellent. Is that why you beat him so much? 

WILMA: He knows why. 

IGOR: Will we not find out? 

WILMA: Not important. May I ask you something? 

IGOR: Not necessarily, but I’ll allow. 

WILMA: You interrogated all of us. You didn’t ask—why? 

IGOR: Excuse me? 

WILMA: All the time you were interested who killed Mrs. Kalina. You don’t wonder why? Why?! 

IGOR: You all know why. 

WILMA: You’re right. You are damn right. This bunch, this mixed conglomerate of creatures has 
been asked for years “who,” not “why.” 

IGOR: You may go. 

WILMA: Nobody’s clean here. (Leaves.) 

IGOR: Her little girl. Her son. Ha ha. That’s right. I didn’t hope for this, ladies and gentlemen. (He 
also leaves on the side where WILMA left. Stage is empty for a while. It gets dark. Only the red light is still blinking. 
MILA runs in, SIMON after her.) 

MILA: We didn’t agree so! 

SIMON: I had to. If I left her she could talk somewhere. 

MILA: She was supposed to come with me. What is your nasty plan? You took a huge amount of 
money from her. 

SIMON: Just a few days. Please, be patient. Everything’s ready. There is an underground passage 
here. Nobody knows it, except me. Not even him. You’ll be somewhere else. Completely different. 
You’ll avoid it all. 

MILA: I don’t believe you. 

SIMON: Why? 
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MILA: You killed her. (Pause) Are you coming with me? 

SIMON: Well… 

MILA: Well what? 

SIMON: I don’t know. 

MILA: Something tells me that… 

SIMON: Why are you so suspicious? 

MILA: (Slaps him) Because you killed the woman who gave her life for me. She looked after me until 
her last second. 

SIMON: Where could she look after you if I didn’t take you here? 

MILA: Fuck you! There something else here. Who are you working for now? 

SIMON: You know I love you. 

MILA: Leave it…Look into my eyes. (Looking at each other) That’s it. Silence is gold. (She turns back to 
leave. VICTOR enters and intercepts her.) 

VICTOR: With cool mind, doll, with cool mind.  

MILA: Who… 

VICTOR: Him. (Grabs her) Let’s finish all this. 

MILA: You son of a… Noooo! (She resists. He shuts her mouth and takes her from the stage. SIMON turns 
his back. He is shivering.) 

SIMON: No, it was not supposed to be like that! (IGOR enters.) 

IGOR: So, how it was supposed to be like? (Pause. Looking at each other.) New twist? Only you are left 
for interrogation. 

CONSTANTINE: (Enters) Not necessarily. We lost a lot of time. (VICTOR enters from the other side. 
Nothing’s clear to IGOR) Your time is up. 

IGOR: I did my best. And I succeeded.  

CONSTANTINE: Go call them. 

IGOR: Who? 

CONSTANTINE: All of them. 

IGOR: Her as well? 

CONSTANTINE: It’s all over, you little journalist. Over. 
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IGOR: I have a full report. Very interesting things. 

CONSTANTINE: For nothing. 

IGOR: (Very frightened) So, that’s the plan. You knew everything. From the beginning. 

CONSTANTINE: You had your chance. 

IGOR: I can’t understand. 

CONSTANTINE: You’ve done everything you’ve been told, haven’t you? 

IGOR: Yes, of course. 

CONSTANTINE: That’s your mistake. (Pause. Looking at each other.) You were better when you were 
against us. Go! 

(IGOR goes to call the guests. CONSTANTINE turns to VICTOR and SIMON. They sit at the reception. Bright 
blue light is seen through the windows. In a short time, ANDREW, MAXIM, JOSEPH and WILMA enter. They 
look at each other. They sit on the few chairs and on the sofa. IGOR is servile and goes to CONSTANTINE) 

IGOR: They are all here. 

CONSTANTINE: Yes, I see. 

(Long pause. They all look at the audience. VICTOR and SIMON are on the both sides of CONSTANTINE. 
IGOR, extremely frightened, next to him.) 

JOSEPH: The last meeting. 

CONSTANTINE: Kind of. The end for a new beginning. New time interval. New hopes, new life. 
All of this looks as if you have already heard it somewhere and sounds like pure rhetoric, but this time 
it’s damn real. There is a new spirit up there, new views, new smiles, new energy. You can’t imagine. 
We had to cut off the links with your hearts to establish the new identity. We tried everything, all kind 
of processes, exhausted ourselves. You, too. This one was a global salutary solution. For now, it looks 
tragic to you. You hate us, we have taken your children from you, you will never see them again. 
Pathetic relationships which seem painful now, but later, you will be proud of them. If you still exist, 
you will say it. And I will say—we ought to live our lives with eyes more widely opened. We received 
the last sample. This charade that you are not so proud of is the last useless action we got used to in 
our, now already passed over, history. From tomorrow we start a new book, a blank page, which will 
be written with events by the people with clean identity—without conflicts, uncertainties, 
compromises and depressions. And, most importantly, with no influences from the outside world. 
Seemingly hermetic, but exceptionally progressive. That new race will bring the genetically clean 
population. We will have our first samples in a year or two. (Laughs.) That’s most important. The 
passions in the young exemplars are boiling. We’ll have a tempest of pure and limpid youth. New age, 
new humanistic order. There will be no room for turpitudes and blackmails anymore, there will be no 
tectonic social disorders anymore too, no more ethnic short circuits, no more demographic 
movements here and there. (Watches IGOR) This was a mistake. These viral indecisives should have 
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been castrated a long time ago. But, it’s never late. (Gives sign to VICTOR and SIMON. They take IGOR 
between them and tear out his eyes. He lets out muffled screams and falls dead. They give IGOR’s eyes to 
CONSTANTINE. He throws them in front of the others. They panic and look at each other. WILMA starts 
crying.) This will be left of us. Unfortunately, this world here will be a world of middle aged and old 
people who will slowly die out. But, they will spend the rest of their lives with only one thought. With 
the thought that their descendants up there are building the new civilization, the new order. We always 
dreamt about it, didn’t we? (Pause) I know, we confess to ourselves and don’t want to speak about it 
in public. This has happened before. Painful truth. Now, all this will be only between you all. Every 
civilization was created on the ashes of the previous one. You will be the remains from an earthquake, 
lava after eruptions, from the cataclysm, from Sodom and Gomorrah. Death will be your salvation, 
and hope your cure. Maybe you will have a chance to take a look to their future like through the lock, 
however, maybe you will only guess, but you will be sure that they will be OK. They will build a new 
world, a new dimension all of which constitutes their spiritual and physical body. In your position, I 
would not be sad. I’d be joyful. I would sing, jump and dance, the same way as we knew in the world 
we are leaving behind us. That boring and noisy world full of noise and screams which have dampened 
us, and from which we couldn’t think soberly and finally find a solution. We found it, you like it or 
not. And processed it. (Pause) Proud and happy. And again: for you, and only for you. Actually, we are 
existing only for you. All you have to do is to understand us. To be part of our globally human project, 
a project which will bring endless peace and quietness to this piece of earth. A project which will 
remove that mist of useless pathetic and finally make EVERYTHING LOGICAL AND 
EVERYTHING ALL RIGHT. (Sighs) We don’t have any more time. It’s all over. Remain with 
everything you have inside you, with yourself and on you and don’t lose your hope. Even in all those 
ruins in front of you, something that will fill your stomach and your soul can be found.  

(He gives another sign to VICTOR and SIMON and they follow him. They exit through the front door. ANDREW, 
JOSEPH, WILMA and MAXIM sit motionless. The walls of the hotel start are demolished. Only the reception 
remains. Snow starts falling very intensively. It falls for a long, very long time. It covers the four people as still as stone 
until they turn into four Snowmen.) 

THE END 
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atlas 

By Thomas Köck 

Translated by Marc Silberman 

Austrian playwright Thomas Köck’s devised play was commissioned by the Leipzig Theater 
(Schauspielhaus) to develop a text around the experiences of “socialist solidarity” workers as a 
contribution to the thirtieth anniversary in 2019 of the Leipzig protests of 1989 that anticipated the 
fall of the Wall. Based on numerous discussions over more than a year with experts, scholars, and 
witnesses, he focused on Vietnamese workers and increasingly on the children of these mostly female 
textile workers and their issues with culture clash and otherness in Germany. The resulting text opened 
in late January 2019 in the black-box stage of the Schauspielhaus. The flexible space was arranged so 
that the audience faced three large, otherwise concealed windows, looking out on a major thoroughfare 
circling the downtown, directly across from the former Stasi headquarters of Leipzig and with cars, 
trams, cyclists, and pedestrians passing by. The stage design itself introduces the central metaphor of 
inside / outside and crossing boundaries, and the four actors occasionally exit the stage and are seen 
through the windows on the sidewalk outside while speaking their dialogues over microphones. Inside 
and outside suggest that the figures are related to a reality outside, on the streets of Leipzig today. 

The play weaves together a complicated Vietnamese family history of three generations layered over 
three time periods. The traumatized grandmother joins the boat people fleeing Saigon to the Malaysian 
island of Pulau Bidong with her four-year-old daughter in 1978 and finally ends up in West Germany 
in 1979 with other refugees but returns, disillusioned, to Vietnam after a few years. The second-
generation figure is her daughter, whom she believed drowned in the chaos of that boat escape in 
1978, but in fact the daughter survived and was raised by foster parents in Ho Chi Minh City (aka 
Saigon) and later became a contract worker in Leipzig in early 1989, witnessed the fall of the Wall, 
went underground to avoid deportation, and then moved west with her Vietnamese husband and 
newborn daughter. Finally, this daughter, the granddaughter, born after unification in western 
Germany, returns in 2010 to Vietnam in search of her grandmother and finds herself stranded in Tân 
Sơn Nhất international airport owing to the eruption of a volcano in Iceland that halted air traffic 
around the world for about a week. North and South Vietnam, East and West Germany, refugees 
fleeing and migrant workers seeking a better life, collapse and unification—in the airport’s suspended 
time-space suggestive resonances and reflections about working through memories of migration 
merge like the pieces of a puzzle that give the non-linear narrative and the disrupted histories their 
structure and order. The endless deferment of a “solution” and experiences of rupture in a foreign 
culture on the part of all three generations also constitute a central theme of the play. 

Pulau Bidong is a small island located off the coast of Malaysia to which tens of thousands of refugees 
fled by boat after the fall of Saigon and the withdrawal of the American military from South Vietnam 
on April 30, 1975. It became an official refugee camp in 1978, and under American and UN pressure 
West Germany accepted Vietnamese boat people from Pulau Bidong beginning in December 1978, 
after which 10,000 followed rapidly. Meanwhile, in East Germany North Vietnamese contract workers 
made up the largest single group of foreigners, in 1989 when the Wall came down almost 60,000 of 
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the 94,000 such “socialist solidarity” workers. Beginning in the late 1970s, East Germany contracted 
for industrial laborers from several socialist countries in exchange for vocational training and 
instruction in German-language skills. Vietnamese contract workers, especially women shift workers, 
were strongly represented in the spinning and weaving mills around Leipzig, but all such “foreign 
workers” were usually segregated from the local population in their own housing units under penalty 
of deportation if they broke the strict prohibitions on contact with locals or if they became pregnant. 
The five-year East German government contracts were annulled in 1990 with the collapse of the 
economy, and many contract workers returned willingly or not to their home countries; relatively few 
(about 10,000) remained in united Germany. 

In June 2019 I saw this production at the annual theater festival (Stücke-Festival) in Mülheim/Ruhr, 
where it was awarded both the prestigious Jury Prize and the Audience Prize. Impressed with the text, 
the performance, and the focus on Vietnam, I decided to translate it into American English, in view 
of this country’s own conflicted relationship to the fallout from the war in Vietnam. Köck’s publisher, 
Suhrkamp Theaterverlag, granted me non-exclusive rights for the English translation and provided 
the German text, which is distinguished visually by the lack of capitalization and punctuation as well 
as the center alignment throughout that suggest—together with the playwright’s recommended 
musical accompaniment—the lyrically sculpted texture Köck seeks. Aurally the frequent use of 
repetition, enjambements, and choral speaking echo this lyricism. In the original dialogues, verbs are 
often missing, which may be an attempt to parallel the lack of conjugated verbs in Vietnamese (i.e., 
tense is conveyed by context), a stylistic characteristic reproduced sparingly in this translation. 
Moreover, English-language words frequently appear in the original: display, delay, sellout, status 
update, crowd, which I chose to “carry over,” although for a Germanophone audience they mark the 
trendy, neo-liberal universalism and empty promises of globalization. Vietnamese intertitles and 
phrases are not provided in the German text, but I added the English equivalents in footnotes. Among 
the challenges for this translator is the word “Fidschis.” In East Germany the Vietnamese, especially 
after 1989, were referred to as “Fidschis” (or Fijis, i.e., exotic Asians, a pejorative equivalent to the N-
word in English). In this translation the word “gook,” used widely among American military during 
the Vietnam War, takes its place. 

Upon winning the festival prizes, atlas triggered an open, anonymous protest letter from the Asian-
German Artists Association that criticized the play for “yellowfacing,” that is, for supporting the 
appropriation by a white, European author and white ensemble actors of the stories and interviews of 
real Vietnamese and Viet-German individuals without naming them or giving them credit. The letter 
also denounces more generally the invisibility and thus silencing of Asians in German theater culture 
who are not considered to have the “right credentials” to participate. While the entire performance 
was accompanied by surtitles in Vietnamese to acknowledge the interviewees’ input and in the hope 
that Viet-Germans would feel welcome in the theater, Köck did append a preface post facto to this 
open letter with suggestions of how to integrate the voice of minority members in public theaters. 

Subsequently atlas opened in early February 2020, right before the pandemic lockdown, at the 
Schauspiel Wuppertal in a second staging, and this second production included taped voices of four 
Viet-Germans who speak some text in Vietnamese. Also, the regional public radio broadcaster in 
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southeastern Germany (Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk) produced a significantly shortened radio version 
in November 2020 that was awarded the renowned Prize of the War Blind: 
https://www.mdr.de/kultur/radio/audio-hoerspiel-thomas-koeck-atlas-100.html. 

Finally, the American Literary Translators Association included a brief table-read of a scene from the 
play and granted my translation an honorable mention at its November 2020 (virtual) conference, for 
which I am grateful. 

Thomas Köck was born in 1986 in Steyr (Austria) and now lives and works as a freelance author, 
playwright, photographer, and theater maker between Upper Austria and Berlin. He studied 
philosophy, literature, and Sinology in Vienna and at the Free University in Berlin, as well as 
creative writing for the stage at the University of the Arts in Berlin and the Literature Institute in 
Leipzig. For several years he was associated with the ensemble “theatercombinat” in Vienna and the 
Forum Freies Theater in Düsseldorf as well as Robert Wilson’s Watermill Center in Long Island, 
New York. Since 2012 he has been writing audio dramas, prose, and internet anti-neo-
Nazi blogs (see: http://www.nazisundgoldmund.net/), but mostly he has authored plays, which 
have been performed in major German-speaking theaters and awarded numerous prizes. Köck’s 
scripts are available from the Suhrkamp Theaterverlag and in 2017 Suhrkamp published his climate 
trilogy: paradies fluten, paradies hunger, and paradies spiele. He is especially interested in interdisciplinary 
or crossover theater projects that integrate dance, music, and choral speaking. 

Marc Silberman is Emeritus Professor of German at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where 
he taught as well in the film studies and theater programs. He has published extensively on German 
literature, cinema, and culture of the twentieth and twenty-first century. He edited Communications from 
the International Brecht Society (1982–1986) and the Brecht Yearbook (1989–1995) and curates the online 
Brecht Yearbook and the Bibliography of Brecht’s Works in English Translation. He has 
published extensively on Brecht, Heiner Müller, and the tradition of political theater in Germany and 
translated and (co-) edited three volumes of Brecht’s essayistic writings: Brecht on Film and Radio 
(Methuen, 2000), Brecht on Performance (Bloomsbury Methuen, 2014), and Brecht on Theatre 
(Bloomsbury Methuen, 2015), as well as plays and texts by Heiner Müller and fragment 
plays by Brecht. His homepage: https://gns.wisc.edu/staff/silberman-marc/ 

© SuhrkampTheater Verlag, Berlin 2019 
© Translation by Marc Silberman 

All rights for public use of this text in any print or performance format must be obtained in writing 
from Suhrkamp Verlag in Berlin. 

Inquiries regarding stage permissions should be addressed to Britta Davis (davis@suhrkamp.de), 
whereas inquiries regarding reprint permissions should be addressed to Nora Mercurio 
(mercurio@suhrkamp.de).
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this text intends to establish a space for participation 
in which a history experienced as disconnected 

is narrated collectively 
 

therefore i recommend for stagings a rather large 
at least a diversely constituted chorus 

preferably 
logically 

with as many vietnamese  or viet hyphenated members 
as in any way possible 

 
choruses are a wonderful tool 

to challenge a text 
to team up against it 

to call it into question 
or to assume a position against its blind spots 

 
if such a chorus is not possible 

at least half the ensemble 
should consist of actresses 

from a vietnamese background 
 

if neither of these options is possible 
and the text in other ways as well is not used 

to produce in the ensemble’s politics a 
space for participation 
in public institutions 

it then makes no sense unfortunately 
that you stage this play in your theater 

 
sorry  
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later that night 
i held an atlas in my lap 
ran my fingers across the whole world 
and whispered 
where does it hurt? 
it answered 
everywhere 
everywhere 
everywhere 
 
warsan shire—what they did yesterday afternoon 
to carry it over or to translate 
 
a contract worker, who has reappeared 
her mother, who has returned 
her daughter, at an airport 
a contract worker, a translator 
 
 
 
 
music 
 
tim hecker—in the air I II III 
deru—i would like 
oneohtrix point never—chrome country 
brian mcbride—overture (for other halfs) 
grouper—the man who died in his boat 
 
 
 
heartfelt thanks for the discussions 
the time the memories 
to all the interview partners 
in leipzig 
 
 
tôi đã gắng hết sức mình để tái hiện thời gian chính xác2  

2 i did my best to reproduce the time exactly 
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those who were lucky landed on internment islands 

like pulau bidong 
 

luck meant 
to have survived not to have been 

murdered or raped by pirates 
 

luck meant 
to land on an uninhabited island of about 

a half square mile where 
40,000 people are crowded together 

 
luck meant 

standing room in hell a 
tropical prison 

 
he said 

you are a first class 
gook 
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// we start together  
chúng ta bắt đầu cùng nhau3 // 

 
what does it actually mean 

 
to fall out of time 

 
to fall out of time why not 

to stumble out of time why not 
to plunge out of time why not 

to be pulled out of time why not 
to be snatched out of time to be 

deprived of time what 
does that actually mean to fall 

out of time and who 
is even allowed to fall 

out of time and can you then 
return to the time from which 

you plunge fall slide slip or 
are you then forever timeless 

 
timeless actually was 
always the promise 
of having no time 

 
well but 

having no time is now 
not necessarily promising 

 
instead belonging to 

no time 
fair game time 

 
must you fall out of time 

to be released from time or 
must you belong to the right time to 

the time that might continue 

3 we start together 
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time in general once 

you begin to think about it 
 

or time that 
simply has fallen out of the world is time 

that now no longer will have been correct time time 
that will simply have disappeared what does it mean 

to fall out of time who  
falls out of whose time and which time 

actually counts more that  
out of which you fall or that 

into which you fall 
 

and then in the end always the story that 
puts time in order something 

time itself just does not manage to produce an 
order time always creates disorder which the 
story then must clear up in the end and who 

decides then actually which time  
in which story actually 

 
actually 
actually 
actually 
actually 
actually 

 
in general may occur to whom 

does time belong who owns it in the end who 
in general today actually has a time 

 
 

// tân sơn nhất international airport 
between the places between the times // 

 
delay 

or 
time suspension 

 
or 
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cross your hands please 

stand still three seconds thank you from 
your bag yes the 

smartphone from your bag also 
empty everything empty everything empty everything 

the camera out indeed open 
the inside pocket please coat thank you 

watch sun glasses gloves 
remove liquids please fear 

has made this continent into 
what it is today also the shoes 

remove the boots fear 
of losing what they’ve become also 

high-heels no 
high-heels stay on high-heels are okay 

only the boots please legs bags hands the 
security officer who is also only doing his job that 

is what everyone here says i’m 
only doing my job you live work and 

have shift changes at the international hub and 
next please just 

go through exactly raise your arms stand still three two one 
thank you just a short test 

we must do still for 
explosives with the 
brush here one time 

exactly open the zipper 
slip in the brush freedom 

pure routine freedom 
pure routine i’m 

only doing my yes 
who knows in the end you didn’t 

check one time everyone 
is a threat freedom if you 

remove all surfaces 
only terror remains what 

do you think 
remains of someone if 
you break him down a 

single threat stand still thank you back there 
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is a drugstore everything is reduced on 
sale hands in the air thank you over here 

the belt please thank you showcases 
full of souvenirs wide open longing 

in the glass façade but the runway exhausted 
wings lifeless battery half empty 

overcrowding breeds loneliness perfumes 
underwear hamburgers starbucks and 

in between always suddenly somewhere 
towering high really always a 

toblerone pyramid yes 
come here briefly please just 

the belt can you take it and the jacket 
the sweater also please in the box 

raise your arms thanks you 
can get used to anything toblerone at some point 

you get used to anything also 
to swiss imperialism 

 
staring at my smartphone still 

no improvement in the situation black 
it looks at me tells 
me nothing at all i 

 
stand before the painting casket 
bearers with steel helmets open 

mouths screams human pile 
 

delay the display says 
nothing else delay nothing else 

 
here is this 

cycle dealing with 
the paris commune i 

 
stare at the officer who 

stares at me who is staring 
at who here if 

you stare at an officer long enough 
then you become one yourself he checks my 

papers he looks at me again he takes the 
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stamper 
a warm welcome comrade 

 
here is this cycle of paintings functions like 

a huge historical panorama i 
 

see the boat 
in the middle of the night boat 

is an exaggeration it has two rudders and 
is made of wood okay wood is probably also 

an exaggeration it is floating let’s leave it at that it 
floats i 

 
i ask myself 

were there a logic to history we 
would not have to keep telling it anew to ourselves 

 
staring at the officer he 

says lucky 
that you were in the army i 

say lucky 
that the army won we 

 
forget again and again where it 

once went 
history really where it 

once went 
forgetting i 

 
see the boat but 
not the water i 

hear it only pitch-dark 
i think to myself pitch-dark 

I think aloud to calm myself pitch-dark i 
 

think to myself were 
there no forgetting there would be 

no history i 
 

count up those in business suits sitting here maybe 
i can then sleep i 
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don’t turn over it 

wouldn’t help anyway waves 
wash up against the boat i 

 
think to myself no nonsense because 

we forget we must always repeat 
everything 

 
when the boat takes off everyone 

becomes silent 
 

here it is written 
were there a meaning to history we 

would know how it will have continued in between 
bayonets banners five yards long the 

battle panorama 
 

before excitement bags chaos then 
silence 

 
i think to myself rats 

learn to avoid poison they 
cannot pass their knowledge on 

however i 
 

stare at the display a 
single computer mistake and 

everything stops delay says the display delay 
at the international hub delay i 

stare at the display i 
 

stare no more even at the water i 
stare no more at the beach i 

stare no more at the painting the streets fog i 
stare no more at the pre-fab opposite i 

stare no more out the window i 
stare no more through the glass façade at the hub 

at the international i 
even stare no more outside 
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// leipzig late 80’s 

he translates // 
 

so 
 

everyone please line up next to each other here one 
by one briefly the rules first of all so that 

they are all let’s see 
or briefly first i 

am your and he there 
is our translator mr le 

 
i said it 

 
a warm welcome dear 
comrades who thanks 

to the warsaw treaty on friendship 
cooperation and mutual support 

were able to accept to advance far 
from their home here with us the 

internationalization of the 
socialist idea 

 
i said it 

 
we are happy that 
so many of you 

from our very distant sister state which 
defeated the american invaders not 

without serious casualties 
 

i said it 
 

came here 
 

that i did not say 
 

came here to us 
 

that i did not say i 
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said 
 

it is nice that we get to know each other 
 

did you say that to them 
 

yes 
 

so please feel 
almost at home in 

your lodgings which 
generously were newly built for you 

partially with funds to internationalize the 
productive forces here you are 

separated into two shifts one in the morning one 
in the afternoon briefly the rules are important the apartments 

connect to the factory so that the 
distance from the bed to the machine is not so far the 

apartments of course pre-fab 
to the highest standard newly built progress 
in all parts additionally as explained three 
rooms for four comrades in solidarity stay 

please in this communal space after 
ten at night in the  

dormitory you are among your own if 
you need something ask a translator for each 

floor at least for each dormitory we try to assign one 
the separate apartments as  

explained 325 square feet to 
the highest socialist standard for four of you that 

makes almost 55 square feet 
per comrade in a prime location 

next to the machines please always show your 
id card when exiting or entering if 

visitors then please register them pregnancies but 
that only in passing lead to breach of contract and 

then to returning home just like 
for sickness injury or other 

causes of reduced productive energy so much for that good in 
the apartments 

i will now read that briefly aloud it 
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always confuses me for each four 
hand towels two light two dark dishes a 

cup a saucer a glass two 
plates one flat one deep additionally for each room 

one ash tray 
 

that i also did not say i 
said 

 
watch out that i don’t catch you after 

ten at night 
sewing jeans in the dormitory additionally 

i say 
the two dormitories for the female comrades right 

there down the street 
i say 

and that dogs which bark and comrades who read from 
notes don’t bite 

 
so i think 

we’re done i 
think everything or 

have you 
 

translated everything 
 

why are they laughing 
 

don’t know 
 

well with a good mood comes progress 
 
 

// leipzig late 80’s 
she lands // 

 
after our arrival we were allowed a 

settling-in period 
four to twelve weeks of 

labor-related training in basic methods 
two to three months a language course 
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to understand during the workday what 
was required we worked then 

in shifts we lived on dormitory floors 
we slept in bunkbeds communication 

didn’t happen we were tolerated 
in the sense of progress and development for 

a limited time if satisfied a chance of 
extension if sick deportation we 

were placed at the old machines nonetheless 
on arriving there were 

sashes and fanfares 
at least one time when the photographers were there to 

propagate sister-state reciprocity i 
arrived in an airplane with about a hundred others 

on a foggy very cloudy morning upon 
awaking only clouds then joggled some laughed i 
looked out the window waited water drops ran 

down the glass then 
one car two a field a city a 

barrier somewhere in the fog everyone 
wanted to go to germany who 

wanted to go to bulgaria or romania anyway when 
i learned it would be germany i decided 

to stay i 
will stay here 

i said 
 
 

// at the hub a canned 
memory // 

 
i hesitated a long time climb in 

not climb in climb in not 
climb in climb in not climb in then 
the last boat cast off and i was in it 

 
 

// he remembers // 
 

of course to the rich sister state who 
wanted to go to hungary i 
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have a friend in an official position we 
were together in the army in the 

jungle we 
went to saigon together he 

arranged it for me i 
never saw him again he 

smiled when he gave me my documents 
 

two days later i was gone i 
wanted to see the world 
and landed in the factory 

 
 

// tân sơn nhất international airport 
a daughter giữa các lần giữa các nơi chốn4 

an old voice wants to hear no more about it all // 
 

delay 
 

already ten hours delay because 
a volcano blew enough ash 

into the air to 
paralyze the entire international air traffic 

for hours it 
could last for days 

 
delay 

 
no one knows anything each 

path to the info desk a 
mutual disappointment we 

cannot help you right now yeah yeah 
thanks on the display also nothing new black 

gleaming i 
check the news nothing every 

two minutes no 
news according to social media 

the world is soon going to 
collapse one 

4 between times between places 
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headline chases the next always 
something else is happening at the same time 

nothing feels new 
about it you 

are anxious resignation 
scandal hype madness excitement that 

this world still exists that should 
actually give us something to ponder a 

live video from the lowest point on 
earth never 

was anyone so deep i 
watch for ten minutes hearts 

race across the display a 
fish stares into the darkness then 

i scroll down skim 
what is happening every corpse 

on mount everest was once 
an extremely motivated person 

i read i scroll further two 
cappuccinos later in the international 

transfer area between two 
crisis meetings in the waiting area by 
macdonald’s someone attempts the 

deal of his life nothing 
has landed here 

for days now strange 
notion the skies empty only 

ash in the air 
only ash in 

the stash the photo again with 
address after landing through the streets 

of hanoi horns tourists 
nameless streets everywhere 

motorbikes my 
god everything always must look exactly how 

it just simply appears the 
next day to the address with 

the photo in my hand 
 

do we know each other 
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no 
 

what can i do for you 
 

i’m looking for a woman who 
lives here 

 
why 

 
let’s say i work 

for a german newspaper and 
research the history of pulau 

 
unfortunately i can’t tell you anything about it 

 
wait your 

name appears on a list 
 

my name 
 

a woman who lives here 
on the list 

 
she was flown out to germany wait 

bonn i think 
 

the ugliest airport in the world 
 

you know it 
 

what list 
 

this woman was part 
of a refugee contingent from 

pulau bidong 
 

and what else 
 

she didn’t 
stay very long in germany 
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sounds pleasant 
 

and many years ago came back here 
 

what list 
 

a list with survivors from pulau bidong but 
actually i would need to clear this up with the woman 

 
i don’t know her 

 
wait maybe 

in this photo 
 

where 
did you get this 

 
do you know her 

 
the photo from where 

 
from an archive you 

know her 
 

i know the photo from where 
 

only with this woman can i can you 
help me find her 

 
no unfortunately 

i don’t know where she is 
 

but i was given exactly this address 
 

it was hers yes she 
used to live here until 
two years ago three 

 
do you maybe know 

 
no idea 
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something 

 
politely she closed the door an 

announcement the planes will remain for forty-eight hours 
on the ground an announcement somewhere 

a suitcase is going to be disposed of promptly an 
announcement a passenger is being sought why 

i wonder why and then 
someone stands up goes over to the window with the panorama view 

the runways all full 
of airplanes ashes 

nowhere 
 
 

// leipzig, late 80’s 
she speaks he remembers 

chúng tôi đã gặp nhau nhur vậy đó5 // 
 

you sat with this message in the 
waiting room and read 

 
we were told the following that according to 

this message well that 
 

sister-state reciprocity a centerpiece of 
internationalization that 

sister-state reciprocity new roads to socialism that 
sister-state reciprocity a greater understanding that 

sister-state reciprocity against imperialism that 
the sister-state road and the sister-state 

community that sister-state 
solidarity and sister-state i 

read heard went along in a sister-stately way 
and thought get out of here as if 

the sister-state meant anything to me you 
always accept the story of where you’re born 

the one just being explained you can’t 
choose your story on 

5 we met each other like this 
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arriving the feeling i now am writing 
my story anew then 

the first examinations the first 
checks the first restrictions on entering the 

first restrictions on leaving the 
first strange looks on 

the street the  
sister-state road what 

a farce and every first wednesday of the month 
health checks with the physician because the 

sister-state road is also just a survival of the fittest because 
sister-state reciprocity demands fit bodies the 

translator greets me the female physician 
spells my name the 

translator says 
 

excuse me i’ll 
turn around actually 

a female translator is scheduled here but 
she is sick right now so 

i’m sorry 
 

i laugh say thanks the 
physician asks something 

 
the translator interprets competently with 

his eyes on the ceiling where a 
ventilator moves in silent circles under panels 

how 
long have these panels hung there he asks himself the 
translator while he translates sentence for sentence the 

medical inquiry after the arrival in the sister state 
 

good thanks 
i say during 

the landing rain from 
above this country looks somewhat 

lost but 
i like losers 

 
the translator she says 
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she feels in general quite good and 
is pleased to be here 

 
the physician listens takes notes understands she 

points to the bed i 
sit down she 

examines me are 
you pregnant pains homesick do you feel alright 

 
i don’t know i 

don’t think so the 
translator while looking at 

the ceiling repeats what she says and 
also he says 

 
where do you come from 

 
how long have you been here 

 
where do you live now 

 
where do you work 

 
and well why 

haven’t we met before now 
 

i laugh 
 

the physician asks what’s the matter 
 

the translator immediately says 
something lengthier he 

says it with many details the 
physician nods sternly then 

continues 
 

don’t laugh he says 
what’s your name 

 
thanh i say she 

takes my pulse whether 
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the work is strenuous how 
much i eat 

 
i hate the work but 

don’t tell her that in the 
dormitory they smoke in the evening 

it stinks because the exhaust fan doesn’t function 
also i can’t sleep because two of my 

roommates are always sick but 
don’t tell her that tell her 

i sleep very deeply and have good dreams 
 

i’ll tell her you would like to work more 
 

no 
 

the physician notes down figures blood pressure 
pulse age height mood the 

translator says something to the physician she 
looks at me displeased 

i shake my head the 
physician turns around doesn’t understand i 
shake my head he says something again the 

physician takes more notes examines 
 

what is your name 
i ask him what 

 
is that important 

 
he says and then 
the physician says 

you are in great health and then 
he asks when 

we will see each other again 
 
 

// at the hub an old voice 
bàn chân biến mất trong nước6 // 

6 the feet disappear in the water 
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i didn’t look at the bottom where 

your feet slowly sank under the water i 
didn’t turn around for the cries 
around us in the water didn’t 

think about what was swimming under us what 
was floating beside us i 

saw a strand of hair on your neck i 
searched for your eyes which 

followed the cries i 
searched for your eyes to 

hold on to them and said don’t look at the 
bottom don’t touch the water don’t look 

to the side look here hãy nhìn đây7 
look over here here look over here hìn đây 

look over here look here 
 
 

// leipzig late 80’s 
she remembers he recalls something as well 

những hình ảnh kể về các kỷ niệm của chúng tôi8 // 
 

I still know you 
stood in front of this painting 

 
the paris commune cycle 

 
and outside meeting again in 

the churchyard and discussions and 
they want to form 

a unity and they want to 
be one people again 

going home often they go 
by those who are standing there silently who 

look at me then 
 

paris commune cycle about the finally discovered 
political form 

 

7 look here 
8 images that tell about our memories 
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and you read aloud 
about the finally discovered political form 

 
and outside in the 

churchyard they stood 
silently and waited in the rain 

some spoke still and 
you continued to read aloud 

 
about the finally discovered political form 

 
cycle about the finally discovered political form 

under which the economic emancipation of 
labor could be accomplished 

 
and you read aloud and i 

felt sick 
 

there are my paintings 
says the painter 

they are not historical paintings they 
are paintings that 

with the help of history 
express themselves  

in the present 
 

and 
the gatekeeper observed us the whole time 

because actually we 
were not supposed to be here 

 
but he was also worried about the demonstration 

outside everyone 
was overwhelmed since the summer and 

in front of us the painting the 
paris commune cycle and 

everything full of cries everything full of the dead a 
battle triptych hanging there on which 
the times collapse on each other like 

fallen soldiers the 
tragedy a bayonet on which 
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someone scratched freedom the 
tragedy a 

battle triptych with the 
main focus on 

the tragic side of the 
commune its timelessness 

despite defeat maybe 
only ghosts can ever 

win against time 
 

maybe time is a 
particularly german problem 

 
you said 

 
because for them the verbs always 

specify the time yet 
the time is never right 

 
you said 

 
it always must be negotiated anew in 

vietnamese the context of words determines  
the time and the germans 

have an endless problem with time 
because they want to enforce it with 

their grammar or 
 

and then you briefly 
silently looked at me 

an old man in the painting with 
bayonet and a 

naked woman with scarf a 
speaker puffed up screaming behind 

somewhere at the painting’s edge 
a cross time is never right 

the images can assert whatever 
they want in the end there remains 

nothing but an assertion about 
time and subsequent times 

remember 
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with the help of these false images 
pasts which 

never happened in this way but 
even if they had happened differently it 

wouldn’t matter at all 
for subsequent times you 

just take the time that 
you’re handed why 

is that asshole staring at us 
the whole time like that 

 
hence they have a right and a wrong 

a planned and an unplanned an 
allowed and a disallowed all 

a grammatical problem they are 
as bureaucratic as their grammar 

 
which you said 

 
and you continued 
to read aloud and i 

felt sick 
 

because we are just not planned here 
 

but we are here so now there is 
nothing to be done i mean what’s the deal then 
the talk about reciprocity come off it sister state 
behind it all nothing but economics in the end 

 
of course what else 

 
yes not what else why  
do they tell us then we 

are working for progress we 
can’t go out we 

should avoid public places you 
should have no contact with the women comrades 

as if it would be a question of sister-state 
reciprocity whenever 

a state is behind something the person counts for shit 
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whatever is written on the posters 
whatever is written in the pamphlets in the end it’s all about 

economics everything 
is in the end economics that shitty 

paris commune a 
question of economics vietnam a 

question of economics the tragedy a 
question of economics the battle triptych a 
question of economics time as a whole a 

question of economics outside those 
in the churchyard a question of economics 

 
yes of course all 

life is economy economy is 
risk life is risk 

 
and i still felt sick 

 
the gatekeeper came closer 

 
i thought then to myself he 

should just come closer i’ll throw up at his 
i am pregnant and you 

completely irritated 
 

no not a bit i just didn’t know 
what i now what you do i mean 

everyone knows 
what it means 

 
and the gatekeeper stared at us and then 
those outside again in the rain there were 
not a lot at the start they said later there 

were more and more 
 
 

// tân sơn nhất international airport 
a daughter again between the places 

an old voice does not want to go to pulau bidong 
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giữa các lần9 // 
 

delay 
 

continuing chaos because of the volcano how 
can a single volcano throw so much ash into the sky the 

display remains silent about 
the interruption wider than worldwide 

now silence 
 

i stroll through the 
transfer area that 

continues to maintain its normalcy very 
amusing the duty free shops open as if 

there were normal business why 
do they open why don’t they close it 

is apparently more likely that the 
worldwide air traffic collapses 

than the fricking duty free shop doesn’t 
open in the morning but 

the toblerone has to be sold so 
the world ends not 

with a bang but with ash dust and a traffic jam 
 

next day once again knocked waited 
 

you again 
 

wait 
 

i don’t know where 
 

listen i want nothing 
 

show me the photo again 
 

here 
 

come in 

9 between times 
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the door opens she takes the photo points 

to the coat hooks goes 
into the kitchen what 
do you want from me 

 
you were in pulau 

 
maybe why 

are you interested in that 
 

because i am researching the island 
 

were you ever there 
 

no i 
wanted to collect material first and then 

 
where do you come from 

 
germany like  

i said 
 

no originally 
 

east germany and you 
why do you speak german 

 
the ugliest airport in the world 

you know 
what someone said when 

we landed welcome 
to freedom then 
we got a room 

pocket money and three weeks later 
they had forgotten we were there 

 
why did you want the photo 

 
three weeks later they had 

forgotten pulau 
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why did you want the photo 

 
three weeks later our pictures had 

erased the growing number 
of victims the question 
of a survivor is not why 

but who didn’t 
 

why did you want the photo 
 

what do you think 
 

you recognize something in it 
 

who wouldn’t 
it is a picture everyone 

recognizes something in it here thanks 
i don’t know what 

became of this women 
you’re seeking 

 
but you know her 

 
have you talked to others about 

pulau 
 

not yet 
 

i wasn’t there for long what 
do you want to know it stank day 

and night it was overcrowded what 
else 

 
would you go with me 

to the island 
pulau bidong 

 
 

// tôi muốn hiểu thời gian 
tôi muốn trải thời gian 
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tôi muốn nhìn vào thời gian từ mọi phía10 // 
 

what then 
if there were no time at all 

really only 
history and 

only history forms time 
 

what then if 
all time in itself is lost 
doesn’t happen at all if 
only through history 

time can be found again 
 

what then if 
time in itself is without history 

without direction careens from place to place 
 

what if all time in itself 
were so free that it hurt if 
time in itself belonged to 

another freedom which we 
can never understand because our time 

is simply so 
our history is finite 

 
which also hurts 

 
however here it is not the 
possibility that hurts but 

the impossibility of knowing that 
you can always only be part 

of a history that 
not all time is just 

freely available 
 

it also hurts 
 

10 i want to understand time 
i want to spend time 
i want to look at time from all sides 
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that everything elapses except for 
time which 

always remains the same 
at least behind the 
stories in which 

we cloth it this time so that we can 
endure it because if it were simply 
to be so naked in front of us time 

in all its silence in 
all its ahistoricity maybe it 

would be even more painful than 
telling a story about it about 

this naked indifference of time 
 
 

// leipzig later 80’s 
khi cuộc sống lặng lẽ tắt vào ban đêm11 // 

 
one was sent back because 

she broke her arm that 
it was actually her colleague who 

didn’t want it to come out 
that she was pregnant by him 
that somehow got lost back 
in vietnam she died alone 

 
or 
 

one who 
pulled it off she 

wanted to stay she got up 
the next morning as if 

newly born 
and was permitted to stay another two years then 

she was sent back one way or another 
 

or 
 

one was sent back after she got 

11 when life quietly shuts down at night 
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blood poisoning from 
the hanger it 

was just lying around 
in the room and 

it got caught when 
pulled out so 

it was all taken care of 
so to speak then it just got stuck and she 

died after a long flight 
delay 

in the hospital her 
legs were shaking before the operation when the doctor 

removed his mask she lay there still 
 

or 
 

one 
who only helped who 

thought while watching how 
the metal how that felt 

whether it 
the metal or whether it 

would be better or 
how far in 

or whether she should hold more firmly or 
more loosely or whether 

it is at all and 
the poster on the wall she 

stared at then to distract herself 
hanging there for weeks months and 

she ignored the jerking arms 
 

or 
 

one was sent back because she 
got sick again and again the treatment 

in the sister state was too expensive for the sister state the flight 
was long and cheap the remaining time 

short and nice 
 

or 
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one was sent back who 

didn’t want to use the hanger she 
sat on the bed her roommate was 

holding her another had the 
hanger then she stood up and 
immediately got on the plane 

deported to the sister state no one knew what happened her 
trace got lost after the airport 

 
but i 

will stay 
 
 

// leipzig late 80s she is waiting in the pre-fab building 
he is running through the fog 

à anh sẽ hát cho em nghe khi ngoài kia họ thét gào12 // 
 

from the window 
watched how 
the fog creeps 

through the streets how 
the water on the range slowly boils how 

the tea brews how 
people go out leave 

the pre-fab building in the evening 
go back inside how 

an unease settles over the city 
hardly noticeable when 

you’re constantly preoccupied with how 
once again the first ones 

talked about the people about unity about 
the end about the beginning and 

about the people 
i was just hoping that we still would be 

two three 
four five 

weeks here undetected that 
no one notices 

12 well, i’ll sing it to you when they scream out there 
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that i still am still two three 

four 
five 

weeks in your room 
 

maybe 
we were lucky that 

recently they were so 
concerned with themselves that 

they somehow no longer noticed us that 
they were more about themselves 

than us maybe 
we were lucky 

 
canine squads in the evenings the 

barking seeps into the room human 
chains are broken up masses who 

call for unity for a 
time they no longer 

worried about us there 
was bureaucratic confusion and 

we were 
the least of the problems i 
hidden in the room boiling 

water waiting 
 

there were fewer and fewer 
at the machines finally when 

the people returned it got tense  
during the hours between  

the housing block and factory we 
were checked questioned suspected i 
was interrogated several times grilled 

there were eyes everywhere in 
the last weeks at 

the machines there was talk 
again about the people 

someone explained to me that 
they wanted one 
people again a 
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national unity again that 
i would not really be able to 

understand sure 
i thought north south west east the 

world is only to be 
imagined as divisible 

 
from the window watched later how 

things became tenser the 
whispering increased how they began 

to go out how 
the streets became fuller how 

the canine squads grew larger how 
the human chains became ever longer how 

the churchyard was no longer adequate 
 

someone 
explained to me that they 
wanted one people again a 

national unity that 
finally should be restored someone 

explained to me that 
they were yearning ultimately for 

such a unity that 
blooming landscapes were 

already standing by and 
just waiting to 

burst out here into the churchyard in the rain 
 

and i hoped it would happen i 
hoped it would happen maybe 

then we can just stay 
 

from the window watched how 
the streets first grew quieter then 

ever fuller I thought why 
would they be interested 

now in a child they 
now have too many other problems they 

are losing their state no 
wait they are just scrapping it that 
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this is possible the 
paris commune comes 

to mind again a battle triptych 
in which the states collapse they 
get the state off their back they 

are just scrapping it 
 

and the blooming landscapes which 
were promised once would yet 

appear they 
were all sure about that they 

would all be like pie in the sky 
these landscapes 

that were already hanging on 
the posters everything 

will bloom they 
were all sure and after the fall 
a spring would be waiting they 

were all sure a 
shared a national spring and  
not even i asked myself who 

is meant by that by 
the national springtime who 

may one day stroll 
through these blooming landscapes and 

we 
they screamed and 

we 
they called and as one 

we 
they demanded and this 

we 
moved through the nights through the 

streets this 
we 

to which we so wished to belong 
and this we 

never again stopped 
speaking out there on the streets in 

the nights on the squares this we wanted 
finally to come into its own we 
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have been shut out of history 
long enough after all we 
saw it the freedom on 

the other side we 
too want it now 

the freedom sellout we 
too want it now 

the full responsibility finally to be 
able to say what we 
really think even if 
no one likes it we 

were oppressed long enough and 
we 

they screamed and 
we 

they demanded and 
we 

want to free ourselves finally over there 
at the markets the future 

is already waiting 
a time that no longer knows 

time that just simply lives on mindlessly the 
future and that 
is what we too 
want now we 

want to be we again we 
nothing else and 

we 
didn’t know who 

they now actually meant with their 
we but they knew 

who they meant with this 
we 

even the canine squads who 
at some point no longer knew how they 

were against this we 
that they actually were too and 

we 
they shouted and as one 

we 
they spoke and as one 
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we 
they moved along below the window on 

the street and 
i only hoped that 

we 
are not too visible that 

we 
now the three of us are 
not too visible that we 

can just somehow 
participate in this 

we out there that was 
marching straight into the blooming landscapes 

which were promised them 
 
 

// tân sơn nhất international airport a daughter 
comes to pulau bidong an old voice would prefer to say nothing 

cơn bão vẫn còn13 // 
 

and still nothing still they stand around 
here in these waiting areas 

always the same worldwide that 
may even produce some calm like 

in hospitals the sterile atmosphere here 
at the saigon airport trolley case 

next to trolley case next 
to eyes sunk in the 

displays while 
time passes by 

in between announcements all 
flights still delayed what 

are they actually waiting for still as if 
something would arrive here among 

the array of products among 
how-to books travel books among 

these they allow themselves something they lie 
on the suitcases sweaty their 

suits sweaty and wait 

13 the storm is still there 
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dead time the 
only true utopia maybe 

that we still have 
standby time 

 
delay 

 
where previously products were now 

someone is standing there makes 
out of dead time itself added value status update 

my freedom 
that too only a quote for the crowd if 

even boredom becomes competitive we 
want 

they said at the recruitment that 
you remain true to yourself even 

if it means that we must 
let you go which 

then also happened someone 
must be let go because the 

spirit 
is no longer right someone 

is let go because 
the true self deep down that 

is professed did not 
persuade someone 

is let go into dead time standby time 
outside until you can place yourself once again 

product placement of the soul oh well 
the dog can shit on it how 

often should you repeat that we’ve known 
it for a long time and play along just as 

we always play along 
 

delay 
 

i scroll through the photos before 
the departure father in the store 

among the curtains table clothes which 
no one buys anymore 
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scroll further arrival saigon international airport 
people at the airport for me 

total strangers the streets which 
mean nothing to me the hotel  

nothing as well the address on the card 
her address her door 

in the boat next to her 
 

her face studies furtively to 
find something familiar in it she 

doesn’t know the woman who I seek 
no she said she doesn’t know what 

happened to her what 
does that mean what happened to her 

her face studies what 
happened to her something familiar that 

happened to her what 
then she spoke at some point 

 
when they came to the city they said you 

can all stay they said we 
are now finally united 

again they said our 
division is over what comes 

together belongs together the 
americans had already left saigon weeks before 

what stayed behind was a 
frightened city we 

cheered on the soldiers once again who 
moved through the streets this time 

our own while the first boats 
had already left the city they said 

we had nothing to worry about one week later 
the raids began the 

interrogations the insinuations the whispers what 
is reunification without exile excess without 

something they can deport 
to create identity those 

freshly united must be able 
to separate themselves somehow 

from the old 
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must be able to 
cast off clean house discard watch 

out when getting off the sand 
is soft you can 

easily sink in here 
 

she looked into the water i 
asked her when 
she was here last 

 
i never left 

 
she stood up 

carefully 
looked at me touched 

the water on the beach a gull 
dismembered a fish 

 
i never left the 

first boats came in may  
the camp 

here was built 
for four thousand 

perhaps on the first boats 
that arrived here there were twenty 

thirty people who 
thought they would stay only 

a few weeks here in august there 
were one hundred and three 
months later ten thousand 

 
the gull stared at us cocked 

its head awry beat 
its wings sunk its 
beak again why 

did the numbers rise when 
the war ended 

 
shortly after the end families 

were broken up to 
gain more control 
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then came 
the summonses to 

the reeducation camps you 
had three days’ time 

to report to one of these camps 
we heard 

about executions forced labor indoctrination and 
that was only what they could 

talk about when 
people returned from the camp 

they were silent and 
repeated phrases the gaze 

mindless focused straight ahead into 
the future that was promised if 

anyone actually returned 
 

we walked along the beach through 
a forest beyond it 

cliffs noise nothing 
otherwise far and wide on the ground 

hardly any traces she said 
 

you can never 
even or 

imagine how that was here what 
this place once 

 
i’ve seen pictures 

 
pictures 

of the barracks here 
on the beach 

 
pictures 

 
of the ships 
that arrived 

 
everyone always believes the pictures 
hold on tight to something with that 
they always only overwrite what was 
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but with the pictures 

we finally noticed 
something about what actually 

was happening here 
 

pictures erase the 
truth is found in the story 

not in the picture 
 

then you explain 
 

in the end you also 
only make a picture again 

thanks to the pictures 
you once again see only what 

you want to see 
the photo that you showed me what 
do you see in it why did you show it 

to me 
 

why not 
 

where did you get it 
 

if you don’t recognize anything in it 
why does it interest you 

 
it is a nice picture that’s 

all it reminds me 
of this island 

 
why 

 
she laughed 

 
they said the helicopters will arrive soon and 

we would be flown out so 
we waited for days we 

took turns 
watching on the beach for survivors some 
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washed up on shore at night and we wrote down the names 
of those who had been on board then 

we called out 
the names in the camp until 

someone collapsed who 
recognized one of the names 

 
how long were you here 

 
until the helicopters arrived 

 
then you were flown out 

 
flown out oh please first 

journalists were flown in who 
stared at us like 

backward people in the camps 
 

you yourself explained how 
the conditions were here  

 
and these conditions were 

exploited several hundred of us 
were singled out our misery was documented 

with many pictures our helplessness was pinpointed 
we were flown out and then our new good fortune was confirmed in 

the new world while here 
boats continued to capsize mild infections led 

to death no more water was available we 
were flown out and with us 

the responsibility was flown out away 
from this island we 

were allowed to go so that the rest here or 
elsewhere could die in peace 

 
we are interesting only 
as a small number this 

just so humanism can still tolerate us 
the representatives who they can rescue we 

in all the pictures never stood for 
the rescued we 
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stood and stand for those still left behind we 
were allowed to go for the war of images for which we 

were only extras and the backdrop never 
again they said never again 

should people drown when fleeing read the caption 
under the pictures and 

that the west now was committed to those 
drowning while fleeing 

the west 
in all these pictures 
was writ large and 

never again 
they said and in the 

camp someone died of blood poisoning and 
the family stared apathetically at 

the flies on 
his eyelids and 
never again and 

a fraction of these people were 
flown out in a storm of pictures and then the pictures were history 

then they had the pictures 
of the rescue 

 
they tried to help everyone 

 
words 

 
but they said they couldn’t 

help everyone 
 

of course not come over here there they lie still 
years later those 

who they stupidly could no longer help 
 

she led me through the forest 
up on a hill on it a 

shack below on the beach several 
gulls were fighting over a dead fish 

 
the barracks stood here 

you see 
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no 

 
of course not nothing 

left so what should i explain why 
start over again it’s enough 

when i can’t forget the pictures i 
saw them from the boat lit up the 

barracks while i 
flailed around while i 

hunted screamed flailed 
around here 

stood the barracks here 
i waited days weeks months 

while the boats arrived in an hourly rhythm while one 
after the other capsized hopelessly 

overcrowded these 
boats and i stared apathetically at the sea 

where i saw my daughter 
for the last time 

 
i tried not to 

irritate her remained silent watched 
the gulls 

 
these pictures 

you can never forget what 
do you really know 

thanks to the pictures which 
long ago sunk into history 
and are casually used by 

those who make this history their own 
the horror the 

overcrowded boats that capsized here the 
journalists who report on phantom boats that 

float around beyond the island did they 
see the boats arrive the 

bodies in them lying on their bellies in knee-deep water do 
these pictures have something that really 

accomplishes something sometime 
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and then i did ask 
which daughter 

 
 

// at the hub silence slow motion memories 
tất cả những người này họ đến từ đâu14 // 

 
in east germany 

i hardly encountered any 
racism 

because the propaganda machine functioned 
so well 

but after the fall of the wall 
the devils showed 

their real faces 
 

most of us 
went back but where did we belong 

who was responsible for us we 
were in limbo for years 

forced 
to go out on the streets 
to protect our existence 

 
and we were there and 

waited we 
were there and waited we 

were there and waited for what 
what does it mean 

to fall out of time what 
does it mean to want to go back what 

does it mean to fall out of time 
to where do you fall 

 
 

// leipzig after the fall of the wall 
welcome to the present 

chúng tôi đã hết thời15 // 
 

14 where are all these people from 
15 we are out of date 
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but this we but 
this we but 

this we had no place 
at all for us 

 
the first ones were deported 

flown out taken away we 
we would ask you to leave 

this country now that no longer exists 
now there exists here 

something else in which you simply do not 
no simply do not feature in 

which within you are not present 
 

although previously still from the sister state 
now there were only gooks 

 
although previously still the shared 

pre-fabs now there were the investors 
 

because someone had to well these pre-fabs 
 

well someone had to well 
 

these pre-fabs what 
do you do with them otherwise who 

wants to other than a 
few hotels or what do I know 

 
one evening on the way home the 

entry door was open our room emptied out we 
didn’t even have an authorization we 

were fair game 
the first years nothing nothing 

so our beds flew 
 

so our things flew 
and i stood below and 

watched how the apartment 
flew 
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and we thought life at our risk 
 

and i thought at least my daughter so that she 
doesn’t like me then 

so that she doesn’t like me 
then so that she doesn’t like me 

then 
 

so we went underground 
 

first in the direction of provincial halle 
for example there we had acquaintances 

 
life at our risk 

 
celle chemnitz everyway there were 

enclaves 
 

illegal meanwhile 
out there the we found its way back to itself 

finally united 
again unity again 

 
in the wrong time 

born between then and 
now between yesterday and today 

between future and history 
 

in between lived with friends played 
cards in the evening 

remembered 
 

back 
wherever that once was 

 
they offered money but 

no one 
wanted to go back 

 
about the sister state 

nothing more was heard instead 
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market economy instead 
blooming landscapes instead 

the new times 
in which this we finally once again 

recognized clear boundaries it celebrated 
the new times it celebrated 

the new we on its own 
 

and we celebrated your first 
birthday 

 
secretly because you were not 

allowed to be there 
secretly because you had 

no history at all 
secretly because you still 

had not even a 
name 

 
where to go then 

better to sell curtains 
table cloths 

 
and you celebrate your second birthday slowly 

the sky clears up slowly 
you may have your own apartment because 
no one else wants them anyway suddenly 
we were once again needed buying power 

knows no nationality 
 

and you celebrate your third birthday 
 

actually your first 
 

we live at our risk we 
live precariously because we do not 

exist here in this 
post-traumatic story this 

love story of a nation that 
now finally wants to be at home with itself again we 

sell cigarettes and 
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falsify your birthdate erase three 
of your years erase your history erase 

your past erase 
this time so that you 

have a future 
 
 

// pulau bidong an old voice remembers 
tôi không muốn nói nữa16 // 

 
i climbed in the boat pretty much at the end looked 

back time and again and saw how 
even more climbed in and even more and how 
they fought at the port and that still other boats 

also already overcrowded and that 
still other boats also already overcrowded and 

that still other boats also already overcrowded and 
you jumped in the water that pooled 

in the bottom of the boat and 
more and more climbed in when 

the motor already and you 
jumped in the water in the boat you 

in the water knee deep in the boat you 
in the water while the 

city in the background smaller while the 
city in the background smaller which belonged no longer 

to anyone look here hãy nhìn đây 
i said and the water rose higher look here 

saigon liberated city now forced labor camp flags 
were swapped people 

replaced that 
other boats also already overcrowded and you 

are in the water on board while 
the city disappeared while 

the boat at some point rolled look 
here i said look over here over here 

hãy nhìn đây while 
everyone changed sides while the 

captain became more frantic 

16 i do not want to talk anymore 
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while the city disappeared and knee deep 
the water pooled on board look here 

i said look over here as 
the first baggage overboard as 

the first cries ceased look here as 
the first ones overboard and the ship rolled 
in slow motion and you looked over here 

and i didn’t listen to the cries as 
the water rushed in i 

didn’t listen to the sirens as 
the water rushed in i 

searched for your eyes as 
the water rushed in to hold on to them 
and you looked at me and already then 

the dead were floating in the sea 
 

already then the dead 
clustered in the water and 

already then the cries for help sounded bitter already 
then they ceased quickly their 

mouths full of water their arms pushing 
against the current their 

hair going down in unison whoever 
counted for nothing in life does 

not surface in death whoever 
counted for nothing in life does 

not surface in death whoever 
counted for nothing in life does 

not surface in death and 
who counts anyway who counts anyway who 
counts anyway who counts anyway anything 

 
already then 

the dead were recorded without being counted 
 

lifeless numbers 
next to pictures 

 
and already then the numbers numbed the 

world which showed its concern with 
bound hands faced with the 
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rhythm of the current already then 
the numbers counted for nothing who 

even counts the distance from bow to bottom who 
even counts the number of fingers in the water 

and you look at me as 
the boat rolled to the side and you overboard and 

i didn’t hear the cries i 
jumped after you i didn’t hear the sirens 

i dove in after you i 
grabbed for your hand but there were so many 
hands and i held my breath deeper if it must be 

deeper to the very bottom if it must be 
to the very bottom and grabbed at all the hands 

one of them had to belong to you and look here all 
these hands one had to belong to you one had to be 
yours one had to belong to you and look over here 

look here all these hands 
most already cold you had disappeared 

look here i 
screamed look over here and i counted the distance 

from bow to bottom i counted the distance 
from bow to bottom finger for finger hand 

for hand and who counts 
these hands who 

counts them i 
held my breath 

counted again the distance from bow to bottom but then the boat 
capsized then we plunged into the sea then 

you had disappeared among all 
these hands who counts these hands who 

counts them how many between you and me 
from your hand to mine most already cold among 

all these hands who 
counts them even who 

counts these hands 
hãy nhìn đây 

look over here look here look here 
 
 

// pulau bidong she resurfaces 
from the water and tells the end 
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that the old voice cannot know 
a daughter takes notes // 

 
someone reached for my hand took me pulled me out again 

 
my mouth full of water someone 

pulled me out my 
mouth full of water someone 

pulled me out I heard 
only cries i 

heard only sirens my 
bag was all that remained this 

photo in it among the clothes and 
someone brought me back to 

the port first and the floor was still wet because 
my hair didn’t stop dripping when 

someone asked for my name and i counted 
the drops and i 

said how i was called how 
my mother called me how you would 

call me where 
is my mother i asked my 

hair wet the floor dripped my shoes in the 
water unbelieving one word after another trembling where 

is my mother no one answered i was 
left with the possibilities i 

tried to sift through them all those 
years all those possibilities until 

i accepted that the 
boat capsized the water came the hand 

slipped away i 
sank counted the 

seconds under water opened my eyes blurry 
passing me by the luggage and hands and shoes and 

a boat upside down I explained how our house looked where 
we had lived how 

the sky looked in the evening but 
no one knew where to put me i 

resurfaced only cries one 
two three counted the  

seconds above water sank again 
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one two three cries clothing stuttering motors the 
pacific is warm at night someone 

floats down painlessly until 
you hear nothing more one 

two three seconds under water one 
two three then other boats 

came sirens honking cries one 
two three and i grasped at a hand 

someone brought me to a new family someone 
gave me a new name someone 

gave me a new history i 
accepted all that 

what remained blurred pictures 
the bag this photo among the clothes i 

performed the name performed 
what they suggested to me what 

they commanded performed 
everything in order 
to finally get away 

 
 

// pulau bidong a daughter takes notes an old voice explains // 
 

here were the barracks here 
i waited days weeks months 

while the boats arrived in an hourly rhythm while one 
after the other capsized 

 
hopelessly overcrowded the 

boats on the beach 
we collected the washed-up clothing 

apathetically looking at the sea we noted 
the names of those who weren’t washed up 

apathetically the waves hammered 
apathetically i observed the 

flow of the currents 
apathetically i waited for 

you to show up again 
 

until the helicopters came 
then we were flown out 
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they hardly celebrated us 

that we landed we 
the stranded ones the 

rescued ones the 
ones celebrated in the storm of pictures 

descended from the airplane and 
the applause erased our history erased 

us the 
applause at the airport the pictures for 

the world erased us i 
saw still the island counted 

the waves while 
they cheered us i grasped 

still in the water somewhere there 
my daughter is still floating 

 
why are you so 
sure that she 
i mean maybe 

 
I saw her disappear i 

saw how 
she disappeared 

 
but there were numerous boats 

 
I saw how 

she in the sea 
 

maybe she was 
on another 

 
i am not 

the woman  
you are seeking 

 
which woman 

 
where did you find this photo 
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why 
 

what do you see in it 
 

nothing it is yellowed faded you 
can hardly recognize anything 

 
why then did you show it 

to me 
 

what did you recognize in it 
 

where did you find it 
 

in an archive 
 

in saigon 
 

no why 
 

but then 
 

in some archive 
 

what was this archive was 
anything else in it 

 
documents and other photos 

 
what documents 

 
documents memoirs things that 

are found in an archive 
 

and who owns this archive 
 

why do you want to know that 
 

you travel here knock on 
my door show me this picture and 
do not know in whose archive you 
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have been digging 
 

archival secret 
 

archival secret 
 

yes confidential sources 
 

confidential sources 
 

why is that so important to you 
 

why won’t you tell me 
 

it belonged to my mother 
 

i’m sorry 
 

oh please 
 

what 
 

yes what exactly are you sorry about 
 

about your mother 
 

what about my mother 
 

apparently you thought you 
would find something here 

 
i never expected that 

 
and unfortunately i cannot help you 

 
i already noticed that 

 
i don’t know where 

you will find this women who 
you are seeking 
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she probably disappeared long ago 
 

probably 
 

maybe she was here once 
 

maybe 
 

sat on the beach waited 
until the helicopter came 

 
what should she have done otherwise 

keep searching how long where in saigon 
she would probably 

have been shot on her return 
 

not accepting 
 

how easily that can be said 
 

she could have searched later 
 

after thirty years 
 

twenty to thirty years what 
does that mean anyway 

 
maybe she tried it maybe it 

did her in maybe what 
do we know anyway 

 
yes that’s right what 
do we know anyway 

 
maybe she just 

wanted certainty 
 

certainty 
 

yes 
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to tell herself a story that 
reassures her yes why not maybe she wanted that 

to deceive herself 
 

she maybe didn’t know any better 
 

maybe 
 

i’m sorry that i can’t 
help you further 

 
you know what i always find strange 

when i speak in german 
 

what 
 

that the verbs determine the time 
 

that is truly strange 
 

as a child i never 
understood never 

comprehended that 
time can be specified according to a 

word in 
vietnamese 

time is from the context 
becomes visible there is 
no self-contained time 

 
why do you tell me that 

 
your address was on the envelop 

in which i found the photo  
 

maybe just a misunderstanding 
 

maybe 
 
 

// tân sơn nhất international airport 
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between the places between the times 
tôi lần các ngón tay của mình trên toàn thế giới 

và thì thầm đâu có nỗi thương đau17 // 
 

delay 
nothing said 

what 
should you even say where 
would you begin and why 

 
delay 

and still 
they wait here a few 

hours still they say a few 
hours until 

time continues again until 
they lift off from here one 

after the other those 
travelers constantly 
at idling speed here 

constantly passing through waiting where 
are you all going to where are you drawn 

 
delay 

nothing said what 
should they have said anyway 

 
delay 

some archive or another 
some carton some 

label document some 
trace a story your— 

daughter— 
lived near you on the 

other side 
behind the wall 

 
and no 

unification because 

17 i trace my fingers all over the world and whisper no pain 
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only cracks no 
unification because 
only new stories no 

unification because constantly 
at the wrong place where 

do you begin what 
should you say what 

 
would i say to her 

 
nothing at all 

 
where do you begin 

 
nowhere 

 
again and again from the start 

you begin to tell to 
explain to remember always 

from the start and anyway you arrive 
nowhere which crack 

can be even can be even 
can be even seamlessly which crack 

 
i would have told her that 

i always went to the port and to 
our house which 

someone else now for a long time that 
the new family was quite nice that 

i plan to go to the sister state 
 

why didn’t you 
say that to her 

 
i would tell her that i 

forgot how she looked that 
i forgot how her voice sounded that 

i forgot what we last talked about that 
at some point it didn’t hurt anymore 

the forgetting 
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stories that you 
then tell yourself 

when you sort things out for yourself where 
you had been 

 
stories that 

entire states must tell themselves 
when they sort things out for themselves 

 
stories 

that simply don’t want to heal over so 
long as you like to tell them the cracks 

here everywhere whoever 
finds them can keep them 

 
when thinking i always only land 

at the cracks 
 

land and am trapped again 
 

why didn’t you tell her that 
 

that i forgot why she 
wanted to leave with me on this boat how 

she looked 
 

why didn’t you tell her that 
 

that i had gotten a position that 
i had felt like a stranger there that 

i would have liked to tell her this and that 
 

always only cracks over which you stumble when 
telling almost as if you talk to 

distract from the cracks 
 

i would say to her that 
i forgot what 

i saw under the water that 
i was told she was dead 
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that i saw her sink down 
several times in the water 

 
why didn’t you tell her that 

i never sank that 
i went back to the shore then to 
the sister state and carried you 

into the new world why didn’t you 
tell her that 

 
one crack after another points the way 

through history 
 

why didn’t you tell her that 
 

what 
 

that they 
lived next to each other until 

the wall fell that 
they both felt like strangers until 

today why 
didn’t you tell her that 

your father now curtains that 
he now table cloths that he now 

has become silent since 
living alone that 

he can’t bear the photos that 
he laughs awkwardly if you ask him about 

the past that 
he was a good translator that 

he now table cloths that he now curtains that 
he now has become silent since 

living now alone that he remained polite in the hospital 
after she stopped breathing that 

he visited her every day until 
her room was cleared out that he 
fell silent for a week in his store 

at the city’s edge where he now table cloths 
 

whatever that might mean 
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to establish yourself 
 

living at risk 
 

after he was ignored for years 
 

he barged in again at the 
unification at the 

we cries at the 
we calls at the 

we are finally someone again 
but he was just an intruder 

 
i would say to her that i 

carried you while the 
walls went up and down while 

we sold cigarettes 
 

i would say to her that in 
the rooms 

it was hot in the evenings that also 
the germans didn’t only 
start saying gooks when 
the walls were down that 

they then however said it louder that 
they then suddenly did it more openly that 

they then suddenly did it enthusiastically that 
they then finally were allowed to say we we 

loud and they 
 

i would say to her 
that i carried you that i 

counted the distance which 
we ran together foot by foot until 

someone said to me that i had only a few more months 
 

pictures who’s 
interested in them anyway 

 
and the last feet i 

counted in slow motion 
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stories what do they tell anyway 

 
the last feet i took step by step 
foot by foot until at some point 

i no longer could 
 

the west 
what is it anyway 
a unification that 
will never happen 

 
why didn’t you say to her 
that you my daughter i her 

child that I out of the boat before her 
out of time before her but 

never out of history 
 

unification what 
does it mean when 

does it mean 
 

why didn’t you say to her that 
you her granddaughter that you found her why 

didn’t you say that to her 
 

i would like to have told her that i 
landed in west germany 

the ugliest airport in the world that 
the sky here is ugly that 

the trees here are beige that 
i never wanted to stay here but 
that i also didn’t want to return 

 
what cracks 

anyway can be seamlessly 
 

i would have said to her that i 
sometimes no 

i would not maybe 
i would have said to her nothing at all 
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maybe i would not have known where 
to begin 

 
i would have said to her that i 

carried her through the city foot by foot 
on the boat foot by foot and look here 

i would have said again look over here hãy nhìn đây 
and held on to your eyes from bow 

to bottom foot 
by foot among all these hands held on 

to your eyes look over here 
 

what does that mean anyway 
unification it doesn’t mean who 

but against whom 
 

why did you only stare at her later 
in the boat on the return on the street and 

she stared at you why 
did you say nothing 

 
both of you stared at the picture and both 
of you knew what you were staring at both 

of you knew with whom you were standing both 
didn’t know what to say 

 
yes what 

 
i hope i could tell them 

something 
 

yes 
 

I hope they understand now our 
history a bit 

better i 
hope they understand now what 

happened here i 
hope i could help them somehow 

 
but we understand nothing we 
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never understand anything we 
tell ourselves these stories show ourselves 

the pictures and only see 
the crack in the stories the 

gaps 
 

delay 
 

maybe it was better this way what 
should you say anyway 

 
yes thanks now 

i understand even less 
 

do you understand something better 
now that you were there 

 
what unity means what 

we means what 
we have become who 
we have become how 
we have become your 

legs still thrashing in the water the 
west on the shores already 
the waves are rising already 

the cracks are straining already 
the walls are breaking we 

is being cried again no matter 
what we tell we 

is being cried again no matter 
what we heard we 

is being cried again as if 
there were never a crack 

 
only maybe this we is 

just the very crack about which we are talking 
 

or maybe that 
i suddenly only a few more months 

and time in german a 
grammatical trap 
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you certainly didn’t say that to her 

 
or maybe that i 

actually wouldn’t have known where 
to begin that 

you can maybe say less 
than you think if you 

have lost yourself 
 

which cracks 
can be even seamlessly 

 
why didn’t you say to her that 

you next to each other 
 

or that she actually only in 
an airplane 

 
whether she simply would like to come along 

 
why didn’t you 

 
whether she now simply will 

come along 
 

or that the flight only a few hours that 
at least you together 

 
that not everyone drowned in the waves 

 
in any case not i 

 
maybe indeed maybe 

I drowned there like everyone 
just came up again for the pictures 

was down there forever 
 

or maybe that the 
curtains in your father’s store ugly that 

it doesn’t help that he alone in the past weeks 
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apathetic and constantly talked about how we 
got to know each other 

 
or maybe nothing at all maybe 
that is the best nothing at all 

maybe that is in the end the only thing that 
can be said nothing at all maybe 

 
or yes maybe simply nothing at all 

 
delay they 

sit there and wait 
 

outside the ash storm they 
say worldwide all planes are down they 

say worldwide they’re sitting there and stare 
 

delay display 
next to display on 

which the world rushes by 
 

they say in a few hours it will start again 
the talking we 

believe in it we believe that it 
will start again otherwise what maybe 

they will fly again in a few hours maybe 
they will then get out of here it 

will come the next announcement if it comes it 
will soon start again 

 
 

cảm tạ 
tạm biệt18 

  

18 special thanks, goodbye 
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CyranA 

Adapted from Edmond Rostand 

By Doug Zschiegner  

 

Notes from the Adapter/Director to the Reader 

Why CyranA?  

You’re about to read an adaptation of a French play written in 1898. Over one summer, I collected 
more than twenty English translations and used them as inspiration (but not imitation) in writing new 
dialogue. I tried to maintain the story and the style but switched the gender of each character.  

Why?  

On the practical level, there are always far more actresses than actors, while classical playwrights wrote 
FAR more male characters. Also practically, this is a monumental play as originally written (up to four 
hours, over forty characters, and set in a particularly difficult period for costumes).  

While addressing those challenges, I still tried to stay close to the original: the mix of humor and heroic 
sentiment, the passion for romantic poetry presented in a range of verse styles, and the references to 
historical and—anachronistically—contemporary literature. A humbling challenge, to be sure.  

The real impact of the gender-reversal now lies with you:  

What is it like to read a 19th century man’s idea of a 17th century man embodied by a 21st century 
woman?  

How difficult is it to imagine a world with an entirely female power structure, female elite soldiers and 
priests, and with males cultivating plumage to attract a mate? Our title character combines wit, 
aggression, self-less dedication, literary and military skills, and panache—but has one enormous self- 
esteem problem.  

What is it like to see those traits in a woman instead of a man?  

Doug Zschiegner, Adapter/Director 

 

Cyrano de Bergerac. Trans. Renauld, Charles. 1899, Project Gutenberg, 2013 

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/41949 
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Cyrano de Bergerac. Trans. Gladys Thomas, Mary F. Guilemard. 1910 Project Gutenberg, 1998 

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks.1254 

These are the first published English translations and are the most literal translations from the French. The dialogue is 
overly-formal and would sound inappropriately awkward onstage today, but they served as the most useful connections to 
the original meaning of the lines. I did not take literal lines from either. Both are in the Public Domain in the U.S. 

 

DOUG ZSCHIEGNER – Adapter (it’s pronounced CHEEG-ner) Doug is in his 15th year as 
Associate Director/Associate Professor at Niagara University Theatre’s ambitious BFA program. 
Directing there includes COMPANY, BAT BOY, SHE LOVES ME, MIDSUMMER NIGHTS 
DREAM, DECISION HEIGHT and his adaptations of CyranA, THE MACBETH INSURGENCY 
and PYGMALION NOW.  As an actor, he’s played Equity roles across the country, including Atticus 
Finch in TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD and over 35 roles by Shakespeare such as Brutus, Prospero 
and Orlando at Utah Shakespeare Festival, American Theatre Festival and Shakespeare in Delaware 
Park. Doug trained at the National Shakespeare Company, NYC and the Professional Theatre 
Training MFA Program, U of Delaware. He’s directed in Virginia, Philadelphia and Milwaukee and 
was Associate Director at Mill Mountain Theatre—directing 30 plays in 8 years. Interested in 
producing CyranA? Contact zschiegner@yahoo.com 
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CyranA 

Adapted From Edmond Rostand 

By Doug Zschiegner 

THE CHARACTERS 

French names, places, and words use French pronunciations 

THE WOMEN 

Cyrana De Bergerac   poet and duelist, blessed with a large nose 

Christiane De Neuvillete  cadet from northern France, blessed with a beautiful face 

La Bret    officer with the cadets and Cyrana’s longtime comrade 

Carbon de Castel-Jaloux  Captain of the Gascony Cadets 

Raguena    an open-hearted poet and baker 

Lignie’re    poor composer of satirical songs and lover of liquor 

De Guiche    niece of the Cardinal, climbing in rank 

Valvert    social climber, serving De Guiche, excellent with a sword  

The Marquises:   fashion-focused social climbers 

Bellerose & Brissaille  

Montfleury    popular theatre actor 

Jodolet    (Usher/Stage Hand)theatre producer  

The Priest    dedicated, but of limited eyesight 

The Musketeer   proud & aggressive 

The Cavalry    looking for adventure 

The Pickpocket   effective at working the underside 

The Apprentice   in training as a pickpocket 
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The Cadets     young nobility from the Gascony region 

The Bakers     working for Raguena 

The Poets    ragged and poor and manipulative 

The Musicians   young and of limited skill 

 

THE MEN 

Robin     Cyrana’s 2nd cousin, a handsome Precieuse, aspiring to more 

The Chaperone   long-time protector of Robin 

Luis     Raguena’s no-nonsense wife 

The Precieuses:   intent on fashionable excellence & on attracting women 

Gerard, Gustave, & Germain  

The Orange Boy   young, selling concessions at the theatre, also a Baker 

Two Actors    masked dancers 

The Monks:    from the Benedictine monastery in Paris 

Father Abbot    head of the monastery 

Brother Claude   the former Chaperone after taking his vows 

Brother Bertrum   new to the order 

Other Monks  

Originally cast with 15 women and 6 men 

 

ACT ONE 

Theatre at the Hotel de Bourgogne  

It’s 1640 In Paris, France 

In A World Where Women Wear The Pants 
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An empty theatre. Facing us are benches and a suggestion of a gallery with boxes. Down front is a narrow stage with 
footlights. A STAGE HAND is sweeping. In one box, an ACTRESS in a robe is putting on make-up before the 
house opens. An ORANGE BOY is preparing a tray with his concessions: fruit, pastries, wine. A rough looking 
PICKPOCKET is sneaking around. There’s a skirmish between the USHER and a woman wearing a sword.   

USHER 
Wait, where’s your ticket?  

MUSKETEER 
I enter free. 

USHER 
Why? 

MUSKETEER 
Why, I am a Musketeer! 

THE PICKPOCKET distracts the USHER with a peashooter while her APPRENTICE also slips in without 
paying. 

MUSKETEER 
The house is still empty.  

THE PICKPOCKET (aside to THE APPRENTICE) 
You see! Distraction. That’s our game. Now, success with a theatre crowd will come from choosing 
our targets well. Fancy dress doesn’t necessarily mean money. (referring to the fencers) 

THE APPRENTICE 
The pickings look slim.  

They sit and play dice as three masked PRECIEUSES—fashionable young men intent on cultural excellence and 
on attracting women—pay the USHER and enter. 

GERARD 

You see we’re too early. Disserted. Just look! 
I had plenty of time to finish my book. 

GERMAIN 

Ah, but soak in the history. This theatre. This stage. 
I saw Corneille here—Racine!—at an age 
When I barely knew culture, but mother 
Insisted—taught me like no other.  
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GUSTAVE 

Give me a good seat. Perhaps near an aisle, 
My charm should be seen. It makes women smile. 

ORANGE BOY 

Oranges! Milk! Strawberries and Tea!  

BELLEROSE (entering) 

Why make an entrance with no one to see? 

BELLEROSE and BRISSAILLE, two Marquises—fashion-focused women—are in. 

BRISSAILLE 

Pish posh, now you fool. The time we arrive 
Depends on the Cardinal. She keeps us alive. 

BELLEROSE (indicating the curtained box) 

We’re here just before her. She’s not in her place. 

BRISSAILLE 

Her patronage paid for that fancy new lace! 

The beautiful CHRISTIANE, in the uniform of the Gascony Cadets, rushes in and stares up at the boxes. A 
STAGE HAND is passing by with a tray of lit footlight lanterns, which momentarily frame her in light. There’s a 
musical chord and a suspension of the action with the focus on CHRISTIANE. This is broken by the entrance of the 
poorly dressed, singer/poet LIGNIE’RE carrying a bottle. The MARQUISES approach them both. 

LIGNIE’RE 
Someone left the cage open. The peacocks escaped! 

BELLEROSE 
Well, if it isn’t that shabby songbird, Lignie’re.  

BRISSAILLE 
And still upright, this late in the day.  

BELLEROSE (seeing CHRISTIANE) 
You have a new friend. That delicious face could never tolerate Lignie’re’s libations. 
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LIGNIE’RE 
Christiane de Neuvillette. (pronounced “kris-TYANNE”) Just arrived from the north. 

BRISSAILLE 
Really. New blood? 

CHRISTIANE 
Barely a month in Paris. Today, I enlisted to battle Spain with the Royal Guards. The Cadets. 

THE PICKPOCKET (stumbling between the group) 
Forgive my clumsiness! 

BRISSAILLE is distracted and THE APPRENTICE steals her money pouch. 

BRISSAILLE  
Surely your poison pen calls you to this theatre. Surely you’re composing another salacious satire to 
lampoon your betters. 

LIGNIE’RE 
And surely there are buttocks in need of your lips. 

BELLEROSE (retreating with BRISSAILLE) 
Some day that un-bridled tongue will cost her dearly… 

The three PRESCIUSES have spotted CHRISTIANE and cruise up to her. 

GUSTAVE 

Please pardon good lady, we hope not to upset. 
But your ravishing face has caused us to bet. 

GERMAINE 

Have we seen you in Shakespeare?  

GERARD        Or a farce I would say? 

GERMAINE 

No doubt you’re an actress.  

GUSTAVE We just don’t know the play. 

CHRISTIANE (awkwardly) 
I thank you. I am not of many words, but I thank you. 
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Uncomfortable laughter all around, silence, then the men retreat. 

LIGNIE’RE 
Why did I let you drag me to the theatre? Your man has not made his entrance and my bottle has 
reached its finale. 

CHRISTIANE 
Lignie’re, I need your help. Every performance, the handsome Robin (pronounced “ro-BAN”) sits in 
that box. We have fallen in love! You’re a renowned songwriter and you know the ways of Paris. 
You must help me— 

LIGNIE’RE 
My friend, yours is not a look that requires romantic assistance. 

CHRISTIANE 
I’m only an honest soldier, but Robin is a precieuse. He studies, attends lectures, strives for the finest 
things. This language they speak. It confounds me! 

LIGNIE’RE 
This lack of liquor confounds me. I must find a tavern and replenish. 

ORANGE BOY 

Hot Tarts! Macaroons! Or cold Orange-Drinks! 

LIGNIE’RE 

Be honest, my boy. Your selection? It stinks. 

ORANGE BOY 

Fresh Milk?  

LIGNIE’RE  Makes me ill. 

ORANGE BOY 

Cold Water?  

LIGNIE’RE  Worst still. 

ORANGE BOY 

Lemonade?  
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LIGNIE’RE  I will pass. 

ORANGE BOY 

Red Wine?  

LIGNIE’RE  One large glass! (buying one from him) 

RAGENUA (a baker, spiffed up for the occasion, enters with a hearty:) 

Bonsoir! 

THE MARQUISES, THE PRECIEUSES  
Ah! Raguena! 

LIGNIE’RE  
Good Christiane, allow me to introduce the most-beloved woman in Paris! 

RAGUENA 
Lignie’re! Have you seen de Bergerac? 

LIGNIE’RE 
Every poet, actor, and artist knows Raguena’s Pastry Shop. 

RAGUENA 
You are too kind. 

LIGNIE’RE 
And that she will feed them on credit. 

RAGUENA 
Poetry itself is my compensation. 

LIGNIE’RE 
Her work is quite delicious. Both her cakes and her verse. Pray tell, what did you pay for your ticket 
tonight? 

RAGUENA 
Four custards and fifteen cream-puffs. ‘Tis a premiere! But Cyrana not here? That’s most 
unexpected. 

LIGNIE’RE (onto her next glass) 
Why is that? 
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RAGUENA 

But surely you know? 

LIGNIE’RE  I do not.  

RAGUENA 

      Excuse me! 
The star of tonight’s play? That ham Montfleury! 
This actor, you see—quite famous, I guess— 
Is so over the top and such a great mess 
That Cyr’na banished her work for four weeks. 
Her acting tonight could bring violent ‘critiques.’ 

CHRISTIANE 

But who is this Cyr’na? And why would she fear? 

LIGNIE’RE  

Oh this cha-rac-ter? Just wait till you hear. 

RAGUENA 

There’s no one living can attack, 
Like Cyrana de Bergerac. 

LA BRET (an officer in the Guard, rushes in) 

Cyrana here? She’s already arrived? 
Blood must have been spilt. And who has survived? 

RAGUENA 

That bundle of joy is her friend, La Bret. 
You want a description? None better to say. 

LA BRET (trying to describe Cyrana) 

She’s not quite the type you’d see in a painting. 

LIGNIE’RE  

Yet, her unique profile has left weak men fainting.  
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LA BRET 

The sight of her nose often prompts a mild scoff: 
‘Say what is that thing? Can’t you just take it off?’ 
She cuts a proud figure with cape—white-plumed hat. 
But the pride that’s within goes quite deeper than that.  
Her soul’s countless worth, no one can dare cheapen. 
And as poet and solider and swordsman? Unbeaten! 

LIGNIE’RE 

Tonight’s expectation: she make’s good on her threat. 

RAGUENA 

She will, rest assured. I’ve just placed a bet.      

LA BRET searches for CYRANA. There’s a slap: GUSTAVE has rebuffed the advance of the 
MUSKETEER, and GUSTAVE and GERMAINE storm out to cheers of the crowd. At the same time, the 
PICKPOCKETS are dangling a stick with a hook, and snag the hat off BRISSAILE, invoking more cheers. As 
the PICKPOCKET scrambles down the gallery and the APPRENTICE exits, DE GUICHE, VALERT, 
THE CHAPERONE, and a masked MAN appear in the boxes. Just as a small orchestra begins to tune, 
ROBIN removes his mask, and there’s a light and an admiring murmur from the crowd. 

CHRISTIANE 

That’s him! That’s Robin! Right there in the box! 

LIGNIE’RE  

My friend, your young chicken is prey of a fox. 

RAGUENA 

Robin’s cousin of Cyrana (who’s face has that monolith) 
But she wouldn’t approve of the company he’s with. 

CHRISTIANE 

Just tell me the worst.  

LIGNIE’RE             

 That’s Compte De Guiche. 
She’s a sick combination of fop and of leach. 
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De Guiche thinks she loves him, but she’s already married 
To the Cardinal’s nephew. Her advances she’s buried 
By wooing Robin through a proxy: Valert! 

RAGUENA (to CHRISTIANE) 

If you value your life, do not focus up there. 

LIGNIE’RE 

Raguena, you’re a coward. Don’t shrink from their power. 
Myself? I’ll expose them this very same hour. 

(pulling out handwritten pages) 

I’ve written a song that features their plot, 
The dark machinations of that devious lot.   
It’s a most vicious song. I penned the best rhyme. 
(Well, all aren’t the best…perhaps half the time.) 
Deception and pretense! Their goal is Robin. 

CHRISTIANE 

 I swear that I’ll save him. 

RAGUENA 

      I doubt that you can. 
With the Cardinal her aunt, that De Guiche gets her way.  

LIGNIE’RE  

The lure of good liquor forbids me to stay. 
Christiane—he’s a beauty, and intelligent, too. 

RAGUENA 

 While you’re down here babbling, he’s looking at you. 

LIGNIE’RE makes her way to the exit. RAGUENA retreats to LA BRET. As CHRISTIANE and 
ROBIN make eye contact, the action suspends again. Music. Then the freeze breaks. 
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CHRISTIANE (staring up at the box) 

With each part of my being I know this is love. 
I’ll challenge Valvert. Slap her with my glove. 
We’ll duel to the death to save my Robin. 
I reach in my pocket— 

THE PICKPOCKET (caught picking her pocket) 

—And you find my hand. 

CHRISTIANE (holding her tight) 
What are you doing? 

THE PICKPOCKET 
Wait, wait. Let me go, and I’ll tell you a secret. 

CHRISTIANE 
What secret? 

THE PICKPOCKET 
That drunken friend of yours—who just left? Her life’s in peril. A song she wrote offended the high 
and mighty. There’s going to be an ambush tonight. 

CHRISTIANE 
An ambush? By whom? 

THE PICKPOCKET 
A hundred armed women have been hired. I am one. 

CHRISTIANE 
Who hired a hundred thugs? 

THE PICKPOCKET 
That I can’t tell you. There’s honor even among us. If you want Lignie’re to wake up tomorrow, 
warn her to avoid the Port de Nesle tonight. 

CHRISTIANE (releasing her) 
Where can I find her? 

THE PICKPOCKET (scurrying away) 
Start with the pubs. She’ll be crawling from one to another for hours. 

CHRISTIANE  
A hundred to one! The cowards! I go!—But him!—And them!  
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CHRISTIANE is torn between love and duty, but finally exits. BELLEROSE and BRISSAILLE wave their 
handkerchiefs and “woo hoo” up at DE GUICHE in her box. 

DE GUICHE 
Bonsoir. 

BELLEROSE 
Compte De Guiche, you are looking especially splendid this evening. 

BRISSAILLE 
Those ribbons are stunning! What call you that color?  

DE GUICHE 
It’s called ‘Spanish Blood.’ 

BELLEROSE 
Ah, an apt name! For when you join the battle, Spain will bleed indeed. 

DE GUICHE 
Merci beaucoup.             

The crowd is getting restless. POET #4 and MUSICIAN #2 enter. A short trumpet fanfare. From one curtained 
box, a red-gloved hand appears and waves imperially. The crowd responds with murmurs and polite applause. LA 
BRET returns to RAGUNEA. 

RAGUNEA 
The Cardinal’s here so the play will begin. Will Montfleury perform? 

LA BRET 
Will Cyrana allow it?  

A robed, masked performer, JODELET, takes the stage—facing the onstage crowd—and bangs a large staff three 
times. 

LA BRET 
That’s not Montfleury! 

RAGUENA 
I’ve lost my bet! 

JODELET 
Mesdames and Messieurs! Welcome to this temple of the arts: the Hotel de Bourgogne! We ask that 
you silence your conversations and please unwrap any candy. It is with enormous pleasure I present 
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to you, the finest purveyor of the poetic, the last bastion of beauty, that most theatrical of thespians: 
Madame Montfleury! 

Music. Two masked ACTORS with tambourines dance about and frame an entrance. A flamboyant 
MONTFLEURY makes a grand appearance. She has thick makeup, a burlesque of a pastoral shepherd’s costume, 
a beribboned pan flute, and a flower. The crowd goes wild. She acknowledges the ovation and ostentatiously throws a 
kiss up to ROBIN. 

MONTFLEURY  (intoning and gesturing dramatically)  

‘Oh, happy the shepherds 
Who, far from the city, 
Doth appreciate birds 
And blossoms so pretty…’ 

A VOICE 
Villain! Were you not forbidden to show your painted face for one month? 

The crowd searches for the VOICE, as MONTFLEURY makes another attempt. 

MONTFLEURY 

‘Oh, happy the shepherds 
Who far from the city…’ 

THE VOICE 
Oh, Queen of Clowns, make your exit this instant!  

MONTFLEURY 

   ‘Oh, happy the shepherd…’ 

THE VOICE 
While you’re chewing the scenery, perhaps you’ve a taste for this! 

A hand brandishing a cane appears. The ACTORS cower. Most of the crowd supports MONTFLEURY. 

CALVARY 
Let her perform! We came for a play! 

CROWD 
Montfleury! Montfleury!  

MUSKETEER 
Play on! Fear nothing!  
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MONTFLEURY 

   ‘Oh, happy the….’ 

CYRANA (appears, cane aloft, white plumed hat cocked, and one helluva nose) 
Well, I shall be angry in a moment. 

BRISSAILLE 
See here, good woman. This is hardly the place for dramatic criticism. 

CYRANA (leaping onto the stage) 
One more word and I shall carve this ham like Sunday dinner. 

BELLEROSE 
But the play! Why deprive us of this literature? 

CYRANA 
Literature! This sugar-encrusted excrement? Surely someone in Paris has one modicum of taste left. 
Or have your tongues become so accustomed to a diet of this doggerel, that you can no longer 
discern the savor of a polished turd? 

GERARD 
Have you no decency?! 

MONTFLEURY 
I beseech you! 

CYRANA 
I will clap my hand three times. On the third, this fool moon will eclipse. 

The crowd cheers and boos. 

CYRANA (a clap) 
One! 

MONTFLEURY 
While my dedication to my art is without question… 

CYRANA  
Two! 

MONTFLEURY 
…there comes a time when prudence… 
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CYRANA 
Three!  

MONTFLEURY disappears to the roar of the crowd and JODOLET follows. 

MUSKETEER 
Coward! 

JODELET (reappearing) 
Silence good patrons! It’s with a heavy heart I inform you that your favorite tragedian has fallen ill 
and won’t be able to continue…. 

MUSKETEER (to CYRANA) 
But pray tell, Mademoiselle, why do you this hate this Montfleury? 

CYRANA 
Two reasons, good youth. Either would be sufficient. One: ‘It offends me to the soul to hear a 
robustious periwig-pated fellow tear a passion to tatters.’ This grease-soaked slab of bacon did 
indeed ‘out Herod-Herod.’ Two: (with a glance at ROBIN) Well…the second is mine own. 

JODELET 
But you must understand, these people paid for a performance. Would you leave them so 
unsatisfied? We’ll have to refund their tickets. 

CYRANA 
That’s the first intelligent thing you’ve spoken all evening. Never let it be said that this sanctuary of 
Thespis doesn’t provide good value. Catch then this purse and hold then your peace. (tosses her money 
pouch to JODELET to cheers from the crowd) 

JODELET (weighing the pouch) 
At this price, you may cancel the performance every night! Twice! 

More cheers as some, including the ACTORS, gather around JODELET, others listen to the following. The DE 
GUICHE party makes it way to the floor of the pit.  

BRISSAILLE           
What a shameful display. Certainly you know this actor is under the generous patronage of one of 
France’s most powerful Duchesses. Have you a patron? 

CYRANA 
None. 

BRISSAILLE 
What, no great patron to shield your name? 
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CYRANA 
None! 

BRISSAILLE 
No one to protect you?  

CYRANA 
Would you like to go for three? No, no one! All the protection I need, I wear at my side. (touching her 
sword) 

BRISSAILLE 
The Duchess has a long reach. 

CYRANA  

Should the situation arise, I can lengthen my reach with steel.  
Please be so kind as to turn on your toes. (BRISSAILLE is defiant) 
Or are you staying to stare at my nose? 

BRISSAILLE 

 Mon dieu! I do not.  

RAGUENA   Oh my dear.  

 

LA BRET      Oh my God. 

CYRANA 

Is something amiss? Perhaps something is odd? 
Does my nose have a smudge? I hope nothing is wrong. 
You don’t think it’s ugly? Or crooked? Or long? 

BRISSAILLE 

 Your Grace is mistaken!  

CYRANA    A wart with a hair? 

BRISSAILLE 

No nothing unusual.  
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CYRANA   Then why would you stare? 

BRISSAILLE 

 I assure you I didn’t. I tried hard not to look. 

CYRANA 

Why wouldn’t you gaze then? Does it have a hook? 
You must be disgusted if you cannot glance. 

BRISSAILLE 

 Disgusted? Oh no! 

CYRANA 

Then why not take the chance? 
Go ahead. Take a gander. Do you think it large? 

BRISSAILLE 

 I really don’t think so.  

CYRANA 

                        Be honest. Take charge. 

BRISSAILLE 

 As a matter of fact, I would call it quite small. 

CYRANA 

Well that simply shows you have no brains at all. 
My nose in enormous! Immense! Like a trunk! 
What you don’t understand is if ever it shrunk 
I’d be just like you and I’d hide in disgrace 
With that tiny boil in the midst of my face. 
You see, I am proud that I cannot pass 
For regular folks who get kicked in their ass. 

Suiting the word to the action, she boots BRISSAILLE away. The crowd cheers. 
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DE GUICHE  
She’s getting to be tiresome. 

VALVERT 
That swashbuckling…buckle…swasher! 

DE GUICHE 
Will no one put her in her place? 

VALVERT 
I’ll treat her to my razor sharp repartee’. Dear Robin, watch this! (she goes up to CYRANA) 
Mademoiselle, your nose… it is…very…big! 

CYRANA 
Very. 

VALVERT 
Ha! 

CYRANA 
Is that all? 

VALVERT  
What-what-what do you mean? 

CYRANA 

Certainly you can do better than ‘big?’  
There are a thousand insults you could create: 

Aggressive:   If that were mine I’d amputate. 

Friendly:  When you drink from a cup how does it stay dry? 
Maybe a wine barrel? Just give it a try. 

Geographic: Is that a rock, or a boulder, or what is the story? 
Perhaps a peninsula or large promontory? 

Gracious:  You love the little birds. How sweet! 
You’ve grown a perch for their tiny feet. 

Considerate:   Take care when you bow lest you lose your balance. 

Decorative:  Does that curtain rod come with drapes and a valance? 
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RAGUENA (as CYRANA looks to her for a suggestion) 
Tender:    

CYRANA 

Pray get a small umbrella made, 
Lest in the sun the color fade. 

(Members of the crowd now shout out the prompts and CRYANA improvises) 

British: I cahn’t find my wet bulldog. I hate to ahsk this, 
Would you sniff it out with that great proboscis? 

Religious:  Ev’n Gabriel’s Horn couldn’t blow quite like this. 

Military:  She’s brought her own cannon. She must now enlist. 

Rustic:  That a nose? A dwarf pumpkin? Are you eating a pear? 
Ah! That prize cu-cum-ber should have won last year’s fair! 

Medicinal:  If that starts to run, we’ll have a tsunami. 

Constabulary:  Put up your hands and drop the salami! 

Practical:  A coat tree of your very own. 

Productive:  She would certainly need a big grindstone. 

(a beat while the audience figures that one out) 

Historical:  If it blows—we’ll know how Pompeii felt. 

Literary:  Oh that this too too solid nose would melt! 

CYRANA poses on stage to enthusiastic applause. She turns back to VALVERT. 

CYRANA  
You had quite an opportunity here: an audience, a patron to impress, a paramour to dazzle. Your 
choice for the occasion? ‘Very big.’  

DE GUICHE 
Come away, Valvert.  
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VALVERT (trying to rally the crowd) 
Listen to this arrogance! This gauche country bumpkin! This failure of fashion! She has no ruffs or 
ribbons or lace. She doesn’t even have gloves! 

CYRANA 
That’s true. My elegance lies within. When I rise in the morning I drape myself in dignity rather than 
decorations. I value liberty over jewelry. Scruples over baubles. Integrity and independence, over 
conformity and trends. Panache may not be in vogue, but it has served me well. 

VALVERT 
But, Madame… 

CYRANA 
As for gloves. I had a pair, but left one in some fop’s face. 

VALVERT 
Knave! Rascal! Scoundrel! Hack! 

CYRANA (bowing, as if VALVERT introduced herself) 
Ah! Cyrana de Bergerac! (The crowd particularly enjoys that one. CYRANA turns to leave) 

VALVERT (challenging her with a glove swipe to her back) 
You buffoon! 

CYRANA (suddenly in pain) 
Ay! Ah! 

LA BRET (from the sidelines) 
Cyrana! What ails you? 

CYRANA 
It’s nothing. This happens when I leave it idle too long.  

VALVERT 
What are you saying? 

CYRANA 
Cramps. Cramps in my sword. (draws) There. That’s better. 

VALVERT (also drawing) 
At last. A chance to put you in your place. You…’poet!’ 
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CYRANA 
Oh dear. A battle of wits with the unarmed. One has rules… How about this? To prove that word 
and sword are equally deadly, while we duel, I’ll improvise a ballade. 

VALVERT 
A ballade?         

CYRANA        
Sorry, too big a word? A ‘poem.’ Of strict classical design: Three stanzas of eight lines each and then 
a coda—a final quatrain—on the last line of which, I will hit. 

VALVERT 
You?…I?… En garde! 

CYRANA 
A moment… 

VALVERT 
To gather your courage? 

CYRANA  
To gather my rhymes. (thinks a bit, tallying them up) Very good! ‘The Ballade of the Duel at the Hotel 
de Bourgogne Between Cyrana de Bergerac and an Ostentatious Philistine’ 

VALVERT 
What is that, if you please? 

CYRANA  
The title.  

LA BRET, RAGUENA, and the crowd clear a circle with cries of ‘Make way,’ ‘Give room,’ ‘No noise,’ 

CYRANA 

To begin, I take off my old hat. 
My cape soon follows it. 
Mine’s not a fancy one like that 
But I don’t mind a bit. 
The sword I wield for this combat,  
Polished and shined with spit, 
Will kill a pseudo-aristocrat 
Who on the last line, I hit. 

VALVERT attacks and they exchange a few moves. 
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Well, wasn’t that part quite exciting?! 
You really can commit. 
Since we’ve started up the fighting 
What is’t should be my tar-get? 
Shall I aim for a spot inviting, 
Like head, or hand, or tit? 
(This part is only inciting, 
On the last line, I hit.) 

Another series of moves and counter moves. 

You are a fine adversary. 
At first, you looked a twit. 
This rhyming while we thrust n’ parry 
Is challenging I admit. 
The word ‘coward’ in my dictionary? 
There is no rhyme for it. 
To the point, that’s quite ancillary, 
For on that last line, I hit. 

At the end of this volley, CYRANA disarms VALVERT and has both swords. 

And now the final coda: 

Start praying to your favorite saint. 
‘Tis time to end this bit. 
With that I thrust, I lunge, I feint, 
And as I said, I HIT! 

 CYRANA has crossed both swords like a scissors over VALVERT’s nose, and snips it off on that final word. 
With a scream, she runs to DE GUICHE, who pushes her back to the fight. As CYRANA modestly bows, 
VALVERT rushes up and is impaled on the sword CYRANA flourishes behind her. VALVERT falls back on 
DE GUICHE, who dumps her on BELLEROSE, and they are all three off. 

GERARD 
You animal! 

RAGEUNA 
Magnificent! 

LA BRET  
You are mad! 
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ORANGE BOY 
How heroic! 

POET #4 
Magnifique! 

CAVALRY 
That was far better than the play would have been. 

ROBIN makes eye contact with CYRANA—another momentary freeze with a note of music—but then the 
CHAPERONE shuffles her off too. RAGUENA dances with delight, congratulates CYRANA and exits. The 
CAVALRY tries to comfort [pick-up] GERARD and they exit, followed by the MUSKETEER. The POET 
and the MUSICIAN remain. 

CYRANA (to JODELET) 
May we stay a bit? 

JODELET  
Well of course! But wouldn’t you rather go dine?  

CYRANA 
Not tonight, my friend. 

JODELET, the ACTORS, and the MUSICIAN confer upstage with the POET about her script. 

LA BRET 
Because? 

CYRANA 
To dine requires coin. 

LA BRET 
But that bag of gold? 

CYRANA  
My nest egg for the month.  

LA BRET 
Spent in one toss. What a ludicrous waste! 

CYRANA 
What a glorious moment. 

ORANGE BOY (having heard) 
Mademoiselle de Bergerac? My humble concessions are yours. Please have all you like. 
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CYRANA 
Young fellow, my Gascon pride refuses charity. Yet I also refuse to disappoint such a tender sapling.  

ORANGE BOY 
Have some grapes… 

CYRANA  
Just one. 

ORANGE BOY 
A glass of wine… 

CYRANA 
Just water. 

ORANGE BOY 
And a macaroon… 

CYRANA 
Just a half.  

ORANGE BOY 
And nothing else? 

CYRANA 
Your hand to kiss. (she does) 

ORANGE BOY 
Why thank you. You’re too kind. (The ORANGE BOY retreats up with the ACTORS.)  

CYRANA (ceremoniously laying out her ‘banquet’) 
Ah! Bon appe’tit! 

LA BRET 
You’ll be the death of me, if not yourself. These public displays! For every admirer you win, I fear 
you offend two others. And some in high places. 

CYRANA 
Who? 

LA BRET 
The Cardinal for one. She must have thought you… 

CYRANA 
…original at least. 
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LA BRET 
But why such spite? Such venom? That tirade over a foolish actress? 

CYRANA (suddenly bristling) 
Montfleury could not be allowed to continue! Preening to please the public. Making googely eyes at 
the gallery. To dare to raise her gaze to hers…! A slug crawling across a rose! 

LA BRET 
Methinks I know why the lady protests so much. Could it be a particular rose has caught your eye? 

CYRANA 
Oh, come La Bret. One thing stands between me and romance: And it enters the room a full minute 
before I do. Yet this… does not kill desire. As fate would have it, my tastes run to the fairest.  

LA BRET 
The fairest… 

CYRANA 
In all the world. The most handsome, most brilliant, most refined… 

LA BRET 
Do tell! 

CYRANA  
Anyone who sees his smile knows perfection. Every word rings true. Every gesture, divine.  

LA BRET 
Your cousin, Robin! 

CYRANA 
Second cousin. As an orphan, my playmate each summer when we were young.  

LA BRET 

Well, so much the better: 
He saw you triumph here tonight! 

CYRANA 

A chance with him? You’ve lost your sight! (after a beat) 
Yes, there are moments, in spring, in the dark, 
When I’m walking alone outside of a park, 
And I fantasize when I see a pair 
Of lovers in moonlight, without a care. 
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And I think, why not me? And I stand tall. 
I then see my profile shadow the wall. 

LA BRET 

Just now, with that boy who gave you the food, 
He did not run. And he said nothing rude.  
Robin was cheering you during the duel. 

CYRANA 

If he laughs in my face—dear God how cruel. 
Courage I have, panache with each breath, 
But mocked by Robin? I’d much prefer death. 

JODELET (entering with the CHAPERONE) 
Forgive my interruption. Someone is asking for you. 

CYRANA 
Why, that’s Robin’s chaperone… 

CHAPERONE 
My young man bid me inquire you out. What he bid me say I will keep to myself. Except to say that 
they are private matters. 

CYRANA  
Private? 

CHAPERONE 
We attend mass at dawn tomorrow. Thereafter, should you be some place where words may be 
exchanged…  

CYRANA (slumping against LA BRET) 
Ah, good lord! 

CHAPERONE 
My master will also there attend. 

CYRANA 
Where? Ah…but…ah…yes…where? 

CHAPERONE 
Where? 
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LA BRET 
Where? 

CYRANA 
Ah, Raguena’s. Raguena’s Pastry Shop. The Rue Saint.…ah… the Rue Saint-Honore’ 

CHAPERONE (exiting) 
Very good. Be you there at seven. 

CYRANA 
Without fail! (she falls into LA BRET’s arms) A rendezvous…at dawn!  

LA BRET 
You don’t hate the world anymore? 

CYRANA 
The world can go to hell. He knows I live! 

LA BRET 
I hope his tete-a-tete will calm you down.  

CYRANA 
Calm? I am mad! Give me a mountain to climb! Dragons to slay!  

JODELET 
Quiet please, we’re working! 

CYRANA 
We go. I need giants to battle. 

RAGUENA and the CAVALRY burst in dragging LIGNIE’RE, drunk and terrified.  

RAGUENA 
Cyrana! We need your help. 

CYRANA 
Good, Lignie’re what’s the matter? 

LIGNIE’RE 
Rumors in the taverns. They want me dead—because of my song! There’s a hundred women, lying 
in wait—an ambush—at the Port de Nesle. I must pass through to get home. A hundred killers! 
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CYRANA 

One hundred women? They wait in the night? 
(Given my mood, that sounds about right.) 
My fellow poet, don’t worry your head. 
I promise tonight you will sleep in your bed. 

LA BRET 

But why take the risk?  

CYRANA 

I’ll tell you La Bret, 
‘Cuz this drunken lout made a gesture one day: 
She saw in a church a quite handsome man 
And as he was leaving he touched his hand 
In-to holy water. So to get him to stop 
This fool emptied the basin! She drank every drop! 
A woman like that, I want to defend. 

LIGNIE’RE 

 But killed for my song? 

CYRANA    Because you’re my friend. 

LA BRET 

This sounds like a slaughter. 

ORANGE BOY   I fear it’s your end. 

CYRANA 

Why don’t you come witness? You all can attend! 
Throw open the doors. We’ll parade to the fight. 
Nothing but magic can happen this night. 

As the group gathers, some taking the footlights as lanterns, we hear great doors open, and moonlight shines on their 
faces. A momentary tableau.  Music. 

ORANGE BOY 

 Ah, Paris before us.  
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RAGEUNA   All drenched by the moon. 

CYRANA 

For now, oh so peaceful, but—ah—very soon, 
There’ll be an adventure, and then high above 
The sun brings the dawn and the dawn brings my love. 

Music! CYRANA leads the procession into the night. 

End of ACT ONE 

 

ACT TWO 

Raguena’s Pastry Shop 

The Next Morning at Sunrise 

The procession morphs into a raucous, musical transition with the cast moving a few set pieces and a team of 
BAKERS—in aprons and hats—shifting the long platforms that formed the stage into tables for a cooking assembly 
line. RAGUENA joins her husband LUIS to conduct the morning’s choreographed, juggled, preparations: eggs, 
flour, milk, etc. fly into big bowls, dough is kneaded and spread onto trays, breads and pastries are brought from the 
ovens.                 

RAGUENA           
Yes, my precious artisans! As the silver rays of dawn awake the citizens of Paris, use your gifted 
hands to create the treats that will nourish their souls. As this auspicious night draws to a close, it is 
our raison-d’etre to forge the gastronomic delights that will fuel the day’s revelations. (a bell rings and the 
BAKERS rush to the ovens) As the sun rises on a day of new possibilities, so our bread rises as 
sustenance to that achievement. We are not mere bakers, but the generators of culinary dreams. If 
food be the music of love, bake on! 

BAKER #3 (presenting RAGUENA with trays of fresh goodies) 
Comedic Croissants! 

BAKER #1 
Tragic Tarts! 

BAKER #2 
Pastoral Petit Fours! 
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RAGUENA 
You’ve put the clefts on the loaves in the wrong places. The baguette scans better thus: Da dum, Da 
dum, Da dum, Da dum, Da dum. 

BAKER #5 (with a baked harp) 

Good Mistress, this I’ve baked just to inspire. 

RAGUENA (giving a coin) 

Well done! A pastry shaped into a lyre! 

LUIS (with a basket of large paper cones) 

Our business would no longer court disaster 
If you allowed the crew to bake much faster.  

RAGUENA 

Oh Muse! Avert thine eyes, from my dear spouse. 
His bourgeois slant infects our house. 

LUIS 

But wife, without this dough we’d live in rags. 

RAGUENA  

Lu-is, I see you’ve made us paper bags. 
But what then is this? Oh, break my heart. 
Pages of poems, here torn apart! 
The words of good friends, now cut into pieces. 
Disrespected! Trashed! Destroyed with these creases! 
If Verse you treat like this, God knows 
What violence you’d do to Prose. 

LUIS  
Every day the shop fills with your poetic parasites. You accept their attempts at writing as payment. 
Why shouldn’t I use these useless scraps for something practical? 

Two PRECIEUSES enter the shop. 

RAGUENA 
May I help you, my lovelies? 
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GUSTAVE 
Two of your finest brioches. 

RAGUENA 
An inspired choice.  

GERMAINE 
Could you wrap them for us? 

RAGUENA 
Wrap them? (she searches the bags) 

‘Ulysses thus on leaving fair Penelope…’ No, not that one. 
‘As Phoebus’ hair shines like the sun…’ Certainly not. 
‘Though roses be red, good violets, bright blue…’ Well, if something has to go… 

She wraps the pastries. As the gentlemen leave, CYRANA rushes in. 

CYRANA 
What’s the clock? 

RAGUENA 
The clock strikes six and the glittering star appears! Your performance last night was magnificent. 

CYRANA 
Which one? 

RAGUENA 
Both! Your stunning duel in verse at the Hotel de Bourgogne and then that ambush at the Port de 
Nesle. 

CYRANA 
Ah. Ancient history. Six, you say? He’ll be here at seven… 

RAGUENA 
Never have I seen a more masterful display of sword and word. 

LUIS 
She’s talked of nothing else all morning.  

CYRANA 
You pop one windbag, another inflates.  
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RAGUENA  
‘…Will kill a pseudo-aristocrat’ Kudos! (RAGUENA flourishes a loaf as a rapier and knocks a tray of 
pastries out of a Baker’s hands) 

LUIS 
Your histrionics will ruin us! 

CYRANA 
What is the time? 

RAGUENA 
Two minutes past six. 

CYRANA 
May I have some privacy? 

RAGUENA 
Anything for you, but soon my poets will arrive for their morning salon. 

LUIS 
For their breakfast, more likely. And see if they aren’t still here for lunch. 

CYRANA 
The time? 

RAGUENA 
Three minutes past six. 

MUSKETEER (entering) 
Good Morning, fair Luis! 

LUIS (rushing to her) 
Wonderful to see you again! 

CYRANA (to RAGUENA) 
Who’s that? 

RAGUENA 

A friend of Luis. A warrior he said. 

CYRANA 

A warrior indeed. At least of the bed. 
And tell me again, how much time has past? 
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RAGUENA 

Not five minutes more than when you last asked. 

MUSKETEER  

I hear you have here, th’ hottest tarts in Pair-ee! 

BAKER #2 (aside) 

The cheapest one too, it looks like to me. 

CYRANA (pressing RAGUENA) 

When my guest arrives, I ask you for the room. 

RAGUENA 

 This person upsets you. You’re face reflects doom. 

CYRANA  

It’s nothing, good friend. (RAGUENA is skeptical) No lies here today. 

RAGUENA 

That nose getting longer may give you away! 

CYRANA 

Let me sit for a moment and give me a pen. 

(to herself) 

The words in my heart might just flow when 
I can put them on paper and not see his face. 
For I fear in his presence, I’ll be a disgrace.  

CYRANA sits and writes, as a group of bedraggled, cackling, cooing POETS invade the shop.        

LUIS  

And in come your vultures, all ready to feed! 
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POET #2 (to RAGUENA) 

Good morrow, good sister! 

POET #1    Good sister indeed! 

POET #4 

Once again here we are with a genius so fine. 

POET #3 

A goddess with rhymes and with pastry, divine! 

RAGUENA 

Dear Artists, you’re welcome to my humble store. 
The treats that await you will nourish, but more— 
The words that we share shall soon fill our soul: 
A literate banquet to make us all whole. 

LUIS (aside to the MUSKETEER) 
I think I’m gonna be ill. 

The POETS sit to eat. The BAKERS pours coffee. 

POET #5 
We would have been here sooner, but we were delayed by a mob around the Port de Nesle. 

POET #2 
The docks were littered with the carcasses of bleeding assassins. Each one un-seamed from the nave 
to the chops. 

POET #5 
I counted eight. 

CYRANA (as she’s writing) 
Hmph. I thought seven… 

POET #4 
Rumor is that one brilliant buccaneer took on an entire gang.  

POET #3 
We saw discarded weapons and hats all over the neighborhood. 
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RAGUENA 
Cyrana, do you know something of this? 

CYRANA 
Not I. 

LUIS  
And you? You know who could have done this? 

MUSKETEER (with faux-false modesty) 
Maybe I do. Maybe I don’t… One mustn’t kill and tell.  

CYRANA (to herself) 
A thousand times when I thought of Robin, these vibrant images filled my head. How pale they 
seem on the page. How cowardly it seems not to give them voice. 

POET #5 
And you, good Raguena. What new poetry have you been baking? 

RAGUENA 
Oh, nothing—well one. A trifle. A Recipe in Verse!  

(After begrudging encouragement from the POETS, she recites) 

ALMOND TARTS a la RAGUENA 

Beat three fresh eggs,  
Gently and quick, 
Into a rich froth, 
Supple and thick. 

A lemon then squeeze 
But not quite too hard, 
Since the juice that you need 
Should be lighter than lard. 

Fresh milk then add next, 
Direct from the cow. 
Sweet almonds pour in. 
Oh, we’re moving on now! 

Then pop it all in 
To the oven with care, 
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In hopes that deliciousness 
Soon will be there. 

The secret this is 
For rich Almond Tarts, 
That dee-light the palate 
And warm up each heart. 

(Over-enthusiastic applause, cries of “Delightful!” “Delicious!”—and more eating)  

CYRANA (aside to RAGUENA) 
You know they’re only feasting on your words so they can feast on your cakes. 

RAGUENA 
Oh, I’m aware they’re a bit too generous. But it’s a fair bargain: I feed their needy bellies and they 
feed my need to read. The end is more poetry for all. 

CYRANA 
You, dear heart, are a very special woman. (crossing to LUIS with the MUSKETEER) And is this noble 
conqueror laying siege to you, Luis? 

LUIS 
I assure you, no one breaches my fortifications without my consent. 

CYRANA 
A word to the wise: Raguena is my friend. You need another example of what happens to those who 
threaten my friends? (with a scissor-snipping gesture, she crosses away to the door) 

LUIS 
Really? You’ve no response? Couldn’t you at least make a joke about her nose? 

MUSKETEER  
It’s not her nose I fear… (they separate) 

CYRANA  
Here he comes! Hist! 

RAGUENA (taking the cue, RAGUENA shuffles them all off, the POETS grabbing the food.)               
We’d be more comfortable in here for our next recitations! 

CYRANA (finishing and pocketing the letter)  
No need to sign. I’ll only draw this if there’s a glimmer of hope.  

ROBIN, masked, enters the shop, followed closely by the CHAPERONE. 
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CYRANA 
Bonjour and welcome! (the CHAPERONE interrupts her advance) 

Ah, noble sir, grant a word? Even two? 

CHAPERONE 

You can have up to four, should that please you. 
My role is to chap’rone, the virtuous Robin. 
Just try to get past me, if you think that you can. 

CYRANA 

Do sweet things entice, dear? Do they challenge your norms? 

CHAPERONE 

Temptation comes on me in so many forms. 

CYRANA (filling a poem with treats) 

Three cream puffs, two tarts… 

CHAPERONE       And a couple of cakes. 

CYRANA 

And wrap it all up in some drivel that takes 
A free hand with rhyme, but nevertheless 
Makes a mighty good package for this sweet largess.  

 (shuffling the CHAPERONE out) 

The warm morning beckons. It’s barely hot. 
And you can come back when you’ve finished the lot!  

The door slams and CYRANA is alone with ROBIN. 

CYRANA 
Dear Robin. Blessed be this blessed hour when you remembered to remember me. 

ROBIN (unmasking) 
I come from Confession for confession. For your ears alone. But first I offer thanksgiving for your 
gallantry at the theatre last night. That dandy you checkmated with weapon and wit is the pawn of a 
great lady who thinks she’s in love with me. 
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CYRANA 
Ha. Compte De Guiche?  

ROBIN 
Indeed. De Guiche was insisting I marry the dolt. No doubt as cover for her own attempts to win 
me. You foiled her advance. 

CYRANA 
A happy chance! Then I fought not for my nose but for your hand. 

ROBIN 
And for that I thank you. But before I confess, I need to remember you again as that faithful young 
playmate in our days beside the lake… 

CYRANA 
When you’d come each spring to visit Bergerac! We’d gather mulberries… 

ROBIN 
You’d cut reeds to serve as your swords… 

CYRANA  
The silk of corn would serve as hair for your dolls… 

ROBIN  
And we’d dream of lives far richer than those we lived then.  

CYRANA 
You were so different from the other children. So eager to explore. Be more. 

ROBIN 
And you would do all that I asked. You’d run to me with a scratch from battling some imagined foe. 
And I would play father and scold and bandage you. (seeing the wound on her hand now) What’s this? 
Perhaps you haven’t grown up at all. 

CYRANA 
The foes are real now—a skirmish at the Port de Nesle. 

ROBIN (cleaning her wound with his handkerchief) 
Here, let me. 

CYRANA 
Your touch… 
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ROBIN 
Tell me. How many did you fight? 

CYRANA 
Oh, no more than a hundred. But you are now out of your text. What did you come to say? 

ROBIN 
Our childhood memories have inspired me. Yes, now I dare: I am in love. 

CYRANA 
In love? 

ROBIN 
With one who doesn’t know. 

CYRANA 
Ah. 

ROBIN 
Not yet.  

CYRANA 
Ah? 

ROBIN 
But I know she loves from afar and dares not speak. 

CYRANA 
Ah. 

ROBIN 
Your hand… Are you getting a fever? 

CYRANA  
Ah… 

ROBIN 
She’s in the Guard. In your company in fact. Can you believe it? 

CYRANA 
Ah! 

ROBIN  
Such pride…such panache…so noble…so beautiful! 
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CYRANA (pulling away) 
Beautiful? 

ROBIN 
What’s wrong? 

CYRANA 
Nothing. This wound may prove fatal after all. 

ROBIN 
I love her. Even though we’ve only seen each other in the theatre. 

CYRANA 
You’ve never spoken? 

ROBIN  
Only with our eyes. 

CYRANA 
Then how do you know? 

ROBIN 
Why, Cyrana. A man just knows. Besides I have spies—well, confidantes—for confirmation. 

CYRANA 
She’s in the Guard? In my company? 

ROBIN 
Christiane de Neuvillette.  

CYRANA 
There’s no ‘Christiane’ in the Guard! 

ROBIN 
There is. Since yesterday. Under Captain de Castel-Jaloux. 

CYRANA 
How quickly. How quickly we fling away our hearts. 

CHAPERONE (entering) 

I’ve finished the cakes. ‘Tis now time to go. 
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CYRANA  

Go read the bags! Oh, here’s sourdough! (he’s back out with more food) 
Robin, you love words, intelligence and more. 
For all that you know she could be a bore. 
You need to explore her soul and her wit. 

ROBIN 

Her face looks so bright and her eyes confirm it.  

CYRANA  

With the right presentation all food can look rich. 
What if she’s stupid? 

ROBIN   Then I’ll die in a ditch.  

CYRANA 

 So why the confession? And why meet me here? 

ROBIN 

Because I heard something that filled me with fear: 
It’s Gascon Cadets that make up your Guard. 
Christiane—an outsider—could be treated quite hard. 
They’re well reputed for pride and sharp spite. 
I fear for her safety. 

CYRANA   (Well, that you got right.) 

ROBIN  

When I saw your vigor in deflating that dandy 
I knew your protection would come in quite handy. 

CYRANA 

 Rest assured, my dear man, I’ll take care of your friend. 
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ROBIN 

You’ll keep her from duels? See her safe to the end? 
I’ll sleep so much better knowing you’re at her side. 
You really must love me. 

CYRANA    Surely that I can’t hide. 

ROBIN (putting on his mask as he leaves) 

Please ask her to write. Forgive me for prying— 
Your midnight battle must have been trying! 
A hundred to one? You did not even wince?  
What a warrior you are.        

CYRANA    I’ve had harder fights since. 

A moment of CYRANA alone, then CARBON and LA BRET are at the door.     

CARBON 
And there is the courageous heroine! At last we’ve found you! 

CYRANA 
Captain… 

CARBON 
My Cadets are searching everywhere to congratulate you on your victory. They’re anxious to hear 
your tale. 

CYRANA 
Indeed. 

CARBON (calling back outside) 
She’s in here! Celebrating in a bakery! 

LA BRET  
I delayed them as long as I could. And Robin? 

CYRANA 
Hush! 

RAGUENA (returning) 
Captain Carbon de Castel-Jaloux. I am overjoyed! 
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CARBON 
You are overwhelmed! 

CADETS pour in the front, POETS from the back, and a BAKER & LUIS offer coffee. 

CADETS (overlapping Gascon curses) 
Sandious! Mille dious! Capdedious! Pocapdedious! 

RAGUENA 
Are you all from Gascony? 

ALL CADETS  Ay! 

CADET #1 (each congratulating CYRANA) 
Brava! 

CYRANA 
Baroness. 

CADET #2 
Vivat! 

CYRANA 
Baroness. 

CADET #5, #6, & #8 
Come we must embrace you! 

RAGUENA 
And are you all Baronesses? 

CARBON 
You could build a tower with nothing but their titles. 

POET #4 (approaching CYRANA) 

My plan it is to enshrine you in verse. 

POET #5 

That will not happen if I get done first. 
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GUSTAVE (two masked PRESCIUSES have entered and also approach) 

You’ve established yourself as the man of the hour 
And those in the know will relish your power. 
We hold a salon and we’d like to you speak. 

GERMAINE  

Might you be free—say—the start of next week? 

LA BRET (interrupting) 

The Gazette will feature three columns on you. 

CYRANA 

Gazette? What is that? 

LA BRET 

An idea quite new. 
It’s a journal of sorts, a daily ‘news’ paper. 

CYRANA 

Hard to imagine that’s worth more than vapor. 

RAGUENA (standing on a table, gleefully) 

My shop is invaded and filled end to end! 

CYRANA 

Just yesterday, I had barely one friend. 

LA BRET 

Your exploits are famous! Your story has reach! 

CARBON (at the door) 

 Here comes a carriage. It looks like De Guiche… 
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LA BRET (aside to CYRANA) 

Is there something wrong? You don’t seem quite well. 
Did Robin disappoint? 

CYRANA    There is nothing to tell. 

DE GUICHE (entering with BELLEROSE—and killing the rhythm) 
My, my, my. Once again the center of attention. Mademoiselle de Bergerac, every breeze in Paris 
carries your scent this morning. 

CYRANA 
The smell of honor is so out of fashion, I’m surprised it’s even recognized. 

DE GUICHE 
I bring accolades from my aunt the Cardinal herself. She observed your duel from her box last night 
and woke to tales of your ‘adventure’ on the Port de Nesle.  

CYRANA (bowing) 
The Cardinal is a fine judge of valor.  

DE GUICHE 
Your reputation is well established. You serve with this young rabble? In the Guards? 

CARBON 
Since many of my company are here, maybe you’d like to present them. 

(BELEROSE hastily brings an armchair for DE GUICHE.) 

CYRANA 
My Lady De Guiche, it is beyond my pleasure to introduce to you the Gascony Cadets, under 
Captain Carbon de Castel-Jaloux! 

(CYRANA drums out a rhythm and leads, with the CADETS taking their parts)  

ALL CADETS The bold Cadets of Gascony  
Of Captain de Castel-Jaloux. 

CYRANA They brawl and they swagger quite boastfully 
But fear should they come after you. 

ALL CADETS The bold Cadets of Gascony  
Of Captain de Castel-Jaloux. 
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LA BRET Steeped in battles and honor and heraldry 
And brimming with blood that is blue. 

CADET #2 Young lions protecting from blasphemy  
The weakest and neediest few. 

CADET # 1 Young wolves with razor-sharp scrutiny 
Force evil to bid life adieu. 

ALL CADETS The bold Cadets of Gascony 

CADET #5  Love men, oh yes, quite a few. 

CADET #6 Should they pass by your balcony? 
Your husbands keep close to you. 

ALL CADETS The bold Cadets of Gascony  

CYRANA Are proud of their land, that is true. 
With each breath they honor their family 

ALL CADETS And Captain de Castel-Jaloux. 

They end in a grand pose—perhaps with drawn swords—featuring CARBON. 

DE GUICHE 
Brava. Really. Brava. 

BELLEROSE 
Compte de Guiche. It so happens that having a poet in your entourage is the height of fashion.  

DE GUICHE 
I might be willing to consider…a protégé… 

CYRANA 
I follow no one. 

DE GUICHE 
Of course, I have the ear of my aunt. 

LA BRET 
The Cardinal! She’s practically God. 

DE GUICHE 
After seeing your performance last night, perhaps I could persuade her to read something of yours. 
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LA BRET 
Great heavens! 

DE GUICHE 
No doubt you’ve written some epic in verse, now languishing in a trunk somewhere? 

CYRANA (tempted) 
Well, in fact… 

LA BRET (aside to CYRANA) 
Your romantic tragedy. This may be your chance! 

DE GUICHE 
The Cardinal is skilled at the tricks of the trade. After improving a few of your lines, she may be 
willing to produce it. 

CYRANA 
Impossible. Not a comma would be altered. 

LA BRET 
Cyrana! 

CYRANA (silencing her) 
La Bret! 

DE GUICHE 
Do you know how much she would pay? 

CYRANA 
The payment I give myself for crafting a perfect line far exceeds her wealth. 

DE GUICHE 
Ah. So you’re proud. 

CYRANA 
Ah. So you’re perceptive.  

ORANGE BOY (bursting in with a dozen plumed hats skewered on a sword) 
Cyrana! Look at these! The docks at the Port de Nesle are covered with the molted feathers of the 
fowl you chased away! 

RAGUENA 
Shall I add chicken to the menu? 
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CARBON 
I fear they’re too greasy to be palatable. 

BELLEROSE 
Someone lost their investment in those rogues. I wonder who hired them? 

DE GUICHE 
It was I. (the laughter stops) That drunken nightingale needed to be silenced. I certainly wasn’t going to 
dirty my own hands. 

CYRANA (saluting with the sword, sliding the hats off at her feet) 
Would you return these to your cutthroat friends? And tell them, I might be willing to consider…a 
protégé… 

DE GUICHE  
My carriage! (BELLEROSE exits)  

I trust Mademoiselle, when you weren’t courting glory, 
You read ‘Don Quixote?’ 

CYRANA    It is my life story. 

DE GUICHE 

That truly mad fool, in a truly sad scene, 
Tilts boldly at windmills. 

CYRANA 

Yes, Chapter Thirteen. 
A tricky opponent that shifts in each breeze. 

DE GUICHE 

The sails of the windmill are much stronger, please. 
That impossible fight leaves him covered with scars. 
He’s thrown down in the mud— 

CYRANA    And then up to the stars. 

As the crowd acknowledges the victory, DE GUICHE exits.                    

LA BRET  

 When will you learn? Good God, please do say! 
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CYRANA 

Batten your hatches: Hurricane a la Bret… 

LA BRET 

Everyone needs a patron. That you cannot dismiss. 
And rarely is there such an offer as this. 
Every chance you just squander. You ruin your fate. 
The smallest of hurdles? Exaggerate! 

CYRANA 
Exaggerate? Yes! How else would you have me live? Ignoring the most obvious ills and deferring to 
another for solutions? Allowing those most unworthy of pride, to live on in their proud delusions? 
No, thank you. 

Me, a ‘protégé?’ A parasite! A pet! A feeble ivy, clinging to the bark of a greater trunk! To live each 
day, cringing in hope of an oily smile from my patron’s oily lips?  

Oh, no, my friend. If I’m going to jump through hoops, they’ll be of my own construction. To 
create from the heart, not by commission. To generate art without thought of admissions. To have 
no critic more critical than myself. To see life as it is. To laugh, to sing, to dream. To shoot for the 
moon, whatever the cost. 

And to wear my hat at the angle that pleases me. This plume is not fashion, but panache. It may not 
raise me high, it may not lift me to the moon, but I’ll live till I die and the journey will be mine own.  

Respectful admiration from the CADETS. 

LA BRET (taking CYRANA aside to confer) 
Yes, show that face to the world, but between us: he doesn’t love you? 

CADET #8  
But what about the battle last night? Tell us the story of your conquest! 

CADET #1 (referencing CHRISTIANE, who has entered unnoticed) 
Perhaps this whale of a tale may instruct our new minnow here—this tadpole that slithered down 
from Northern France. 

CHRISTIANE 
Did I miss something? 
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CADET #1 

Chances are good.  
If you’re joining the team—learn the rules of the game. 
Now you must hear what dares not speak its name.  

CADET #6 

A word there exists, which can never be uttered. 
Not even spoken. 

CADET #5   Or whispered. 

CADET #2     Or muttered. 

CADET #1 

In the midst of her face, there lies something forbidden. 

CADET #6 

It cannot be mentioned. 

CADET #5    It cannot be hidden. 

CADET #2 

 A rogue once was slain 

CADET #6  —yes, killed with some ease - 

 
CADET #2 

 When all that she did was just sniffle and sneeze. 

CADET #1 

Don’t wave your kerchief, it is not allowed. 
A faux pas like that could serve as your shroud. 

CADET #6 

 We know that you’re new here and not from the South. 
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CADET #2 

 You’re bound to be stupid and open your mouth. 

CHRISTIANE (crossing to CARBON) 

Oh, Captain, my Captain, now what’s your advice? 
These Gascony braggarts are all cold as ice. 
What do I do to establish my place? 

CARBON 

 Throw northern brave-ry back in their face! 

CADET #8 (to CYRANA) 

Enough of the teasing, the waiting all year. 
Tell us the story we’re longing to hear.  

CHRISTIANE sits apart, astride a chair, as the CADETS gather round CYRANA. 

CYRANA 

There’s little to tell of the skirmish last night. 
The knaves all lay hidden, for the moon was too bright. 
Their ambush had failed, so we started to walk. 
Then a cloud passed the moon. All went dark on the dock. 
It was suddenly black. That singer? She froze. 
You could see nothing in front of your— 

CHRISTIANE     —nose!  

(ALL freeze, then slowly rise in terror.) 

CYRANA 

Pray who is this person? 

CARBON         Our newest Cadet. 

CYRANA 

Please tell me her name.  

LA BRET    Christiane de Neuvillette. 
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CYRANA (after a moment composing herself) 

Alright, now where was I? The night it was dark. 
Assassins approached me, so just for a lark 
I let them come near, 

CHRISTIANE   Nose to nose? 

CYRANA 

Eye to eye! 
Anxious I was to draw blood. (You know why.) 
The signal was given. Like one they arose, 
When the leader, she fingered the side of her— 

CHRISTIANE    —nose? 

CYRANA  

Face! I was gonna say face… 
The wretches, they swarmed me. All eager to show 
How they’d poke their— 

CHRISTIANE   —nose in?  

CYRANA 

I meant their toe. 
So on I did fight. Landing slashes and blows. 
These hundred ruffians would pay— 

CHRISTIANE   —through the nose! 

CYRANA 

 OUT! Clear the room! She and I? All alone! 

CADET #1 (fleeing) 

 She’ll tear out her tongue! 

CADET #8    And break every bone!         

The room clears, leaving CYRANA and CHRISTIANE face to face for a tense moment.  
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CYRANA            
Come to my arms! 

CHRISTIANE 
What? 

CYRANA 
You’re quite brave. 

CHRISTIANE 
But… 

CYRANA 
I’m his sister. 

CHRISTIANE 
Whose sister? 

CYRANA 
Robin’s! 

CHRISTIANE 
He’s your brother?  

CYRANA 
Second cousin—practically the same thing. He’s told me all. 

CHRISTIANE 
All…? So he loves me? 

CYRANA 
Believe it or not. 

CHRISTIANE (as they embrace) 
Oh, if you knew what that means to me! 

CYRANA 
I have a clue. (looking at her face) So I see what he saw! 

CHRISTIANE 
If you knew my admiration…! 

CYRANA  
You’ve an odd way of showing it. Now: he’s expecting a letter from you. 
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CHRISTIANE 
A letter? Mon dieu! Then all is already lost! 

CYRANA 
Why? 

CHRISTIANE 
If I try to write, I’ll lose him. Robin craves an intellect. Me? I’m a fool.  

CYRANA 
Fools don’t know they’re foolish. And you don’t attack with the wit of a fool! 

CHRISTIANE 
Oh, I can compete. In a battle with other women, I’m a genius. But when I look in the eyes of a 
man… my mind it goes blank. I have nothing to say. 

I cannot ‘compare thee to a summer’s day.’ 
They like what they see, that is till I speak. 

CYRANA 

They like what I say, till they see this beak. 

CHRISTIANE 

Oh, for the words that attract like my face! 

CYRANA 

 Oh, that my words came from some other place! 

CHRISTIANE 

 You articulate passion? 

CYRANA        

They’re attracted to you? 
There’s a lover indeed from the blend of us two. 
Robin deserves naught but the finest, the best. 
A woman we’ll make who is up to the quest. 
What say I provide the art for your letter— 
The frame that you offer would suit her much better. 
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CHRISTIANE 

 I don’t know. It’s dishonest. And bound to fail. 

CYRANA 

 Have you got a chance on your own with the mail? 

CHRISTIANE 

What’s in it for you? Would it give you pleasure? 

CYRANA 

  A game with such stakes any poet would treasure! 

  (pulling out what she’d written earlier) 

A letter like this I composed on a whim. 
He’s expecting it soon, so take it to him. 

CHRISTIANE 

 It was there in your pocket? And written in rhyme? 

CYRANA 

 Oh, writers just write things. Quite all of the time. 

CHRISTIANE 

Should we change it to suit him? 

CYRANA 

It fits like a glove. 
Men are so gullible when they’re in love.  

They embrace, as RAGUENA and ALL peak in to see them together.             

RAGUENA 

Knock, knock. Oh, pray, pardon. There’s bloodshed in here? 
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CADET #1 (seeing their embrace) 

 Well, that’s unexpected. You think that they’re qu----- 

(CARBON claps a hand over her mouth just in time)   

CARBON 

 Our demon’s transformed to a gentle-er mother. 

LA BRET 

 Strike on one nostril and he turns the other! 

MUSKETEER 

Hey Luis, look. We’ve been given the right. 
We can speak of her nose now. And without a fight! 

MUSKETEER goes right up to CYRANA and throws some lame insult. CYRANA throws a single punch and 
lays her out flat. The Cadets cheer and lift her on their shoulders,  

ALL 

The bold Cadets of Gascony  
Of Captain de Castel-Jaloux. 
They brawl and they swagger quite boastfully 
But fear should they come after you! 

One note suddenly sounds and there’s a freeze as CYRANA holds high her white-plumed hat with a shaft of light 
illuminating it—then blackout. 

End of ACT TWO 

 

INTERMISSION 

  

ACT THREE 

Robin’s Balcony 

Late Afternoon 
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Outside ROBIN’S home. There’s a front door, and above it, a doorway leading to a small balcony. Also a bench, and 
a suggestion of the surrounding square with doors to other houses. Down the street in front of the houses comes the three 
PRECIEUSES with masks. They head towards another door whose knocker is wrapped with a scarf.         

GERMAINE                    

 This street is in vogue! Such quaint architecture. 

GERARD 

 Ah, here is the house where they’re holding the lecture. 

GERMAINE 

And this time, my dear, oh, please hold your tongue. 
We don’t want you known as someone high-strung. 

GUSTAVE 

The only real reason I engage conversation 
Is so I can establish a smart reputation. 

GERARD 

 Why else would we suffer such pretentious talk? 

GUSTAVE 

 If we don’t attract women? Forget it. I walk! 

GERMAINE (seeing the wrapped knocker)  

Just so we won’t be disturbed by a sound—  
How very thoughtful—the knocker’s been bound. 

They “ooooo” in admiration and are through the door. THE CHAPERONE comes out of ROBIN’S home 
followed by RAGENUA, in the midst of a sad story. 

RAGUENA 

And this is, at last, why you saw my tear: 
My husband has left me for that Musketeer! 
Alone and lost—and bankrupt as well— 
I saw no peace in my bottomless hell. 
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Filled with self-pity, I wept and I wept. 
Then Cyr’na appeared, and my heart? It leapt! 

THE CHAPERONE 

Mon dieu! 

RAGUENA 

Dieu indeed. And as only she can, 
Cyr’na did save me by asking Robin 
To make me her cook. Life here gives me hope. 
And I don’t spend money like some stupid dope.  

Also on route to the lecture, BELLEROSE and BRISSAILLE scurry across. 

BELLEROSE 

This discourse I dread. Must you drag me to more 
Than one speaker a week?   

BRISSAILLE    Well, just try not to snore. 

They go through the same door as the men. THE CHAPERONE has seen them and calls up to the balcony. 

THE CHAPERONE 

Robin, we are late. Oh, please do come down! 

ROBIN (calling from inside) 

 I’m coming now! 

RAGUENA   Going out on the town? 

THE CHAPERONE   

I’m rather excited that we both were invited 
To this talk that’s entitled ‘Love, Unrequited!’ 

RAGUENA 

What do I detect, deep under your crust? 
There lives a romantic?  

THE CHAPERONE  Our secret, I trust! 
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CYRANA enters haranguing two young MUSICIANS carrying instruments. [lutes? guitars? flutes?] She’s trying 
to get them to play the correct note. 

CYRANA 
Arghhh! No a ‘B!’ (a wrong note) ‘B’ (wrong) ‘B’ (wrong). Hopeless, you tone-deaf barbarians. All day, 
you’ve proven to be the most ineffective instrumentalists. 

THE CHAPERONE 
Why the young musicians? 

CYRANA 
The fruits of my wager. I made a bet over a grammatical point—which of course I won—and my 
prize is constant underscoring from sunrise to sunset. I intended to serenade Robin, but my 
accompaniment’s proving incompetent. Would you be so good as to fetch him down? 

THE CHAPERONE (drily, exiting) 
I serve at your pleasure. 

RAGUENA 
Cyrana, I can’t thank you enough for arranging this position for me. Robin is eating like a king. 

CYRANA (sniffing the air) 
Do I detect your Crème Brule? (another sniff) About to turn charcoal? 

RAGUENA (racing inside) 
Good lord, I forgot! 

CYRANA (back the MUSICIANS) 
And you, my young charges… Do you know Montfleury? The pretentious swine? 

MUSICIAN #1 
The actor? 

CYRANA 
Same thing. I shall give her the gift of music. Stand outside her house and play your proudest pavane. 
Full-bodied, repeated, and as loud as you can.  

MUSICIAN #2 
Ay, ay.  

They exit as ROBIN enters from his home.              

ROBIN 
Christiane is a genius! Brilliant as she is beautiful! 
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CYRANA 
Could that be? 

ROBIN 
Her letters are extraordinary. Oh, when we’re together, there are moments she seems distant, 
halting, but then erupts a flow of words that take my breath away. More brilliant even than you! 

CYRANA 
Surely not. 

ROBIN 
Ah, the jealousy of poets. You think because the package is perfection, the gift inside must be 
worthless.  

CYRANA 
She is eloquent in expressions of love? 

ROBIN 
Expressions? Dissertations! Themes and variations! Listen: (she recites)  

‘The more of my poor heart you take, 
The greater yours grows, till I fear it break.’ 

CYRANA 
Pooh!  

ROBIN 

‘Should you so gift your heart to me, 
Would Cupid then give mine to thee.’ 

CYRANA 
First too much heart, then not enough. Make up her mind! 

ROBIN 

‘If I could write kisses, why then my postscripts 
Would leap from these pages right onto your lips.’ 

CYRANA (impressed in spite of herself) 
OK, that one’s better… 

ROBIN 
Ah, but this— 
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CYRANA (interrupting) 
You’ve learned all her letters by heart? 

ROBIN 
Every one of them! 

CYRANA 
That’s flattering indeed. 

THE CHAPERONE (rushing in) 
Monsieur, I saw from the window: Madame De Guiche is rounding the corner! 

ROBIN 
Cousin, you better go inside. She still seeks my love and daily rises in rank. You haven’t impressed 
her in the past. 

CYRANA disappears into the house and THE CHAPERONE retreats to the doorway to supervise. DE 
GUICHE comes down the street.             

ROBIN 
What a surprise. We’re late for a lecture. 

DE GUICHE 
I come to take my leave. 

ROBIN 
Where are you going? 

DE GUICHE 
I’ve just received orders. We’re to besiege Arras. Snatch it back from the Spanish dogs. 

ROBIN 
Ah—to besiege…?  

DE GUICHE 
I see my departure moves you not. 

ROBIN 
Madame… 

DE GUICHE 
I’m wounded to the depths of my heart. Will I never see you again? (silence) You’ve heard that I am 
named commander of the campaign? And of the Cadets? 
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ROBIN 
What—the Gascony Cadets?  

DE GUICHE 
Ay, with your cantankerous cousin. Arras may be the opportunity to finally put her in her place. 

ROBIN 
You mean the Cadets will go to Arras?  

DE GUICHE (with a snort) 
But of course. They’re now one of my regiments! We deploy tonight. 

ROBIN (aside, sinking to the bench) 
Christiane! 

DE GUICHE 
You grow faint? 

ROBIN 
To send the one you love to war! I am undone… 

DE GUICHE  
Why sir, then I do move you? This is the first time you’ve expressed such a thought. And just when 
I’m about to leave! 

ROBIN (collecting himself) 

So your plan is to take your revenge on my cousin? 

DE GUICHE 

You don’t take her side? 

ROBIN 

No, I see a dozen 
Good reasons for holding your grudge. 
But to send her to battle? That I do judge 
Would not cause her pain. It’s what she’d like most. 
She lives for a fight and would thrive in that post.   
You know what would really disable her pride? 
Keep her out of the fighting. Make her sit to the side! 
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DE GUICHE 

You’re saying what?  

ROBIN 

Perhaps here’s a plan: 
Rather than Cyrana joining that band 
Of boastful Cadets to fight for their glory— 
Keep them all safe at home. Oh! Then she’d be sorry! 
Deprived of that honor— 

DE GUICHE 

Ah, my dear Robin. 
Can you be so devious? Well—only a man! 

 (revealing a stack of sealed letters) 

The orders are here to send out to each regiment. 
These I’ll deliver—but much to their detriment— 
The Cadets’ I will save. Oh, how I’ll embarrass 
Those insolent fools who are stuck here in Paris! (pocketing the CADET’S orders)   

ROBIN 
Madame De Guiche. What a brilliant plot you’ve come up with! 

DE GUICHE 
So there is a trickster in you as well? 

ROBIN 
You have no idea. 

DE GUICHE 
Oh, I do love you! But to be sent to war, just when we’ve made this connection… (an idea!) An order 
of Benedictine monks lives near here. They serve my Aunt’s private chapel and have a healthy fear 
of her niece. They’ll hide me till sunset and then I’ll return to you. In a mask!  

ROBIN 
But surely you must march with your troops this evening. 

DE GUICHE 
They can find their own way. Tonight you’re mine! 
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ROBIN 
I had no idea of your valor. 

DE GUICHE 
You do love me then? 

ROBIN 
How much, you soon shall see. 

DE GUICHE (kissing his hand and exiting) 
Au revoir! This is but our beginning!            

THE CHAPERONE (coming forward, mocking her exit) 
‘Au revoir’—yeech. 

ROBIN  
Not a word of what I’ve done. (calling in) Good cousin! (back to the CHAPERONE) Cyrana would 
never forgive me for depriving her of a fight.  

CYRANA (entering) 
You’ve dispatched De Guiche? 

ROBIN 
And now we’re late for our lecture. If Christiane arrives before I return, please ask her to wait. 

CYRANA 
And on what subject will you challenge her this evening? 

ROBIN 
I vary my pattern. I’ll give her no topic, no time to prepare her speeches. She must speak her 
thoughts on love as they come. Let them flow freely. 

CYRANA 
Splendid! 

ROBIN 

But that is our secret! Do not spill the beans. 

THE CHAPERONE (aside) 

My hopes for this lecture are in smithereens. 
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CYRANA  
Our secret indeed!(They’re inside the other house. It’s growing dark.) And thank you for giving me a 
moment to craft this ‘improvisation.’ 

CHRISTIANE (entering from the street) 
Cyrana! What’re you doing here? 

CYRANA 
Preparing once again to save your derrie’re. This shall be your finest performance. Come aside. I’ll 
coach you. 

CHRISTIANE 
No! Not anymore. I’m tired of learning your lines and bumbling with stage fright. Now that I know 
he loves me, I’ve conquered my fear! Tonight, at last, I speak for myself.  

CYRANA 
Mercy! 

CHRISTIANE 
Your borrowed robes fit well at the beginning and I am grateful, but I’ve learned a great deal. You 
don’t need to teach me how to take a man in my arms. 

CYRANA (bowing and leaving her alone) 
Then speak for yourself, good friend. Que sera sera! 

(And at that moment, applause from behind the other door as the lecture ends. CHRISTIANE hides, as the 
attendees cross back down the street.) 

GERMAINE 

Well that was just thrilling!  

GUSTAVE   Enlightening!  

BELLEROSE    Absurd. 

BRISSIALLE 

My mind, it is reeling!  

GUSTAVE   I hung on each word! 

GERMAINE 

I learned much of love.  
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GERARD   I feel so ‘in-the-know.’ 

BRISSIALLE 

I leave all inspired!  

BELLEROSE  I could use a Bordeaux! 

They exit. THE CHAPERONE barrels out the door followed by ROBIN. 

ROBIN 

I’m sorry we arrived so late—oh, my dear— 

THE CHAPERONE (the martyr) 

No worries. There’s always another—next year! (THE CHAPERONE is in) 

ROBIN (reveals herself, intercepting ROBIN) 
Christiane! Evening falls. The air is sweet. (they sit on the bench) I am yours. Speak… 

CHRISTIANE 
I love you. 

ROBIN 
Ay, speak of love.  

CHRISTIANE 
I…love you. 

ROBIN 
Yes, you have your thread. Now embroider. 

CHRISTIANE 
I love you—a lot. 

ROBIN 
Uh, huh…  

CHRISTIANE 
Ieeaahhmmmallluvvv…. 

ROBIN 
How do you love me? At least ‘count the ways…’ 
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CHRISTIANE 
I love you and…would like it…if you loved me. 

ROBIN(rising)  
Christiane! 

CHRISTIANE 
I don’t love you. 

ROBIN (sitting)  
Yes? 

CHRISTIANE 
I adore you. 

ROBIN 
I ask for cream and you give me skim milk! Tell me what you love. 

CHRISTIANE 
I love… your throat (going in to kiss it) 

ROBIN 
Really! 

CHRISTIANE 
I’m a fool for love. 

ROBIN 
That much seems clear. You’ve lost your voice and I must say, it distresses me more than if you’d 
lost your looks! Any may simply ‘desire.’ You’ve been offering that which elevates the mere ‘animal.’ 

CHRISTIANE 

I know. But I love! 

ROBIN 

Now you’re back to the start?  
Tonight you say nothing that touches my heart. 
Perhaps all you need is some time on your own.  
I bid you goodnight and I leave you alone. 

CHRISTIANE 
But… (he stops… she tries…nothing, he slams the door in her face) 
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(CYRANA emerges from the shadows, slow clapping.) 

CYRANA 
Oh, are there tickets to your next performance? 

CHRISTIANE 
Cyrana! You have to help me. 

CYRANA 
Not a chance. 

CHRISTIANE 
But I shall die. 

CYRANA 
And not a surgeon alive can save you. 

A light in the balcony doorway. 

CHRISTIANE 

But wait— 
What light in that tall window breaks? 

CYRANA 

Compete with that? I hate re-makes! 

CHRISTIANE  
Oh, I shall die! 

CYRANA 
Speak low. 

CHRISTIANE (whispering) 
Oh, I shall die. There is no life without Robin. 

CYRANA 
It’s very dark… 

CHRISTIANE 
So. 

CYRANA 
Perhaps there’s a way. Though you don’t deserve it... Stand there. 
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(CHRISTIANE stands under the balcony) No, where he can see you! 

(Suddenly the two MUSICIANS return.) 

MUSICIAN #1 
MI’ lady! We’re back! 

CYRANA 
Hush! 

MUSICIAN #2 (whispering) 
We serenaded Montfleury. 

MUSICIAN #1 (with a tomato) 
She threw food at us. 

CYRANA 
Go! Guard the street there. Should someone approach, play something to warn me.  

MUSICIAN #2 
But what tune? 

CYRANA 
If a man is coming, play something bright. If a woman, something somber. (They exit. Back to 
CHRISTIANE:) Alright, call him.      

CHRISTIANE 
Robin!...Oh my handsome Robin! 

ROBIN (from off) 
Who calls? 

CHRISTIANE 
Christiane! 

ROBIN (his head out the balcony doorway) 
It can’t be. Christiane has gone mute.  

CYRANA prompts from under the balcony in a whisper “-----” 

CHRISTIANE (aloud) 

 -----  You say -----  my love -----  sounds so forlorn?  

-----  When the fact is -----  it has only been born. 
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ROBIN (about to exit, but pausing at that) 
Yes…? 

CHRISTIANE (being prompted) 

-----  At birth, my love ----- was humble, sick and weak. 
-----  So weak in fact, that it barely could speak. 

ROBIN 

That’s better!  

If love was so weak, would it not have been mercy 
To put it out of its misery? Avoid controversy? 

CHRISTIANE 

-----  Oh, I tried to choke it. -----  Kill love, if you please. 
-----  But it grew instead to a child Hercules! 

ROBIN 
Ahh… 

CHRISTIANE 

-----  The youth grew so strong that it took control. 
-----  It filled up my heart. It saved my bad mole! 

(CYRANA frantically corrects) ‘Soul!’ It saved my ‘sad soul.’ 

CYRANA pulls CHRISTIANE back under the balcony. 

ROBIN  

Though love, once again, has unlocked your vault , 
Your thoughts seem to stumble. Why do they halt? 

CYRANA (imitates CHRISTIANE’s whispering voice and takes over) 

 It’s growing so dark that my thoughts cannot see. 

ROBIN 

 Yet you can hear me. Pray, how can that be? 
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CYRANA 

My words are below and fight from down here 
To ascend up to you and alight in your ear. 
Be gentle Robin, for from that great height, 
A hard word from you can crush me this night. 

ROBIN 

Then I will come down.  

CYRANA    No! Do not, my love. 

ROBIN 

Then why is it that you don’t climb here up above? 

CYRANA 
No!! (she scrambles to trade hat and cape with CHRISTIANE) Don’t break this spell! This is how it 
should be at last. Indulge my need to speak unseen. 

ROBIN 
Why unseen? 

CYRANA  
Ah, you couldn’t know the intoxication of invisibility. (dares to step into his view, but disguised by hat, cape, 
and shadow) You only see the dark folds of my cloak—imperfection concealed. I stand in the full 
radiance of your light. Oh, if I had the words… 

ROBIN 
Words you have! 

CYRANA 
My wit serves me well to decorate, to hide. Yes, I’m skilled at the attack, but I aim at weeds and not 
at stars. Never till tonight have words come from my heart. Tonight I discover my voice. 

ROBIN 
It’s true. Your tone rings with something new. 

CYRANA 
Here in the protective dark, I dare to be myself at last. Here unseen, I dare to let you see… I don’t 
know what to say! I never dared to dream this. Forgive a wretch so new to ecstasy. 

ROBIN 
Why? What’s so new? 
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CYRANA 
To be free at last. To unshackle my iron mask. To surrender the weapons that protect me from 
mockery, but keep me distant… 

ROBIN 
Why would you fear mockery? 

CYRANA 
For the loud beating of my heart! That pounding drum I feared the world would call ridiculous. It’s 
too much! Only now do I relish the full symphony. Not shallow tunes designed to distract. Not 
premeditated rhymes and artificial meters. But the rich music that erupts from just three notes. 
Three notes that when played—transcend. 

ROBIN 
And the three? 

CYRANA 
‘I. Love. You.’ Sound those in harmony—and all else is futile. Speech is rendered useless… And still 
the words bubble up! All, all, all that’s within me—this gushing flood—it bursts the damn. All this I 
dare to sacrifice to you. You. You, the fiery star that consumes my selfish shell. At last my love—so 
long restrained—is free. Is there some way to make you understand? 

ROBIN 
Why, this is love indeed. 

CYRANA 
Oh, that this evening lasts! Let me dance on this knife’s edge for all eternity—free from fear. Too 
fair the moment! Too, too sweet the night! 

ROBIN 
I’m trembling. You’ve conquered all of me.  

CYRANA 
This moment crowns us both victors. There’s no treasure left to seek. Perfection is attained. There’s 
only one thing left I dare to ask… 

CHRISTIANE (from under the balcony) 
A kiss! 

ROBIN 
A what?? 

CYRANA (back underneath) 
You fool, you move too fast. 
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ROBIN 
You ask what? 

CHRISTIANE (whispering) 
He’s ready! Now’s the time to strike! 

CYRANA (whispering) 
Christiane, it’s too soon. 

ROBIN  
What do you whisper? 

CYRANA 
Uh, I argue with myself. I’m so drunk with love that I’ve lost all sense.  

ROBIN 
You pull away so quickly… 

CYRANA 
I’m too presumptuous. I wouldn’t dare to tarnish a shining star… 

ROBIN 
But why not?? 

ROBIN exits his balcony. Offstage, confused music from the two MUSICIANS. 

CYRANA  
What’s this? Someone’s coming. They play both a bright tune and a somber one… Is it a woman or 
a man? (a PRIEST enters) Ah, neither—a priest!   

CHRISTIANE 
Not now! Get rid of her! 

PRIEST (she is searching the doors with her lantern) 
Pray tell me where’s the home of Monsieur Robin? I have a most important letter. 

CYRANA 

Oh, you’re all wrong. It’s back that way.  
Turn left, then right, then ten steps a pace. 
It is obvious as the nose on your face.  

PRIEST (exiting as she came) 
I thank you—and shall pray for your healing. 
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CYRANA 
Good luck with that. 

CHRISTIANE 
Now get me that kiss! 

ROBIN (reappearing above) 
Christiane, are you still there?  

CHRISTIANE (not thinking) 
I am. 

CYRANA (shoving her back under the balcony) 
I am! 

ROBIN 
We were speaking of… 

CYRANA  
A kiss. When all is said, what’s a kiss? A breath, a touch. The brush of a hummingbird’s wing. Once 
consumed, they’re lost. Frequency diminishes them. ‘But when they seldom come, they wished for 
come.’ I’m content to suffer in humble anticipation. 

ROBIN 
Yet would you deprive me of a caress of your beautiful face? 

CYRANA 
Ah, yes…my face…I almost forgot.  

ROBIN 
Then come and take my lips.  

CYRANA (a decision…aside to CHRISTIANE)  
Climb! 

CHRISTIANE 
What? 

ROBIN 
The brush of that hummingbird’s wing! 

CYRANA 
Climb!  
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CHRISTIANE (beginning to climb up the balcony) 
But, now it’s somehow wrong... 

CYRANA 
Climb, you animal! (CYRANA succeeds in pushing CHRISTIANE up) 

ROBIN 
Ah, my Christiane! 

ROBIN and CHRISTIANE kiss on the balcony. 

CYRANA (observing) 
At last the feast of love. And I? Lazarus, begging crumbs from the rich man’s table. Yet one morsel 
gives me comfort: It’s my words he tastes upon her lips. My words… (the jumbled music plays again) 
Again, bright and sad tunes—the priest is back. (CYRANA, as if out of breath from running in, calls up) 
Hello! 

ROBIN 
Who calls? 

CYRANA 
I…I was passing by. Is Christiane there? 

CHRISTIANE 
Cyrana?!? 

ROBIN 
Bonsoir, cousin! I’m coming down. (he exits) 

CHRISTIANE 
What are you doing? (seeing the PRIEST enter, she exits) 

CYRANA 
Back again? 

PRIEST  
It must be here. I’m sure of it. The home of Monsieur Robin. 

CYRANA 
Oh, Ro-BIN. You said Ro-LIN. ‘L.’ 

PRIEST 
No, Ro-BIN. ‘B.’ ‘B.’ ‘B.’ 

Three ‘B’ notes from the offstage MUSICIANS. 
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ROBIN (entering, followed by CHRISTIANE and RAGUENA with a candle) 
What is it? 

PRIEST (presenting it to him) 
A most urgent letter. 

CHRISTIANE 
What? 

PRIEST 
It cannot be but holy business. Sent by the Cardinal’s niece… 

ROBIN  
De Guiche! (she signals RAGUENA) 

RAGUENA (taking the cue to distract the PRIEST) 

Oh Holy Mother, I’ve wanted to know 
Just what was so bad about Galileo…? 

RAGUENA and CYRANA pull her aside, while CHRISTIANE takes the candle and ROBIN unseals the 
letter. 

ROBIN 
She’ll never give me peace!(reading) ‘My Beloved. The drums beat. The regiments prepare for siege. 
Yet I’ve slipped away and am hid behind these monastery walls. I send this priest—a simple fool 
who knows not what she carries—to prepare you for my imminent arrival and for our night of 
passion…’ et cetera.  

CHRISTIANE 
How dare she! 

ROBIN (calling back the PRIEST) 

Good Mother! This letter to me pertains to you:  

  (he improvises) 

‘Dear Sir, The Cardinal’s wish is holy writ 
You know it’s your duty to obey, albeit 
This act will break your heart at very least. 
A sacred, true, and intelligent priest, 
Brought you this letter and now in your house 
She’ll marry you. By my decree your spouse 
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Will be the very one you cannot stand— 
(he pauses to turn the page)  Christiane!’ 

PRIEST 
Oh, I knew she entrusted me with a most divine duty! 

ROBIN 
(aside) Am I not apt at reading letters? (aloud) But this is horrible! 

PRIEST (holding her lantern to CYRANA’s face) 
‘Tis you he must marry? 

CHRISTIANE 
‘Tis I! 

PRIEST (seeing her pretty face) 
But… 

ROBIN (back to the letter) 

Oh, here is a postscript, written in bold: 
‘And give the good priest twenty pieces of gold’ 

PRIEST  
Then let me not to the marriage of true minds be an impediment! 

The PRIEST heads for the door and the rest follow. 

ROBIN (aside to CYRANA as he exits) 
De Guiche will be here soon! Keep her busy until we’re wed. 

CYRANA 
I understand! So how to detain this pretentious ass…? (somber music from the MUSICIANS) And right 
on cue. Young lads! (the MUSICIANS appear) Inside this home. And the moment the deed is done, 
play loud enough for me to hear. (they exit into the house) 

DE GUICHE (entering in a black mask, groping along)          
What could have delayed this foolish priest?  

CYRANA (aside) 
A transformation is called for. It’s my evening for disguise… 

CYRANA disguises herself by grabbing a nearby potted plant, pulling out the plant, and putting the large pot on her 
head as a kind of helmet. She climbs up something. [the bench? the proscenium? swings in on a rope?] 
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DE GUICHE 
This looks like his home. Damn, this mask! 

Suddenly CYRANA drops in between DE GUICHE and ROBIN’S door as if from a great height. DE 
GUICHE looks to the sky amazed. 

DE GUICHE 

Where on earth did you come from? 

CYRANA (in an affected voice) 

Not earth at all. 
My journey on the moon began/ Oh what a fall! 
I fell and fell and fell, but just before 
On lunar land I walked. That’s not a metaphor, 
Oh no. You see the stardust on my cape? And say— 
My boots are damp from wading in the Milky Way. 

DE GUICHE 

 She’s lost her mind, for sure!  

CYRANA (seeing her mask)     

Do tell, your grace, 
What brave new world is this that such a face 
So black is commonplace?  

DE GUICHE 

Why you’re a mess. 
Now I must pass. 

CYRANA 

Don’t tell! Just let me guess: 
(At guessing games I’m most creative.) 
Of darkest Africa you are a native! 

DE GUICHE 

This is a mask and not my face at all. 
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CYRANA 

Then I’m in Venice and it’s Carn-i-val? 

DE GUICHE 

I’ve come to meet my lover on this terrace. 

CYRANA 

 A lover? Ah, I see then we’re in Paris.  

DE GUICHE (a chuckle in spite of herself) 

 Though this be madness, yet there’s method in’t. 

CYRANA 

You laugh at me when I’ve endured this stint? 
You laugh at one who’s travelled to the moon?? 
I tell you that I’m crushed.  

DE GUICHE 

Why you buffoon. 
How would you ever get from here to there? 

CYRANA 

 I’ll tell you now, if secrecy you swear!   

DE GUICHE (tempted)   

So are you genius or comedienne? 
No, I must get into this house.  

CYRANA 

Well than! 
You twist my arm and now I must comply. 
A method have I found and used to fly 
Up to the stars. 

DE GUICHE   A kind of flight? 
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CYRANA 

 On this I hold the copyright! 

DE GUICHE 

Well how do you fly? Now let me hear. 

CYRANA 

I used my training as an engineer. 
A grasshopper I built of wood and steel. 
I climbed on top, and just to give it zeal, 
Some gunpowder I stick right up its ass. 
The leaps that it makes are then unsurpassed! 

A burst of music from within. 

CYRANA (taking off her disguise) 

And that’s my cue to end this science fiction. 
Look who’s received their marriage benediction:                   

RAGUENA, in happy tears, and a bewildered CHAPERONE come out with candelabras and join the 
PRIEST to form a wedding portrait with ROBIN and CHRISTIANE. 

THE PRIEST 
I have not failed to do as you requested! 

DE GUICHE 
You? And she? It seems I’ve been out foxed. Cunningly contrived! (to CYRANA) And what a 
carefully crafted story. You should publish.  

CYRANA 
I’m editing the final draft. 

THE PRIEST 
A handsome couple, made by you. 

DE GUICHE 
Bid your groom a fond farewell. 

CHRISTIANE 
Why so? 
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DE GUICHE 
Your regiment will depart immediately. Join them! 

ROBIN 
But you said the Cadets wouldn’t fight. 

DE GUICHE 
Ay, they fight. (she giving her the Cadets’ orders) And Christiane has the honor of delivering the news to 
Captain de Castel-Jaloux.  

ROBIN (throwing himself into her arms) 
Christiane! 

DE GUICHE 

Their wedding night has been detained! 

CYRANA (aside)  

She thinks that this will give me pain. 

The sound of drums growing nearer. 

CHRISTIANE 
Robin— 

ROBIN 

Oh, once again, give me your kiss. 

CYRANA (pulling them apart) 

Alright, we’ve had enough of this. 

CHRISTIANE 

He’s hard to leave. You cannot know 
This depth of pain. 

CYRANA    That’s not quite so. 

We see a portion of the line of soldiers marching off to war with shouldered rifles. 

DE GUICHE 

 It’s time to march! 
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CYRANA   Come do your duty. 

ROBIN 

Oh, Cy-ra-na. Protect this beauty! 
She’s in your charge. Now promise me 
You’ll keep her safe – 

CYRANA   That may not be. 

ROBIN 

 You’ll keep her warm – 

CYRANA   That cannot be. 

ROBIN 

 That she’ll stay faithful— 

CYRANA   That’s a start…  

 

ROBIN 

 And write to me— 

CYRANA   With all my heart!! 

Sweeping off her hat in a deep bow, CYRANA joins CHRISTIANE and DE GUICHE in the line of soldiers. 
ROBIN, RAGUENA, THE CHAPERONE, and the PRIEST wave a tearful farewell. Lights fade as the 
tempo picks up and the soldiers topple a few set pieces, shifting the stage to a desolate battlefield… 

End of ACT THREE 

 

ACT FOUR 

The Siege of Arras 

Before Sunrise 

The transition—a dark chaos of drums, scurrying soldiers, and shadows—resolves to a hazy, pre-dawn stillness. 
There’s a rampart upstage with a lone sentinel surveying the enemy territory beyond. This battlefield post is occupied by 
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Captain Carbon de Castel-Jaloux’s Gascony Cadets. They’ve seen hard fighting. Supplies are gone. There are stacks 
of rifles and a tattered fleur-de-lis flag. Cadets—weak and pale—sleep wrapped in ragged blankets. 
CHRISTIANE lies to one side looking especially worn. LA BRET and CARBON huddle around a smoking 
fire.  

LA BRET                                                        
Murder… 

CARBON 
No other word for it. We’re trapped. We don’t have food to last the week. 

LA BRET 
The week? To last the day. ‘My kingdom for a horse’…on a plate! 

CARBON 
Hush. Don’t wake my babes. They’ll remember they’re starving. The lucky sleep and dream they 
dine. (distant gun shots) Damn those snipers.   

CADET #1 (stirring) 
The devil…what noise? 

CARBON 
Shhh. Go back to sleep. 

More shots, closer this time. 

CADET #8 (as sentinel, calling over the rampart) 
Who goes there? 

CYRANA (off) 
De Bergerac! 

CADET #8 
Halt! Identify yourself or I’ll shoot! 

CYRANA (appearing over the rampart) 
I said ‘De Bergerac,’ you fool.  

CARBON (quieting the stirring Cadets) 
Sleep, sleep… 

LA BRET 
Thank God! You’re late but still alive. 
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CYRANA (joining them at the fire) 
Shhh. They missed me as they miss me every morning. It seems Spanish wine does not improve 
Spanish marksmanship. 

LA BRET 
It’s suicide! You risk your life to cross enemy lines before dawn? And just to post a letter. 

CYRANA 
No need to growl, old mother-bear. I promised she would write. (seeing CHRISTIANE sleeping) Even 
starving she has beauty, but if Robin could see her now his heart would break. 

CARBON 
No sign of weakness in the Spanish lines? 

CYRANA 
Our siege is still besieged. Their encampments surround us. 

CARBON 
We set out to starve Arras, but now they starve out us. They’re most effective at cutting off our 
supply lines. These children…have I recruited them to die? 

CYRANA 
The Spanish starve as well. This standoff cannot last. (crosses away) 

LA BRET 
Where are you going now?  

CYRANA 
To write the next communiqué, what else? Even in war, Aphrodite must be served. 

CYRANA withdraws to her tent and writes. A distant horn blows reveille. CADETS stir. 

CARBON 
Another day. And still I have nothing to offer.  

LA BRET 
That doesn’t mean that they won’t ask. The litany begins again: 

CADET #5 
Oh, how my stomach aches! 

CADET #7 
I can’t take this much longer. 
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CADET #9 
Pray, tell me there’s food today. 

CADET #6 
I dreamt of steak but only bit my tongue. 

CARBON 
Get up! 

CADET #3 
I can’t move. I’d rather die in bed. 

CARBON 
Pray God to give you strength. 

CADET #4 
‘Blessed are the hungry’ indeed. Give me loaves and fishes. 

CADET #1 
We won’t go to battle till we eat! 

CADET #7 
No food, no fighting! 

CARBON (aside to CYRANA) 
Can’t you offer them distraction? You’re better at esprit de corps. 

CADET #2 (seeing another with something in her mouth) 
You’re chewing! What did you find? 

CADET #1 
(she spits it out) A rack of roasted rags—marinated with axle grease.  

CADET #2 (lunging for the leftovers) 
Let me have some! 

They grapple in a weak fight. 

CYRANA 
Wrong enemy! Save it for the Spanish! 

CADET #5 

My stomach’s hollow as a drum. 
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CYRANA 

You’ll sound the charge should that time come. 

CADET #3 

We must have food.  

CADET #4   Our need is valid. 

CYRANA (pulling off #4’s plumed hat) 

What’s on your head? Behold. Your salad! 

CADET #4 

Just one full plate—and then a bottle! 

CYRANA (tossing a book) 

So feed your soul with Aristotle. 

CADET #9 

We’re dying here, and you’re just ‘clever?’ 

CYRANA 

Yes! This is how I choose to die. Not ever 
Would I want to end asleep in some extrav’gant bed. 
It is not hard to simply live ‘well fed.’ 
Give me a cause worth sacrifice and I 
Shall go with head held high. 
Let others feed their selfish need, 
I’ll fight and starve and brawl and bleed. 

CADET #9 

 But what’s the cause for which we pay? 
 So the Cardinal has four meals a day? 

CYRANA 

Not for her. Not De Guiche. Not their phony band. 
You sacrifice this day for your homeland. 
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We are surrounded by a worthy enemy. 
You run the risk to die in infamy 
To keep them from your family home. 
You’ve wandered far, but where’er you roam 
It’s Gascony that lives within. The land 
Where you were born you must protect and  
Your folks that sleep in house or farm  
It falls to you to save from harm. 
Remember now the shepherd’s piping tunes, 
That underscored your summer afternoons? 
The sun that blessed the day with perfect bliss? 
The oaks that shadowed your first kiss? 
Recall that sky. Recall that rich sunset. 
That’s why you are a Gascony Cadet. 

The CADETS are lost in the memory. Some surreptitiously wipe a tear. 

CARBON (aside to CYRANA) 
You make them weep with homesickness! 

CYRANA 
Heartache beats stomachache any time. 

CARBON 
But won’t this weaken their courage? 

CYRANA 
Remembering their Gascon blood will only strengthen their resolve. 

CADET #8 (the sentinel, looking toward the other side of camp) 
Ho! Here comes Madame De Guiche! 

CADET #9 
De Guiche! 

CADET #6 
That popinjay. 

CADET #4 
She dresses for the opera not the front! 

CADET #5 
Without her aunt she’d be a maid. 
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CYRANA (to CARBON) 
You see how quickly they revive.  

CARBON 
Some respect, if you please. She’s a Gascon after all. 

CADET #1 
A Gascon who’s forgotten where she’s from.  

LA BRET 
Nothing more dangerous than Gascony ego turned egotistical. 

CADET #9 
To survive a siege in lace and jewels is not our way.    

CYRANA 
(to the CADETS) Don’t give her the satisfaction of seeing you suffer. Out with your dice and cards 
and pipes. I shall read Descartes. 

The CADETS scurry to appear casual as DE GUICHE enters—also pale with hunger. CARBON stands. 

DE GUICHE 
What have we here? (they ignore her) The air grows cold this side of camp. Your insolence is well 
reported. This ragged bunch of malcontents who dare to disrespect my place. These country rubes 
who criticize my dress. As if the quintessential Gascon were a scarecrow. (no response) Perhaps it’s 
discipline you need. Shall I command your Captain punish you?  

CARBON 
Command away. I’m deaf to your petty reprisals. 

DE GUICHE 
Indeed? You’re insubordinate as well? 

CARBON 
They enlisted for this fight. I pay their salaries myself. We’ll be the first to obey a call to battle. But 
it’s not insubordination when an order is inane.  

DE GUICHE 
I can endure your little hates. My conduct under fire is well known. It was only yesterday I led an 
avalanche of troops beyond enemy lines.  

CYRANA (not looking up from her writing) 
And your white sash? Where’s the scarf your rank requires? 
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DE GUICHE 
Ah, that story’s reached your ears already? Yes, the Spanish dogs attacked our flank. I fought well 
but their numbers overwhelmed us. I could see I was in danger of being taken prisoner—or worse. 
In a fit of inspiration, I threw my scarf to the ground. They were unable to identify me as 
commander and I safely passed to the rear to order the next surge. 

LA BRET 
That tale of courage ends with your retreat. Should we surmise that you lead best when in disguise?  

CYRANA 
Were I behind you on that field, I’d seize that scarf and proudly take the point.  

DE GUICHE 
Easy to boast when you’ll never have to prove it. You know my sash lies deep in Spanish lands. 

CYRANA calmly pulls out the long white scarf. Muffled laughs from the CADETS. DE GUICHE spins on 
them and they’re silent. 

DE GUICHE 
Why, thank you. My decision has been made.  

DE GUICHE takes the scarf, climbs up the rampart, and waves it at the Spanish line. 

CARBON 
Your reason for this display? 

DE GUICHE 
A signal to my waiting Spanish spy.  

CADET #8 (the lookout) 
Someone’s running away! 

DE GUICHE 
I’ve received intelligence that an attack is imminent.  

CARBON 
An attack? How soon? 

DE GUICHE 
Within the hour. I can’t delay their charge but, through liberal bribes, I bought the right to choose 
the point that they hit first. I’ve just identified that point.  

ALL react. CHRISTIANE steps forward. 
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CHRISTIANE 
So this is how you take revenge? 

DE GUICHE 
What ‘revenge?’ This is sound military strategy. I chose the bravest troops to repel the strike. Aren’t 
you proud to lay down your lives?  

LA BRET 
But a pointless slaughter…!  

DE GUICHE (aiming at CYRANA) 
In the past you fought a hundred-to-one. Surely these odds are in your favor.  

DE GUICHE exits. The CADETS are still. 

CYRANA 

The chevrons on the Gascon seal alternate blue and gold.  
Today we add a splash of red, stained deep and true and bold.   

CARBON 
And now, my brave souls. Prepare to fight.  

CADETS clear the blankets and gather guns and ammunition. CHRISTIANE pulls CYRANA aside. 

CHRISTIANE 
Cyrana!  

CYRANA 
I know: Robin. 

CHRISTIANE 
There should be one last letter. I want you to say all that’s in my heart. 

CYRANA (with what she wrote earlier) 
Fearing the worst, I’ve written such a message. (CHRISTIANE takes the letter and reads) Let me 
explain… 

CHRISTIANE 
…So much passion… and what’s this spot? It looks like a tear blurred the ink.  

CYRANA 
Oh, once again a poet’s weakness. Sometimes we play our part too well and a little life invades our 
art.  
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CHRISTIANE 
How can you imitate a pain as deep as mine? How can you put this on a page? 

A rumble of shouts from offstage. CHRISTIANE puts the letter in her shirt.       

CADET #8 (from the sentinel’s post) 
What’s this? A carriage approaches thru enemy lines! 

A FEMALE VOICE (off) 
Let us through! We serve the good of France! 

The CADETS grab their guns as a carriage rumbles on and stops. 

[Perhaps the carriage is a small trailer pulled by a bicycle? Or a cart pulled by a hooded, caped woman? Or perhaps 
we only hear the sound of a horse-drawn carriage that stops just out of sight…?] 

A MALE VOICE (off) 
We serve the good of France! 

Some CADETS train their weapons on approaching the carriage. 

ROBIN (emerging) 
Bon jour a’ tous! 

CARBON reminds the stunned CADETS to take off their hats. 

CHRISTIANE 

Robin, my love! Why have you come out here? 

ROBIN 

Oh good Christiane, I could not wait all year. 
This siege has gone on long enough.  

CYRANA (unable to look) 

Oh eyes, 
Confirm this miracle. My hearing surely lies. 

ROBIN 

Dear cousin, how good to see you there!  
Good to see you all! Bit worse for wear 
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It seems—but surely by any book— 
It’s flattering indeed, this ‘lean and hungry look.’  

 (sitting to tell the story) 

That road is long for sure from Paris to Arras. 
Spain balked at first, but then they let me pass. 

CYRANA 

How can that be?  

ROBIN 

Quite simply done in fact. 
Oh yes, at times, it’s true, we were attacked, 
But we looked so odd in that desolate land 
That they would stop and try to understand 
Just why it was we weren’t under cover. 
I’d simply say: ‘I travel to see my lover.’ 
With that, voila’, the barriers would part.  
For even evil Spanish dogs have heart.  

CHRISTIANE 

 My dear, Robin! 

ROBIN 

I should—you’re right—have said ‘my wife.’ 
But that I promise you would never save my life.    

CARBON 

 You must leave this post. It’s not safe here for you. 

ROBIN  

 What better protection than Captain Jaloux? 

  (with all seriousness) 

I am no fool. No matter what my fate, 
I live to fight and die right here beside my mate. 
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CADET #4 

 It’s like we dream before the battle starts. 

CADET #3 

We’ll defend your life with all our hearts. 

ROBIN (cheering them up again) 

Now guess who joined my journey. Look! 
The one and only Raguena, my cook! 

RAGUENA lowers her hood and ALL cheer. 

RAGUENA 

Oh, my good friends, tell me: Your rations? 
I fear they may not quite ignite your passions. 
We brought along a finer bill of fare: 
I wear a cape of bread and camembert! 

 (opening her cloak to reveal food stuffed in pockets) 

Even with the Spanish love of law and order, 
They missed some things as we crossed their border. 
My pants, it’s true may look a bit bizarre: 
Now through each loop ‘let slip the dogs of war.’ 

 (taking off a string of sausages at her belt) 

Besides the cheese, in this carriage I cram, 
Red wine, stuffed peacock, and even a ham. 

  (distributing food from the carriage with ROBIN) 

We brought truffles, pate’, baked cakes—a real feast. 
Would someone be good and carve the roast beast? 

CYRANA (aside) 
As if Gabriel himself descended to earth. 

ROBIN (with food for CHRISTIANE) 
Here my love. Eat! 
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CHRISTIANE 
But why…? Why have you put yourself in such peril? 

ROBIN 
My first duty is to these dear folk. Give me a moment. (he distributes food) Captain—have you tried 
one of these? 

LA BRET has stuck a loaf on the end of a rifle to pass up to the sentinel. 

CADET #8 (from the rampart) 
De Guiche! De Guiche returns! 

CYRANA 
Quick hide the food. Everything out of sight! 

ALL scramble to tuck away the goodies, just as DE GUICHE enters. 

DE GUICHE (stopping short) 
Why does it smell like my father’s kitchen? (CADET #4 tries to suppress a drunken giggle) And why do 
you smell like a tavern? (another) And suddenly merry? 

CADET #4 
The approaching danger is intoxicating. 

ROBIN (revealing himself) 
So your charge now includes your soldiers’ smell? My, how you rise in rank! 

DE GUICHE 
Monsieur Robin! How is it possible…? 

ROBIN 
Your treatment of those in your care leaves something to be desired.  

DE GUICHE 
You must return home at once! 

ROBIN 
Not when my wife is in need. I belong at her side. 

DE GUICHE 
You don’t understand the danger here. This is no place for a man! 

ROBIN 
Yet you send women to slaughter quite eagerly? You relish your role as a maker of widowers? Just 
what is your code of honor? 
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DE GUICHE 
My code of honor… (a decision)… does not include needless sacrifice. Give me a rifle. 

ROBIN 
Why? 

DE GUICHE 
Should you remain, then so will I. I fight at the side of my troops. 

CARBON 
Why, there’s a little Gascon in her after all! 

LA BRET (showing her food) 
Then you should not fight on an empty stomach. 

Almost magically, ALL reveal their feast. 

DE GUICHE 
But how…? (to ROBIN) You are indeed miraculous. 

ALL regroup and eat. CYRANA pulls CHRISTIANE aside. 

CYRANA 
Christiane, before you speak with Robin again … 

CHRISTIANE 
What could have possessed him to come here? 

CYRANA 
Should he speak of the letters… 

CHRISTIANE 
The letters? 

CYRANA 
I’ve not been altogether forthcoming. Don’t spoil everything by being surprised… 

CHRISTIANE 
At what? 

CYRANA 
It’s nothing. But you should know you’ve written more often than you think. 

CHRISTIANE 
How? We’ve been cut off for over a month. 
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CYRANA 
I snuck through. Just before dawn. It’s nothing. 

CHRISTIANE 
This is ‘nothing’ too? And how often have I written? Every week? 

CYRANA 
Perhaps a bit more. 

CHRISTIANE 
More? Two times a week? Three? (CYRANA reluctantly prompts) 

Not every day?? 

CYRANA 
Yes, daily…twice daily. 

CHRISTIANE 
This ‘game’ gave you so much joy, that you risked your life?! 

CYRANA (retreating to her tent area) 
Hush! He must not know…  

ROBIN comes to CHRISTANE as CADETS clear food and carriage, and disperse to resume battle prep. 

ROBIN 
Christiane, at last!  

CHRISTIANE 
Now tell me why… To put yourself in jeopardy…? What brought you here? 

ROBIN 
Your letters, my love! 

CHRISTIANE 
What? 

ROBIN 
Your letters drew me in. Each one richer than the one before. 

CHRISTIANE 
Some silly love-notes? 

ROBIN 
Oh, you can’t know! Since that night when I heard your voice in the darkness as if for the first 
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time—that night you breathed your soul into me—since then, it’s you I’ve truly loved. Your words 
called me here as the Sirens called Ulysses. 

CHRISTIANE 
But… 

ROBIN 
Each page, a petal from your heart. I read and re-read until my fervor burned as bright as yours. 

CHRISTIANE 
But so far apart? How can love grow like that? 

ROBIN 
Oh, Christiane, I come to crave your pardon. Before we risk death, you must forgive me. I insulted 
you when I only cared for your face. 

CHRISTIANE 
Robin! 

ROBIN 
Now, at last, your spirit triumphs. I love you only for your soul. 

CHRISTIANE 
Robin… 

ROBIN 
The superficial mask of lust has burned away. You’ve taught me how to clear my sight of frivolous 
beauty. Your mind has won the day. 

CHRISTIANE 
It can’t be… I don’t ask for love like this. I want to be loved simply… for… 

ROBIN 
For that which all the world sees?   

CHRISTIANE 
Our first love was the best… 

ROBIN 
I alone have seen you as you really are. This love will last even if your beauty fades. 

CHRISTIANE 
Don’t say more. 
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ROBIN 
Yes, even if you were ugly, my love would live as strong. 

CHRISTIANE 
My God… 

ROBIN 
Are you content? 

CHRISTIANE 
I’m overwhelmed… (a decision) But I keep you from my fated friends. Go, smile on them before they 
die… 

ROBIN (deeply touched) 
Oh, my Christiane… 

He goes back to the troops. 

CHRISTANE 
Cyrana! (CYRANA returns) It’s not me he loves. 

CYRANA 
What? 

CHRISTIANE 
It’s you. 

CYRANA 
No. 

CHRISTIANE 
He only loves my soul. That soul is you. 

CYRANA 
Can that be? 

CHRISTIANE 
And you love him. 

CYRANA 
I… 

CHRISTIANE 
It’s true. I finally see it. You love to madness. 
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CYRANA 
Yes…and well beyond. 

CHRISTIANE 
Then tell him now. 

CYRANA 
No! 

CHRISTIANE 
And why not? 

CYRANA 
The answer’s on my face.  

CHRISTIANE 
He said to me: ‘I’d love you even ugly.’ 

CYRANA 
That can’t be. Sweet words but don’t test them. 

CHRISTIANE 
Because I was born with looks, shall I destroy your happiness? 

CYRANA 
Because I was born a literate freak, shall I destroy yours? 

CHRISTIANE 
Tell him! 

CYRANA 
Don’t tempt me with this. 

CHRISTIANE 
I’ll be loved for who I am or not at all! This must end. Our marriage wasn’t consummated. It can be 
easily dissolved—if we survive. 

CYRANA 
Christiane. 

CHRISTIANE 
I’ll get out of the way and let you tell him. Robin! 

CYRANA 
No. No! 
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CHRISTIANE (calling to ROBIN) 
Cyrana has something important to say to you. 

CHRISTIANE exits, as do the last of the CADETS and ROBIN rushes to CYRANA. 

ROBIN 
What does she mean? 

CYRANA 
It’s nothing.  

ROBIN 
She doubted me, didn’t she? Yes, I could see she did. 

CYRANA 
Are you sure you told the truth? 

ROBIN 
It’s true. I would love her if she were—(hesitates) 

CYRANA 
Does it embarrass you to say that word in front of me? 

ROBIN 
Yes, even ugly. (a shot rings out in the distance) What was that? 

CYRANA 
Hideous? 

ROBIN 
Hideous. Yes! 

CYRANA 
Disfigured. 

ROBIN 
Ay! 

CYRANA 
Grotesque? 

ROBIN 
She could never be grotesque to me! 
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CYRANA 
Your love would be the same? 

ROBIN 
Even more. 

CYRANA (beginning to lose control of herself)  
My God. Could this be true…at last? Robin, listen…I… 

LA BRET (running in) 
Cyrana? 

CYRANA 
Here! 

LA BRET 
Hush. (whispers in her ear) 

CYRANA 
Ah… 

ROBIN 
What is it? 

Gunfire off. LA BRET withdraws. 

ROBIN (running to see) 
More shots! Does it begin?  

CYRANA (aside) 
And now it ends. Too late for me to ever tell. 

LA BRET leads a group of CADETS carrying something they try to conceal. 

ROBIN 
What’s happened? 

CYRANA 
Come away. 

ROBIN 
But what were you saying...? 

CYRANA 
I swear that Christiane was the noblest, the bravest… 
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ROBIN 
What? (he runs to the CADETS, pushes them away and reveals CHRSTIANE on the ground with a bloody 
wound) Christiane!  

ROBIN rips cloth from something and grabs the canteen that RAGUENA brings. 

CYRANA (whispering to CHRISTIANE while ROBIN is distracted) 
I told him everything. It’s you he loves. And always will. 

CHRISTIANE’S eyes close. 

ROBIN (returning to her) 
Oh, my sweet love? No. This can’t be. (he finds the letter in her clothes) This is for me… 

CYRANA 
Robin, the battle… 

ROBIN 
You knew her. You alone. You knew her soul.  

CYRANA 
Ay, Robin. 

ROBIN 
A heart too deep for mind to fathom. 

CYRANA 
Ay, Robin. 

ROBIN 
This letter, her blood…and stained with her tears. 

CYRANA 
Ay…Robin. 

The sound of guns and cannons builds. 

RAGUENA 
Robin, you must not stay! 

CYRANA (aside) 
And all of me he mourns in her—let that die as well. (draws her sword) 

CARBON (appearing on the rampart with a drawn sword, but wounded.)           
And now, my brave Cadets. Fall in! Unleash the power of the French! 
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The sound and smoke increase as the CADETS, with rifles, form a line facing the battle. To the cadence of a drum, 
they fall into a stylized routine of kneeling, aiming, shooting, and reloading that continues through the following. Some 
are shot. DE GUICHE, with a head wound, runs on. 

DE GUICHE (bellowing to the troops) 
But hold this line a while. Reinforcements are at hand.  

CARBON 
Stand fast! Give the Spanish a welcome they won’t forget! 

CARBON is shot and falls. The CADETS falter. 

CYRANA  
De Guiche, you’ve proven your valor. Now, fly and save Robin. I’ll take the point. 

DE GUICHE 
So be it. Gain some time. I’ll return with more troops! 

DE GUICHE and RAGUENA pull ROBIN from the fray and exit. The battle rages on as CYRANA tries 
to reestablish the line. 

CYRANA 
Aim well, Gascons! Victory will be ours! 

Wounded soldiers return to their places. The shooting line continues. 

CYRANA (waving her plumed hat and prompting) 

The bold Cadets of Gascony  
Are proud of their land, that is true… 

ALL (joining in a rag-tag chant) 

The bold Cadets of Gascony  
Are proud of their land, that is true. 
With each breath they honor their family 
And Captain de Castel-Jaloux. 

Most of the above is drowned out by the sound of battle. Then the loudest explosion overwhelms everything, and the 
stage goes black. 

End of ACT FOUR 
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ACT FIVE 

The Benedictine Monastery  

Fifteen Years Later—Autumn 

As the explosion fades, a church bell rings, and bright red leaves fall from above, isolated in darkness. The exiting 
CADETS strike what’s left of the post and leaves cover the rest. Late afternoon light reveals a simple, open courtyard 
with the suggestion of a long path. Robed MONKS gently sweep leaves. Chanting wafts in from a nearby chapel.  

 FATHER ABBOT supervises two of the sweeping MONKS. One of them is ROBIN’S CHAPERONE who 
has joined the order and is now BROTHER CLAUDE.     

BROTHER BERTRUM (unable to hold back any longer) 
Father Abbot. Brother Claude stared in the mirror this morning—twice! He was checking out his 
buttocks in his robe. 

BROTHER CLAUDE 
Brother Bertrum!  

FATHER ABBOT 
That is not good. 

BROTHER CLAUDE 
Well, I saw Brother Bertrum steal a plum out of the pie. 

FATHER ABBOT 
Poor judgment, brother.  

BROTHER BERTRUM 
It was only a small plum. 

BROTHER CLAUDE  
It was only a little glance. 

FATHER ABBOT 
I shall have to tell Mademoiselle De Bergerac. 

BROTHER BERTRUM 
No, please don’t! She’ll tease us mercilessly. 

BROTHER CLAUDE 
She’ll say monks are vain. 
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BROTHER BERTRUM 
She’ll say we’re gluttons. 

FATHER ABBOT 
Yes…but she’ll say it with great panache. She’ll be here soon. 

BROTHER BERTRUM 
These Saturday visits began when Robin arrived? 

BROTHER CLAUDE 
Come Lammas-Eve at night it will be fourteen years since Monsieur Robin went into mourning and 
we came to this monastery. My place has always been at his side.  

FATHER ABBOT 
Your dedication to this order is profound, my son. But time has not healed Robin’s wounds. Only 
Cyrana has the skill to temper his grief.  

BROTHER CLAUDE  
Cyrana’s visits warm all of us.   

FATHER ABBOT 
God knows well her soul. 

BROTHER BERTRUM 
Every Saturday, she tells me, ‘Brother, I ate meat on Friday!’ 

FATHER ABBOT 
When she came last, food had not passed her lips for several days. 

BROTHER CLAUDE 
Father! 

FATHER ABBOT 
Cyrana is poor. Captain La Bret has tried to help, but her pride won’t permit it.  

ROBIN, in mourning, appears in the distance, walking slowly with DE GUICHE, who’s visibly older and wears a 
sign of higher status. 

BROTHER BERTRUM 
Monsieur Robin walks with a visitor. Is that a Duchess? 

BROTHER CLAUDE 
Yes, Madame De Guiche has achieved much, but hasn’t called in quite some time. 
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FATHER ABBOT 
Let’s give them privacy.  

As they exit, FATHER ABBOT signals MONKS to place an embroidery stand and stool. 

DE GUICHE 
So nothing will tempt you to leave? You’ll simply hide your handsome face behind these walls 
forever? 

ROBIN 
Forever. 

DE GUICHE 
Ever faithful? 

ROBIN 
Ever. 

DE GUICHE (after a pause)  
Am I forgiven? 

ROBIN (with a small smile)  
I’ve learned much from this Brotherhood. 

DE GUICHE (another pause)  
I never really knew her—this Christiane that inspires such devotion. Her last letter…still next to 
your heart? 

ROBIN 
Somehow she speaks to me still.  

DE GUICHE 
And does Cyrana visit? 

ROBIN 
Often, yes. What a kind old companion. I sit and work each Saturday. The clock strikes, I hear the 
tap of her cane on stone—she never fails to appear on the last stroke. She teases my endless sewing 
projects. She shares the gossip of the week. We call her my ‘Gazette.’ (LA BRET rushes in from a side 
entrance) Why, Captain La Bret! How goes it with our friend? 

LA BRET 
Ill. Very ill. 
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ROBIN (aside to DE GUICHE, about LA BRET) 
Ever the tragedian. (He sits at the stand and embroiders) 

LA BRET 
Perhaps your grace can persuade her how important this is. It’s just as I predicted! Cyrana lives 
despised. Each letter makes her fresh enemies. Attacking sham nobility. Sham bravery. Sham 
devotion.  

ROBIN 
Ah, but her sword keeps them all in check. No one gets the better of her. 

LA BRET 
How long can she sustain the fight? Each day another hole appears in her only boots. 

DE GUICHE 
Cyrana is not to be pitied. She lives free in thought and free in action.  

ROBIN 
Your grace? 

DE GUICHE 
True. I have all and she has nothing. But the price of my ‘all’ has been great. I’ve climbed high, but 
the train I drag behind grows heavy. The pull of a thousand little lies. A thousand self-disgusts.  

ROBIN (with irony) 
‘Uneasy lies the head that wears the crown.’ 

DE GUICHE 
Not my intent to cast a shadow. I’ll strive to find more time to call. (kissing Robin’s hand) Captain, a 
word, if you please?  

(ROBIN sews as DE GUICHE pulls LA BRET out of his hearing.) 

DE GUICHE 
You’re correct, none dare to attack—but many hate your friend. Yesterday, at the Queen’s soiree’ it 
was said that Cyrana should beware: ‘Accidents occur.’ Let her stay in—be prudent! 

LA BRET 
Stay in? She’s on her way! She won’t miss her weekly call. 

RAGUENA enters from the side and rushes to them. 

RAGUENA 
I thought you might be here. (nudging them farther from ROBIN) It’s best he shouldn’t know. I just 
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spotted Cyrana leaving her house. As she was rounding a corner, a great timber fell from a roof. 
Whoever dropped it disappeared.  

LA BRET 
Not by accident, rest assured. Oh, Cyrana! 

RAGUENA 
I rushed to our friend… our poet… on the ground with a large gash in her head.  

DE GUICHE 
Dead? 

RAGUENA 
Not quite. I helped her up to her room. Oh, that hovel! Have you seen the squalor in which she 
lives? 

DE GUICHE 
You called a doctor? 

RAGUENA 
Ay—who ordered her to stay in bed. She bandaged the wound, but couldn’t treat the fever. If she 
tries to stand, Cyrana could die.  

LA BRET 
We must get to her side. Come! 

RAGUENA, DE GUICHE, and LA BRET exit as BROTHER CLAUDE and BROTHER 
BERTURM bring a large old armchair and set it near ROBIN. FATHER ABBOT follows. 

ROBIN 
Ah, once again Cyrana’s throne to its place of honor. And a ratty old throne it is. 

FATHER ABBOT 
It’s the best in our parlor, Monsieur. 

BROTHER CLAUDE 
Why was Raguena scurrying away in such a hurry? 

ROBIN 
Raguena? Leaving without speaking to me? No doubt our former poet-chef is off to yet another new 
vocation.  

FATHER ABBOT 
I understand Moliere just hired her to light the lamps before each play. 
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BROTHER CLAUDE 
I most enjoyed her time as hair-dresser. I never looked so fine. 

BROTHER BERTRUM gently swats at him. 

ROBIN 
It’s a lovely evening. I almost feel at home in this gentle dying of the year.  

The clock strikes seven times. They anticipate the arrival. Lines of hooded MONKS process by in the distance. No 
CYRANA. 

ROBIN 
But where…my thimble?…perhaps… ah, here it is...perhaps a Brother detained her at the gate. 
Perhaps she tries to… where are those scissors?... perhaps she tries to save his soul at last. So 
faithful for so many years…why today? Ah, these leaves… (brushing them off his work). 

FATHER ABBOT spots CYRANA at the far end of the path, relying heavily on her cane, hat pulled down low. 

FATHER ABBOT 
Mademoiselle De Bergerac. 

ROBIN (without turning around, but visibly relieved) 
Ah. Now where was I…? Time has faded the old work. How will I ever match the thread? 

As CYRANA struggles to approach, the MONKS exchange concerned looks. FATHER ABBOT quiets them. 

ROBIN 
And so you leave me waiting. For the first time in fourteen years.  

CYRANA (she reaches the chair and sits, her voice not betraying her moments of pain)  
It’s a disgrace. Villainous. I was detained… 

ROBIN 
By? 

CYRANA 
A most unwelcome—and persistent—visitor. 

ROBIN (focusing on his work throughout) 
Some creditor no doubt? 

CYRANA 
Ay, cousin, a creditor. The last to call me to account. I raged, ‘Don’t you understand this is Saturday? 
I have a long-established rendezvous.’ I fear I only succeeded in putting off the inevitable.  
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ROBIN 

Defer this creditor. I shall not let you leave. 

CYRANA 

 This debt must now be paid, I do believe. (her eyes close) 

ROBIN  

You’ve lost your joie de vivre? That’s displeasing. 
The Brothers are here. So where is your teasing? 

CYRANA (rallying) 

Ah look! The Trinity of Down Cast Eyes!  

BROTHER BERTRUM (seeing her face) 

Oh my! 

CYRANA (silencing him, then summoning some bluster) 

(It’s nothing.) Oh, how I despise 
The fasting you expected yesterday! 
I eat red meat. No matter what you say. 

FATHER ABBOT 

Then join us at the refectory 
So you can be fed quite properly.  

BROTHER CLAUDE 

We’ve made a pot of our famous stew. 

CYRANA 

Wait just a bit and I’ll go with you. 

ROBIN 

You agree so easily? Tonight tardy  
And docile? If she’s late to our party 
And then acquiesces, she may be disposed 
To be converted as you’ve often proposed.  
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BROTHER BERTRUM 

Oh no, not I! 

FATHER ABBOT 

    We never would dare. 

CYRANA 

No sermon text? What, don’t you care? 
Here I sit upon your rack. 
Now where’s your evangelical attack? 
So pray for me! It’s your ambition. 

BROTHER CLAUDE 

Prayers need not wait for your permission. 

FATHER ABBOT gestures and the MONKS leave.                            

ROBIN 

To let you see heaven is their only goal. 

CYRANA 

I see you’re part of the same rigmarole: 
Your endless work on that tapestry 
Is to show me the length of eternity. 

ROBIN 

 And there, once again, is your favorite jest. 

  (leaves fall in the breeze, a full moon slowly appears) 

 Just look at the leaves!  

CYRANA 

The trees are obsessed 
With painting death in bright colorful hues. 
They know how to let go. 

ROBIN    Now tell me news! 
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CYRANA  

My Gazette: Well—At court last Saturday  
They lit nine hundred candles, so they say. 
There’s dispute about the number of tapers  
Since the fire that ensued burned up all the papers. 

Sunday, September twentieth: 

The Queen grew sick on marmalade and at a doctor’s hand 
She was bled with leeches. Now marmalade’s been banned. 

Monday, the twenty first:  

The court, et al, repaired to Fontainebleau. 
Nothing happened on September twenty-two. 

On Wednesday:  

A victory in Austria reported by our army. 

On Thursday:  

Four suspected witches were executed calmly.  

Yesterday: 

 Montfleury’s sick pug was treated with an enema… 

ROBIN (with mock outrage) 
That’s quite enough of that! 

CYRANA (fighting the pain) 
And today, the twenty-sixth… 

ROBIN (finally noticing) 
My Cyrana… 

CYRANA (pulling her hat lower) 
It’s nothing. That old wound from Arras. There, it’s passed. (but it hasn’t) 

ROBIN 
Arras left wounds on both of us. Mine I carry here, by my heart. (pulling out the letter) Time has faded 
the ink, but not the stains of tears and blood. 
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CYRANA 
You once told me I could read it. Perhaps now… 

With growing concern, ROBIN hands her the letter. Darkness descends, isolating them in a shaft of moonlight. 
Chanting from the distant chapel. 

CYRANA  
‘Robin, farewell. Today I fear I die.’  

ROBIN 
You read aloud? 

CYRANA 
‘I’ve lived my life with no regrets, yet now I have developed one. There’s so much still within my 
heart that I have failed to tell. So much of my devotion, my adoration, my love, still unexpressed.’ 

ROBIN 
The way you read… I hear… 

CYRANA 
‘But even as I write of this, a mighty hope dispels regret. For though I may never see the love in 
your eyes or touch your cheek, somehow, my voice will still be heard.’  

ROBIN 
Yes, that voice…not for the first time… 

CYRANA 
‘Somehow we shall be near.’ 

ROBIN 
You know these words… 

CYRANA 
‘And living in that hope, I bid farewell as one who loved her whole life long…’ 

ROBIN 
Of course. For fourteen years you played a role. You wore the mask of kind old friend. 

CYRANA 
Robin! 

ROBIN 
It was you. 
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CYRANA 
It wasn’t me. 

ROBIN 
How could I not have heard…each time you spoke my name? 

CYRANA 
It was Christiane. 

ROBIN 
That voice in the dark rising up from below… 

CYRANA 
I swear to you— 

ROBIN 
The sweet-mad love born in our youth… 

CYRANA 
No, my dear, I never loved you. 

ROBIN 
Why keep silent? She did not write these words. The tears—were they your tears? 

CYRANA 
…the blood was hers.  

A pause as awareness dawns on both of them. 

ROBIN 
How much has died tonight. How much is born anew. Why now? Why break your silence now? 

CYRANA 
Why? 

LA BRET and RAGUENA rush on.                                        

LA BRET 
Here? What madness! 

CYRANA (another little shot at LA BRET) 
‘Blow winds and crack your cheeks…’  

LA BRET 
This is suicide.  
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RAGUENA 
She’s brought on death by coming here. 

ROBIN 
Then this weakness…? 

CYRANA 
Oh yes, the last entry in my Gazette— 

September twenty-six, it’s dated: 
‘De Berg’rac was assassinated.’ 

CYRANA removes her hat revealing a bloody bandage on her head. 

CYRANA 
It’s not the ending I would write. To be struck unseen by some coward. 

RAGUENA 
Ah, my friend… 

CYRANA 
Save the grief. Shouldn’t you be at the theatre? Holding the candle for Moliere? 

RAGUENA 
I quit today. His latest play? He’s stolen an entire scene from you. 

CYRANA 
An entire scene from me!? So did it work? 

RAGUENA 
It played like gold. The audience laughed to tears. 

CYRANA 
Ah, my role indeed. To be the voice behind the scenes while another takes the bow. My words to 
live in other’s mouths. My gratitude to all who gave them breath. 

ROBIN 
Cyrana, I love you. 

CYRANA 
And I you, but what of that? No fairy tale reprieve. True love does not release the beast from 
ugliness. I live a toad ever after.  

ROBIN 
But by this moon, I swear… 
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CYRANA 
Oh, swear not by the moon—the inconstant moon. For that is my shining home and tonight I 
finally arrive. There, at last, to find the paradise of exiled souls: Galileo… Plato…Socrates… (shaking 
off a wave of pain, struggling to her feet) No, not like this! I will not end at rest. (resisting their help) No! On 
my feet, with head held high. The grinning skeleton of death draws on me now. (drawing her sword) 
Now bring it on. (she squares off against an unseen partner) 

ROBIN 
Cyrana! 

CYRANA 
Would you believe this boney fool dares mock my nose?(several thrusts in the air) A menacing 
opponent to be sure. I leave the lesser fights for lesser souls. I only duel with hopeless odds. Come 
all at once, my ancient foes! (hearing the noise, hooded MONKS rush on into the shadows) I fight as I have 
always fought. Compelled by something greater than myself. Who else will hold the ground for 
those who can’t? I battle Prejudice!(with few strokes) Cowardice! Greed and Fear! Ignorance? No 
doubt, you will get me in the end. But surrender? Never! (she falls back into the arms of ROBIN and her 
friends) Though I confess, my battles cost me dear, I retain one asset. Spotless and pure. One thing I 
brandish in the face of Death. And that is…that is… 

ROBIN 
What, my love? 

CYRANA (a faint smile seeing ROBIN) 
My huge panache!  

She slumps against him, but manages to sweep her hat up high and die with arm outstretched. The chanting swells. 
The lights fade on all but CYRANA’S white plume as the MONKS gently pass it, one to another, up towards the 
moon. Darkness. 

The End of The Play 
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The Girl Who Was Cyrano 

By Guillermo Baldo 

Translated by LuisDa Molina Rueda 

La niña que fue Cyrano (The Girl Who Was Cyrano) was the last show I watched in Córdoba, Argentina, 
during my research trip in 2019. That day, my seat was surrounded by children for the first time, and 
I could not help but tear up at the end of the play. My first thought was, why is Disney not telling this 
story?  

Valentina travels back to her childhood to tell us about a girl who is a girl and sometimes a boy. She 
is sad because her best friend Mateo just moved out of town. Luckily for her, a new girl called Roxi 
moves in soon after. Valentina and Roxi become inseparable. They both become so close that 
Valentina begins to write letters to Roxi under a boy’s pen name. The exchange of letters grows as 
Valentina is faced with emotions she can’t quite understand: she likes wearing her brother’s clothes 
and she is in love with her best friend Roxi. Inspired by Edmond Rostand’s Cyrano de Bergerac, 
Guillermo Baldo reworks the classic into an LGBTQIA+ love story for children and adults alike.  

The play, by Argentine playwright Guillermo Baldo, told the story that every LGBTQIA+ kid would 
have loved to see growing up. The message behind the piece went straight where it should go. Children 
have the ability and the right to experience all the complexities of life, including gender and sexuality. 
My inner child was healing in a theatrical world that validated his right to feel different. I was so moved 
by the play that I stayed behind after the show to meet the original cast, Chili Peralta and Luisina 
Lipchak. Guillermo Baldo was not there, but they provided me his contact and I eventually asked him 
if I could translate the play. The rest is history. 

My drive to translate this play lies at the core of Baldo’s personal motivation to write it. We both crave 
to heal with stories that expose children to desire outside of the heteronormative. He researched taboo 
topics in children’s theater and realized there was still a long way to go for children to be seen as 
rightful citizens who are ready to experience complexity. When adults vet topics from children, 
claiming “children are not ready yet” (Ferran Casas 39), they are simply manifesting their own 
unreadiness to cope with them. While some Argentine plays for teenage audiences such as Tengo una 
muñeca en el ropero by María Inés Falconi dealt with LGTQIA+ topics, he noticed there was a lack of 
such plays for even younger audiences. The Girl Who Was Cyrano is a very special piece of theater 
because it challenges the notion that theater for children is different from theater for adults. Literature 
for children is the place where some of the most revealing and challenging struggles are fought 
(Montes 17). Baldo’s story is simply giving children access to their full human complexity. Though 
this play may have the “for children” label, I believe that Baldo did not quite write a piece for children. 
He wrote a play for all audiences that has the power to heal the heterosexist wound in adults and 
prevent it on children. 

Baldo’s work “for children” is both thematically and stylistically complex. While the play incorporates 
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some traditional children’s theater elements such as repetition, it also offers a rich world of images 
and compelling poetry in a theater genre that is usually dictated to be oversimplified (Goldberg 122). 
As I translated the play, he cautioned me to beware of the stereotypes and limitations that are often 
associated with theater for children: “Careful with folks’ biases on children’s theater. I also fell into 
that trap for a while. No, you need to simplify this. No, that’s too much text. At the end of the day, it is 
important to give in to our writer’s intuition. Everything else will just come into place naturally.” 
Though I tried to give in to my writer’s intuition, I ran into several challenges as a translator.  

First, I had to draw a line between my translation and the world created in the original production. 
Early versions of my translation included the song Roxi sings in the Argentine staging. Guillermo 
Baldo chose Esta noche no tengo miedo (I am not afraid tonight) by trans singer Susy Shock. The song is part 
of her queer lullabies album, Canciones de Cuna para Niñxs Diversxs. Though the emancipatory power of 
the song was important to me and I wanted it to be in the English version, the song was not an actual 
part of the original dramatic text. It was a directorial choice. In short, I had to somewhat unlearn the 
original production.  

The second challenge I ran into had to do with the frequent use of ellipses throughout the text. I had 
a reading with English-speaking actors and they suggested that I get rid of the ellipses. They read them 
as pauses and they found them jarring. As soon as this happened, I asked Baldo why he decided to 
incorporate such a large amount of ellipses. His answer was fascinating to me. The ellipsis was not 
meant to be a pause or a search for a word, but rather a hole for actors to explore in their performance. 
While a comma dictates a pause, an ellipsis is polyvalent and can be acted in several different ways. 
He researched oral narration and learned that “we are what we can narrate about ourselves.” Oral 
narrations about ourselves have holes. Ellipses helped him inscribe that “broken orality” to the text. 
Since the play speaks about the rebuilding and movability of identity, I found these holes to be a 
fascinating poetic layer. The literary sensibility of his choice encouraged me to keep the ellipses in my 
translation.  

Once I managed the ellipses, I was also challenged by some of the Hispanic cultural elements that had 
no direct equivalence in the English-speaking world. The plaza, for instance, is a very important locale 
for Valentina, with no direct translation. A plaza is not a square nor what we understand to be a plaza 
in the United States. Rather, a plaza is a confluence of streets that serves as a marketplace or 
playground. Since the locale has a big role in Valentina’s memories, I decided to keep the word plaza 
in Valentina’s translated world.  

The last and most important challenge in this translation journey had to do with my ability to engage 
in directorial interpretation. My process involved working with actors to film a semi-staged translation 
lab. The goal was to receive feedback from audiences and see what their thoughts were on the 
translation. The questions asked were on point. Why did I not keep the line “Valentía, Valentina” in 
Spanish or the concept of merienda? Why could I not honor the Hispanic heritage of the play by keeping 
a few words in Spanish? After all, there is a large population of bilingual Latinx speakers in the United 
States. While I agreed directors should beware of whitewashing, particularly in a US context, I thought 
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it was not my place to engage in such directorial choices as a translator. Since casting is a whole other 
beast, my text is simply meant to be a bridge translation for a monolingual audience, to be adapted by 
directors at will.  

Despite my translation challenges, I am beyond thrilled this playscript is now ready to reach theater-
makers and audiences in the United States. Baldo’s work was an exercise of faith that there would be 
schools in Argentina that would want to take in his play. It was an exercise of faith that, if schools did 
not take it in, the play could still be produced extensively in the Argentine independent theater circuit. 
The fact that the play is reaching other countries today is heartening. Nikolina Židek’s translation into 
Croatian opened in Zagreb and Rijeka last fall, directed by Guillermo Baldo. As of today, someone is 
translating the play into French and another English translation by Sebastián Gutiérrez is on its way. 
The girl who was Cyrano has only begun her journey outside of Argentina. I hope this transforming 
piece of theater reaches the hearts of thousands in the United States and becomes a point of reference 
for LGBTQIA+ representation in children’s theater internationally.  
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THE GIRL WHO WAS CYRANO 

Written by Guillermo Baldo 

    Translated by LuisDa Molina Rueda 

Different-sized cardboard boxes piled up. Valentina walks around them. She takes some boxes and leaves others. It 
is moving day. All moving days look alike. 

Valentina is moving and she doesn’t know where to start. 

Someone sings. 

The boxes are now little houses. 

Valentina, who is not a kid anymore, looks at the little neighborhood and recognizes the voice singing. 

Valentina realizes it is Roxi, and the two of them smile at each other. 

VALENTINA: There are places from my childhood that I always carry with me. I close my eyes and 
I see them. They remind me where I come from, and they show me who I am. My name is Valentina, 
and these are the streets I grew up on. Every once in a while, I visit them… I walk them… I look at 
them from afar... up close... and it doesn’t matter how long… or how much things change… some 
things, the ones that really matter, never change… they stay the same way we remember them. We 
might not even realize it… but they stay with us forever… time may pass… and years may go by… 
and things may be left behind… and places may change… and though no one else may see them… 
these streets will always live within me. 

That one over there (lights come on inside one of the little houses) is the house where I used to live… with 
my dad, my mom, and my two brothers.  

That house there (lights come on inside another little house) is where Doña Máxima used to live... She was 
an old lady who was always lonely, and she never, ever, ever left her house. At school, they said that 
she was half... half a witch… I don’t know... I don’t think so... I think she was just sad... and lonely. 

There, that house there, that is the house where my best friend Mateo used to live. (Lights come on inside 
Mateo’s little house.) We spent every afternoon together. I had no other friends; Mateo was my only one. 
The only one I cared about. He used to wear a cap all the time, a blue baseball cap. It was always the 
same cap, and he would never take it off. Every afternoon, we would have an afternoon snack at his 
house or my house (lights come on inside Valentina’s little family house) or we would skip snack time 
altogether and spend all afternoon playing outside in the streets (lights come on in all the little streets), on 
the sidewalk, at the plaza (lights come on at the little plaza), at school (lights come on in a little school), on the 
soccer field, at the sports center, in the whole neighborhood (lights come on in the entire little neighborhood) 
… Time stopped when I played with Mateo... The entire neighborhood lit up and days blended 
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together. 

One afternoon, Mateo rang the doorbell... Bike in hand, I opened the door ready to go on one of our 
afternoon adventures... Mateo was pale, his hands were shaking, and he was looking down... his eyes 
were full… full of tears... I had never seen Mateo cry. What do you do when someone cries?... What 
do you do when Mateo cries?... I left the bike leaning against the wall... “What’s wrong, Mateo?” 
Without looking up… he said… “We’re moving…” Mateo’s dad got a new job… far… so far away 
that there’d be no more bike rides (lights go out all over the little streets) … no more afternoons playing 
outside at the plaza (lights go out at the little plaza) … or the sidewalk (the lights go out inside four of the little 
houses) … no more afternoon snacks at my house (lights go out inside Valentina’s little house) or Mateo’s 
(lights go out inside Mateo’s little house)... no more anything… Mateo was leaving… and I was never going 
to see him again. 

Valentina in the dark.  

I saw the movers truck drive down the main street... the same street that we used to bike together. I 
felt an emptiness... a darkness... I didn’t know what I was supposed to do without Mateo. 

Lights come on inside Mateo’s house. 

Valentina approaches it and carefully lifts off the roof. 

The light grows increasingly stronger. Valentina becomes entirely lit. 

Valentina takes Mateo’s blue cap out of the little house. 

Before leaving, he gave me his cap, the one he would never take off... and along with his cap, a promise, 
and along with his promise, a hug... And after a long, a very long hug, he was gone…. Waking up the 
next morning, the neighborhood didn’t feel the same for me. 

She picks up her little house and holds it, hugging it to herself. 

She then places the box over her head; her head is now her own house. 

VALENTINA/MOTHER: Valentina Catalina Gonzales Astudillo. What are you doing in bed 
again, reading that book? Can’t you see how nice it is outside? All the boys and girls are playing 
outside... and you just stay here like a badly watered fern. Are you really going to spend every single 
day of this break locked up in your room? You are so pale I can see through your skin. Valentina, 
please! Be a girl, be happy. Let’s see, let’s see, let’s see... What problems can you possibly have, 
Valentina? You don’t know what problems are. Just go out, honey. Go out and play like all the other 
kids do. If I could only be your age again! Do you really, do you really, do you really not have everything 
you need in life to be happy? Valentina, Valentina, VALENTINA! Mateo is not coming back. And if 
Mateo was here, he would not like to see the badly watered fern you have become. 
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VALENTINA: Stop calling me a fern, mom. 

VALENTINA/MOTHER: Then show me that you are not a fern... Show me that you are a daisy, 
an orchid, a hydrangea, a tulip… Go outside, make friends. The Camisaso girls, down the street, look 
how sweet they are. They are always out and about…French skipping and jumping rope. They sing 
songs that pim pam. They always wear those beautiful flowery dresses… so clean. Why can’t you just 
play with them and come back home with a clean dress? That would make me so happy, Valentina… 
So happy. So happy. 

VALENTINA: Playing with them is boring. I don’t like jumping rope, I get tangled French 
skipping, those flowery dresses are horrible, and I’m not a plant. I’m ME! Valentina! 

VALENTINA/MOTHER: I DON’T CARE WHAT YOU WEAR, BUT GO OUT! Go out and 
make me happy, Valentina! 

She takes the little house off of her head and puts it back in its place. 

VALENTINA: And my happiness? (Pause) I go out. I sit at the plaza. I watch how the Camisaso girls 
French skip in their flowery dresses, starched, and very well-ironed... They run and laugh… they look 
at me and they laugh… I just stand there... alone… without Mateo… feeling lonely… lonely… very 
lonely. Suddenly, Doña Máxima’s door opens… and Doña Máxima herself comes out of her solitary 
confinement. The Camisaso girls stop jumping and singing. The entire neighborhood grinds to a halt. 
The curtains inside the houses close. Dogs begin to bark and run in circles. Doña Máxima crosses the 
street... The Camisaso girls scream and run away terrified, the flowers in their little dresses wilt away 
as they run, bumping into each other, disappearing beyond the horizon. Doña Máxima comes towards 
me. I stand still, pale as paper. 

Valentina picks up Doña Máxima’s little house. 

She places the box over her head. 

Her head is now Doña Máxima’s house. 

VALENTINA/DOÑA MÁXIMA: Is this spot taken? Does it bother you if I sit down here? What? 
What? Yes, Máxima, sit… Okay... I’ll sit down. What brainless girls, the ones in those flowery dresses, 
right? I’m talking about Rubén Camisaso’s girls, what stupid girls... so dumb and boring. I haven’t 
seen you outside for a while. I KNOW I NEVER GO OUT EITHER! BUT WE ARE NOT 
TALKING ABOUT ME, WE ARE TALKING ABOUT YOU! YOU DON’T HAVE TO STAY 
IF YOU DON’T WANT TO. JUST GO! GO! GO! I’VE BEEN IN THIS NEIGHBORHOOD 
AND IN THIS WORLD WAY LONGER THAN YOU HAVE BEEN! Oh… Oh… Sorry, sorry, 
sorry, sorry... don’t leave... sorry. It’s been so long since I’ve talked to someone that I can barely 
remember how to do it. I don’t know what to say, what not to say, how to say it, the tone... sorry... I 
just saw you were out here, without your friend... and well... I know what it feels like to be alone... to 
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see someone leave... I didn’t want to yell at you … but I don’t want to talk about myself... there are 
things I don’t want to remember … and if you want, we don’t have to talk about you either … if you 
want, we can just not talk.  

Long pause. 

Do you like to read?... Yes? Do you? Oh... That’s wonderful... I don’t. I hate reading. I HATE 
BOOKS! THEY ARE BORING! THEY PUT ME TO SLEEP! THEY ARE LONG, HEAVY, 
UNREAL, AND THEY DON’T MAKE ANY SOUNDS! I HATE THEM! Oh! Sorry... sorry... 
sorry... I am doing it again. Máxima, behave, be nice, talk about something nice, she is scared, people 
don’t like talking to people who don’t like things. There is a book I like. That I really like. Very much. 
It is called... it is called … it is called … (Takes a book out) It is called CYRANO DE BERGERAC. 

She opens the book, and a little paper Cyrano pops up.  

Little characters, settings, and objects will come to life as the story unfolds.  

VALENTINA/DOÑA MÁXIMA: To tell this story, we will have to travel to a distant place… No, 
further. Much further. Much, much, much further. Oh, no. That is way too far. There we go, yes, that 
is far enough. This is a story about loving and not being loved in return... The lover is Cyrano, an 
intelligent and sensitive poet. And the one he loves is Roxanne. Cyrano has a huge nose. Incredibly 
big. Bigger. Much bigger. Ridiculously big… oh… no… that’s too big… There we go, that is big 
enough. Cyrano suffers thinking that Roxanne will never notice him with that sweet potato growing 
between his eyes... A sweet potato is like a potato... but sweet, and it grows in the ground… Bah! Nah! 
But that is another story!... One day, he finds the courage to confess his love for her... but before he 
can say anything… 

ROXANNE: Dearest Cyrano! What a pleasure to see you! I have something to tell you.  

CYRANO: Beautiful Roxanne! What a coincidence! I have something to tell you too. 

ROXANNE: But I need your help... I… I… I… Oh! I love someone. 

CYRANO: Oh! Roxane! How wonderful! I never imagined it would happen this way… 

ROXANNE: Oh, yes... he is a very nice boy, he is … beautiful! 

CYRANO: Well... To each their own… Oh, Roxanne!... Don’t say another word! I also love someone. 
And her name is... her name is … her name is... is… is… Rrrrrr… Rrrrrrrrr… Rrrrrrrrrrr… Oh! I 
cannot say it. Why don’t you tell me first? It would help me take courage. 

ROXANNE: The name of my beloved … who keeps me awake for hours on end… that gentleman 
of incomparable beauty… his name is… his name is… Christian de Neuvillette! (Silence) Who is the 
owner of your heart? 
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CYRANO (Pale): No... nobody... it doesn’t matter... 

VALENTINA/DOÑA MÁXIMA: Cyrano, thinking that his love would never be returned, 
pretends to be Christian and writes love letters to Roxanne. Cyrano prefers to love her in that way 
… over not being able to love her at all… Roxanne, reading the wonderful letters that Cyrano 
writes, falls deeper in love with Christian every day… she doesn’t know it is all a lie… until one 
afternoon… 

Valentina picks up her little house and places the box over her head.  

Her head is her own house again. 

VALENTINA/MOTHER: VALENTINA, LUNCH IS READY! VALENTINA! What are you 
still doing outside? A new family just moved into the neighborhood. They are really nice. And they 
have a daughter, your age, her name is Roxi… and she is nice… very nice… so nice. I invited them 
over for lunch … they are here now. Come on, Valentina, brush your hair, put on a dress and come 
play with her, Valentina. Be happy! Come on! Come on! Come on! 

She takes her little house off of her head. 

VALENTINA: My mom wouldn’t let me hear the end of the story. I don’t know what happened to 
Cyrano... I don’t know… But that doesn’t matter... what matters... what really matters … is what 
happened when I met my new neighbor … 

ROXI: Hi, I’m Roxi…  

VALENTINA: Hello… I’m Valentina.  

Silence. 

ROXI: Do you want to play with me? 

Silence. 

VALENTINA: What do you want to play?  

ROXI: Do you want to play ball?  

BOTH: We became best friends in no time. 

ROXI: We liked the same things, we were in the same grade, we always completed each other’s 
sentences and… 

BOTH: We used to laugh a lot, a whole lot! 
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VALENTINA: It’s not that I forgot about Mateo... it’s not that... But since Roxi moved into the  
neighborhood, I felt a little less sad every day …  

Silence.  

One afternoon... and what happened that afternoon is very important... I was at home... 

ROXI: It was raining hard that afternoon… 

VALENTINA: No... that was not the afternoon it rained… that comes later. 

ROXI: Okay… so it didn’t rain much that afternoon… 

VALENTINA: It’s not that it didn’t rain much... it just plain didn’t rain. 

ROXI: Okay, so it didn’t rain at all that afternoon.  

VALENTINA: If it didn’t rain, we don’t need to clarify that it didn’t, Roxi... Just let me get on with 
the story, these are my memories and I remember them very well… Some afternoons, when my mom 
was not at home and there was no one watching, I liked to put on my brother’s clothes… It was all 
boy’s clothing, it was more comfortable, and I liked it. I would also wear Mateo’s cap… it was my 
treasure. One of those afternoons, when I was home alone and dressed the way I liked to be dressed, 
Roxi came in… without knocking… 

ROXI: Hello. Is Valentina here? 

VALENTINA: Eh… No, she is not… 

ROXI: And who are you? 

VALENTINA: I am… 

ROXI: Are you...? Are you her brother? Her cousin? 

VALENTINA: Yeah... her cousin. I am her cousin. I am Valentina’s cousin. 

ROXI: Roxi, nice to meet you … 

VALENTINA: Christian, nice to meet you too… 

ROXI: Okay, could you let her know that I’ll be playing outside? 

VALENTINA: Yeah, I’ll let her know. 

ROXI: Bye… 
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VALENTINA: Bye…  

Silence. 

Valentina bursts out in laughter. 

I ran to the plaza to find Roxi... But before I could say anything... 

ROXI: Valentina!... Valentina!... Valentina!... I was looking for you … 

VALENTINA: I was looking for you, too! 

ROXI: I have something to tell you. 

VALENTINA: I have something to... 

ROXI: But I need your help... I… I…  

VALENTINA: What is it, Roxi? 

ROXI: I … I… I… I love someone. 

They both laugh. 

ROXI: Yes... I love the person I just met... at your house. 

VALENTINA: What? 

ROXI: But that person doesn’t know it… He doesn’t know yet… but he will know soon... He is… 
so beautiful… 

VALENTINA: Wait, Roxi! What I really … (To herself) Let’s see... let’s see... lying is wrong… and… 
well… (To Roxi) What’s his name?… Eh… Roxi, I… 

ROXI: The name of my beloved, who keeps me awake for hours on end… Who I have just met, 
but I feel like I have always known… his name is… his name is… his name is Christian, your 
cousin!… (Pause) What about you? What did you have to tell me? 

VALENTINA (Pale): No… nothing… It doesn’t matter… 

ROXI: I wrote him a letter; can you give it to him? 

VALENTINA: Roxi... I... I... I can’t give him that letter. 

ROXI: Why, Valentina? Why? Did he say something to you? He doesn’t like me, right? That’s it, 
right? He doesn’t like me, and you don’t know how to tell me. He doesn’t like me, and he laughed at 
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my... my hair... my glasses… my name… He doesn’t like me, and life is horrible. He doesn’t like me, 
and he said that he had never seen such a disgusting girl, with such a common name, so boring and 
so lame... He doesn’t like me, and he’d rather step on shattered glass than be around me. He’d rather 
eat rotten lemons than talk to me again. Why did I think your cousin would notice me, Valentina? 
I’m so stupid... stupid… stupid… stupid… stupid… 

VALENTINA: No… no... that’s not it… He said that... that... that... that you are very pretty … 
and that... that... that… yes, that... you are beautiful... and that... you have a beautiful name... and that 
… it was nice to meet you... and he told me to say hi… he waved like this. I couldn’t tell her the 
truth. I couldn’t. I couldn’t. I just couldn’t. So, I agreed to give him the letter… (Clarifying) I agreed 
to give myself the letter… (Clarifying) I agreed to Roxi giving me the letter so that I could then give it 
to Christian, who is actually me… but Roxi couldn’t find out... she would never forgive me. 

Valentina opens the letter. 

ROXI: (Reading) “Hello Christian. We just met. I am Roxi. Your eyes remind me of all the things I 
like. It is like I have always known you... (Valentina continues reading to herself) Do you want to get some 
chocolate milk one day? XOXO. Roxi.” 

Silence. 

VALENTINA: I don’t know what happened to me when I read Roxi’s letter… I didn’t see things 
the same way anymore… it was like one of those actual rainy afternoons… you look out the 
window…and the street, full of water, feels like this river running inside of you. That’s how I felt… 
completely flooded, little rivers racing through me.  

Silence. 

That same afternoon, I wrote her a letter, I signed it as Christian, I gave it to her… and we went for 
a bike ride. 

ROXI: We rode side by side; we lifted our feet off the pedals and the bikes zoomed downhill by 
themselves…  

BOTH: As if we were flying. 

As they tour the neighborhood, Roxi sings, and Valentina rearranges the little cardboard houses to build a small 
shelter.  

They both come inside the shelter. 

ROXI: What about that house, who lives there? 

VALENTINA: That’s where my friend Mateo used to live... I don’t know who lives there now. 
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ROXI: Okay, Valentina … Mateo... Do you... Do you like him. 

VALENTINA: No… 

ROXI: You don’t like him? Really? 

VALENTINA: Ew, no... Disgusting, Roxi … 

ROXI: Come on, you can tell me… 

VALENTINA: I don’t know... what do I know… I never liked anyone... How do I know if I like 
someone? 

ROXI: I don’t know... My mom says that when you like someone it’s like if there was something was 
racing inside of you. Your hands sweat, you laugh for no reason, and you feel like you want to spend 
the rest of your life riding a bike with that person. 

VALENTINA: No, I don’t like Mateo … The next day Roxi gives me another letter … I mean, she 
gives it to Christian... This time it was a poem.  

ROXI: “Where were you?” demands my exasperated mother. 

And your cheeks, why I’ve never seen them that rosy color!  

You’re late and why do you have that smile on your face? 

You go out walking and now you’re off in space? 

Chasing after butterflies, no doubt. “No, you’re lying,” I call out. 

If only I could have said what you are because of you my love, I’ve found a star. 

VALENTINA: How do I explain what happened next? I didn’t understand what was happening to 
me... but it was as if the letters wrote themselves.  

ROXI: We kept on writing to each other. A lot. A lot, a lot, a whole lot of letters. 

VALENTINA: I couldn’t tell her the truth... What if she got mad? What if she didn’t talk to me ever 
again?... She was my only friend … 

ROXI: We wrote letters to each other for about three months... every single day. 

Valentina picks up her little elementary school and places it over her head. 

Her head is now a little school.  
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VALENTINA/TEACHER NORMA (A school bell rings): Tomorrow everyone needs to bring their 
signed parent notebooks. Marquitos, take your finger out of your nose. STOP RUNNING! And 
remind your parents to pay your fees, some of them haven’t paid yet… Go! Go! You can go now. 
Just stop running! Have a nice day. Not you, Valentina. You stay here. I want to talk to you. 
Marquitos, get your finger out of your nose, please, and shut the door when you leave! (Pause) Look, 
Valentina… You know that I love you very much…. you are a great student… the only one in this 
grade that actually knows how to read but I feel like something’s going on… your head was in the 
clouds all week… I don’t know where you were... or who you were with... but you were definitely 
not here with me, Teacher Norma. What do you have in there? What are those drawings? What is 
that?... Ah… I see… say no more. I got it… you like a boy here. Say no more… I am very intuitive. 
Teacher’s intuition. You like Oscarcito Ludueña … I knew you all girls like Oscarcito Ludueña from 
the first day of school. Very tight gel hairstyle, subtle freckles on the face, always riding his bike… 
with a different girl every time. Well, you should know Ludueña has serious behavior problems… 
his mother told me that he sleep-walks and pees in the hallway... you should know Oscarcito does 
that kind of thing…Is it him? Is it Oscarcito? Is it?... Okay! I guess not… Lucianito Femopase? 
Marquitos Matuso? Damiancito Contreras? Marianito Camisaso? Okay... say no more... I got it. You 
don’t want to talk, but let me tell you something, Valentina… and listen to me well… if you like 
someone… if you really like someone… letters are cute… the little drawings and the hearts are 
cute… but don’t be like me… if you really like someone… you have to go… take courage… and 
GO… tell them. This world is for the brave, Valentina… for the valiant. If you don’t tell them, that 
will just stay here inside of you… and you will become… the grumpy Math teacher you never 
wanted to be. Be valiant, Valentina, like your name. Be valiant. 

VALENTINA: Be valiant… Be valiant… Roxi asked to see me in her last few letters... she asked to 
see Christian... she asked me for it in all letters... but in this last one she insisted... she insisted a lot... 
She insisted so much that one dark night, cloaked in darkness, and with a little bit of something that 
looked like bravery... I went to her house... 

Valentina dressed as Christian. 

VALENTINA (Looking at the first-floor balcony above. Trying to be quiet): Ptss... Ptsss... Roxi! Roxi!... 
Roxi! Down here! It’s me, Christian... Hello... 

ROXI: Christian, I wasn’t expecting you! What a surprise! I’ll be right down! 

VALENTINA: NO! NO! 

ROXI: YES! 

VALENTINA: NO! 

ROXI: YES! 
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VALENTINA: NO! 

ROXI: YES! 

VALENTINA: NO! 

ROXI: NO! FINE, I WON’T COME DOWN! 

VALENTINA: I MEAN, YES! COME DOWN! 

ROXI: Okay… I am coming… 

VALENTINA: NO! Don’t, please. If you come down, I’ll leave. 

ROXI: Why? 

VALENTINA: I am just a very shy girl. I mean, BOY. Plus... I have to go already... I just came 
because I wanted to see you… I wanted us to see each other... I came because my hands are 
sweating… and something is racing inside of me, and I don’t know what it is… and... and... and it 
feels like I’m going to vomit... but then I don’t, and I smile every time I think of you... because this 
world is for the valiant … and if I don’t… that will just stay here inside of me… and I don’t want to 
be like Teacher Norma... 

ROXI: Wait, who? 

VALENTINA: It doesn’t matter... Because when... when... when... when… I want to sing… I want 
to sing you a song… (Takes out a little guitar and sings a little song.) 

Silence. 

VALENTINA: Roxi likes Christian … that’s me… But really, what is it that Roxi likes? What she 
thinks Christian is… or the letters that I write to her? Roxi... Roxi is like Roxanne... Cyrano’s 
Roxanne. The Christian I made up, the Christian who lives inside of me is like... Christian. And I... 
I... I don’t know what’s wrong with me. This lie turned me into a Cyrano. A little 8-year-old Cyrana. 
A Cyrana who prefers the shadows of a lie to being rejected. A Cyrana who has no idea how the true 
Cyrano story ends... but that... that was something … that she was about to find out… 

One afternoon... it was raining outside… 

ROXI: It actually rained that afternoon... 

BOTH: It rained hard... 

VALENTINA: That afternoon the streets were not little rivers... they were the seas... I like the 
rain... but... it was different that afternoon… I felt that something wasn’t right... I felt that the worst 
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of the storm was yet to come... From my house I see Roxi go out into the street, running, into the 
seas of water the streets have become... she is coming, she is coming to my house... running... almost 
swimming … 

BOTH: Soaking wet and red-eyed, red-eyed from crying. 

VALENTINA: She tells me... almost unable to speak... 

ROXI: We’re moving… 

VALENTINA: Time stood still... she kept talking but I couldn’t hear... Why does everything I love 
have to move? The storm was no longer outside... it was inside of me… 

ROXI: I brought you a letter. The last letter… 

VALENTINA: I couldn’t let Roxi go... I couldn’t let Roxi go without telling her that I wrote each 
and every single one of those letters... and I couldn’t let her go without telling her that one lie 
pushed me to another lie and then to another lie and another and another… And that all the lies 
pushed me to one truth... I didn’t lie in any single one of those letters... She needs to know… I have 
to tell her... Be valiant, Valentina... but I can’t... I can’t... I can’t... I can’t… I see the movers truck 
parked in front of her house... I can’t... I can’t… The same truck that took Mateo away... I can’t... I 
can’t... Be valiant, Valentina. Be valiant, Valentina … Be valiant… What is she going to think? What 
is she going to tell me?... I can’t. I better let her go without making her think I’m a liar... I better let 
her go thinking Christian is real… It’s better if she doesn’t know... so she doesn’t hate me... it’s 
better if she doesn’t know… I’d rather have her love me as a friend than never have her love me 
again… I can’t tell her... I can’t (To Roxi) Roxi... I... I … the one writing letters… it was always me 
… 

ROXI: I always knew. 

VALENTINA: The afternoon Roxi left I saw the movers’ truck drive down the main street... the 
same truck that had taken Mateo away… 

VALENTINA/DOÑA MÁXIMA: All by yourself at the plaza again? No! Don’t say that! No one 
was ever born to be alone. Sadness sometimes makes us think about things that are not true. You are 
not alone. What? How does the Cyrano story end? I don’t know... Yes, I know I told you it’s my 
favorite book! But I also told you that I don’t really like books. I don’t like books because they only 
have one ending. A single possible ending. And I don’t like to be told how things are going to end. I 
prefer to imagine and write my own endings. Me... and this is something that I never told anyone... I 
like endings that start a new story. 

VALENTINA: I never saw Roxi again... nor Mateo... nor Doña Maxima... nor the Camisaso girls 
…We also moved out soon after… and I never came back to walk these streets, or to see these 
houses... But there are things that I always carry with me… time may pass… and years may go by… 
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and things may be left behind… and places may change… and mover trucks may take us far… and 
though one else may see them… there are things that will always live within me.  

Roxi gave me a letter before she left… But this time the letter wasn’t only for Christian... It was also 
for me… 

Lights go out all over the little neighborhood. 

THE END 
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